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The so-called moratorium on rezoning and property development in 
Sidney may be breached if town council follows its developmeht com­
mittee recommendation to give Abacus Cities Ltd. permission to proceed 
with a town-house and apartment rental project at the end of Harbour 
' Road. ^ ,
With models, charts and three representatives of the company, Abacus 
made an elaborate presentation on Monday night. Project manager Dave 
Campbell said the development was first presented to council four years 
ago by “Sailview” enterprises and received acceptance at that time. 
Sailview was taken over by Abucus and the present development hac 
received a lot of time and careful attention.
It consisted of thirty-six 
$85,000 to $100,000 
townhouscs on the 
waterfront and 36 apart­
ment-type dwelling each 
accommodating two 
families.
At the conclusion of the 
presentation Campbell said 
that the company has 
hoping that a building 
permit would be issued for 
the development “this 
month".
After other business had 
been transacted the 
committee came back to the 
Abucus question,
He saw no reason why 
permission should not be 
given for the company to go 
ahead, said Aid. Jim l.ang. 
Original objection against 
the devclopmcitt wits thill it 
cncompussed homes not 
suitable for Sidney but that 
obstacle had been over­
come, There was no reason 
to keep the company 
waiting 30,60 or bO days.
"What does Aid. l.ang 
want?" asked Aid. Peter 
Grunt, "Does he want to 
violate the numiiorium? If 
you stop one project of tliis 
kind surely you must stop 
all of them, And, if you 
allow Abacus to go ahead 
with (his development, you 
must allow everyone else," 
Commenting on the fact 
that the "moraiDrium" was 
imposed pending revision 
of the community plan. 
Aid. lilhier said that if 
council didn’t get itself 
together there would be no 
community plan within 60 
(lays "and then wc can 
be sued."
lie was referring to the 
fact that (here really is no 
••morntorium " ronneil 
can invoke Section 707 of 
the B.C. Municipal Act 
which allows it to hold up 
issuance of a building
permit for several reasons 
among which is the fact that 
a community plan is under 
revision.
At the end of 30 days 
council can, if the action is 
justified, impose another 60 
days delay but for this it 
must have good reason. If a 
developer thinks he is being 
unjustly deliiycd he etin sue 
the corporation for 
damages.
Aid, 'Jerry I'regaskis 
brought some of this in- 
foinuilioii out and added 
that the first 30-da,y period 
elapses next Monday after 
which only 60 days remain.
If council was unable to 
impede Abacus after 60 
days, and it appeared that it 
would not, why not allow 
them to go ahead at this 
point.
To do so, said Grant, was 
discrimination. He was 
unalterably opposed.
When the motion to 
recommend to council that 
the development be allowed 
to proceed, was put to the 
vote. Aldermen Lang 
Iregaskis, Sowerby and 
lit bier voted in favour. 




e Weather Fierce 
e to San Francisco
Well known Sidney ocean 
voyager: Steve Dickinson 
and his wife Esther recently 
departed peninsuia waters 
for Sab iFraheiseb in their 
sailing vessel Kapduva.
En route down the coast 
they encountered tem­
pestuous weather. In a 
letter to a Review staff 
member Captain Dickinson 
described this weather in 
the following manner:
“The weather for all the 
yachts coming south this 
fall has been very bad 
indeed and I don’t think we 
left our various departures 
until too late as 1 believe the 
Pantelins were held up in 
Neah Bay from about the 
middle of August.” "Most
of them got heavy S.E. 
gales Ao weL were com­
paratively lucky with one 
.§.uch from th(iN.W. All this 
last week there have been 
many very tired and, I don’t 
think it is over stating the 
situation to say, very 
thoughtful Canadians 
arriving in San Francisco!”
"Talofa Lee” (German), 
who was . in Sidney, just 
before we left, lay to off 
San F. in 60 knot winds 
having already done the 
same thing off Cape 
Blanco. "Lady Jane” of 
Vancouver did likewise. 
Both these yachts lay ahull, 
which has never appealed to 
me, and got swept by heavy 
seas.”
"A New Zealand yacht
whicly had come here by 
way of the Horn were not a 
bit impressed with con­
ditions and wished ; they , 
were back in Magellan' 
Straits! I am told there were 
no less than ,45 helicopter; 
rescues on the coast by the 
U.S: coastguard.”
”1 chickened out over 
going into Tomales Bay 
under the prevailing 
weather conditions since 1 
had never been there before 
and I was quite .sure there 
was a considerably risk of 
those very high swells 
breaking in all sorts of 
unusual shoal patches at the 
entrance to Bodega Bay.”
“As we were scudding 
under storm job only 1 felt 
the coast was a place to
keep well away from in 
what by subsequent reports 
must have been a fat force 
10, so we carried on to San, | 
Francisco; Kapduva’’f- i 
behaved magni ficently and 
apart from getti ng very wet 
and blowing out a working 
jib suffered no more than 
trivial damage, sufch as a 
main canvas shredded and 
the stove pipe . whipped 
neatly overboard by a free 
running staysail halyard!”
The Dickinson’s 
originally purchased their 
vessel in Hong Kong and 
sailed it home to Sidney by 
way of the Cape of Good 
Hope. It is their intention to 
proceed on South from San 
ITancisco some time in 
November.
1
Central Saanich Police Crack
Juvenile Car Theft Ring
Central .Saanich Police 
have smashed a juvenile 
ring responsible for 29
automobile thefts in the last 
nine inont Its.
Early .Sunday morning 
Sidney RCMP received a 
complaint of drag-racing on 
Durrance Lake Road.
Because all their cars were 
busy at the lime, the RCMP
asked Central Saanich to 
investigate.
When police arrived they 
discovered two l6-ycar-old 
youths from the Brentwood 
area racing in two separate 
stolen cars. ,
Upon invc.stigalion tlie 
police found the two youths 
were involved with the 29 
auto thefts, two attempted 
auto thefts and two thefts 
from automobiles.
The boys ,'ulmillcd the 
charges and were arraigned 
in court Monday morning.
Central .Saanich Police
Court May Return 
to Sidney Says Mayor
Last Day of Work 
88 Employees
Mayor Dick Leigli said Monday he had 
high hopes ihai ncgolialions would soon 
•resume lor a full-lime provincial court 
office in Sidney. He was optimistic, Leigh 
said, lhal the court would materialize 
before very long.
Mayor Leigh said that he spoke to 
Minister of Municipal Affairs Hugh Curtis 
recently al the Union of B.C. 
Municipalilies convention in I’enticton and 
Curtis is going to set up a meeting with 
Attorney-General Garde Onrdom al which, 
it is hoped, some minor difficulties in the 
way of e.siablishing the court office, will be 
eliminated.
In a letter to Sidney cbuncil in April 
Associate Deputy Attorney-General D.R. 
Slicijpliaid .said lliai the dcpailnicul fell 
that the only viable procedure was to open 
a full-time office in Sidney and to staff it 
with an adrnini.'iirator juiuicc of the peace 
together with a deputy sherriff who would 
betransferred from Victoria,
Friday was the Iasi day of 
work for 88 employees of 
titc thi- plant on James 
Lsland. Closure has been 
blamed on a decline in the 
need for dynantite. Most 
explosives are now 
manufactured riglit at 
mining sites.
Six employees will remain 
with the CIL distribution 
subsidiary, Continental 
Explosives Co.
Some of the 88 laid-off 
employees arc facing an 
uncertain future. Larry 
Smith, president of the Oil 
Chemical and .Atomic 
Workers International 
Union (OCAW), says about 
45 of the 88 will be placed in 
jobs botlv on and off 
Vancouver Island,
One aspect of the .story is
the OCAW local itself and 
the reputation it has 
c:,tabli;:.!tctl wltli rhi' 
company and the Victoria 
labour inovemcnL 
Formed first on a federal 
charier ns the rartntUan
Cltemlcal and Explosives 
Workers Internaiional, it 
was the first to organize 
workers at a CIL plain in 
Canada. Tlmt was in 
October, 1942. In 1960 It 
became part of the OCAW.
Since its inception the 
Victoria local lias earned 
itself a dependable 
reputation for never 
resorting to strike action.
A strike was near in 1948 
but a last ininntc settlement 
halted the walkout, The last 
meeting of the Victoria 
local was Iteld on Wed­
nesday, Sept. 20. What is
left of it will soon 





Secretary Larry Ryan has 
snggcsied I lie relationship 
between CIL and the local 
would make a good subject 
for study.
Ryan says there lias been 
a tendency to go to Sweden 
or Germany to study 
employer and union 
relationsliips, when it 
probably wasn’t necessary 
to go farther than James 
Island.
Cliicf Bob Miles said tlic 
juveniles were stealing for 
joyriding. “Most were 
found in (lie Central 
Smmicli area," Miles said. 
".Sometimes they had as 
much as 60 miles on them."
The chief said only a few 
of tlic cars were tlamagcd. 
when recovered, ,
Black ties and epaulettes and
gardenias...That’s what people used to 
wear to dances ori the peninsula^ And, in 
those days, they used to be called balls not 
bashes; This photo was taken in 1939 
during the Masonic Ball which was eri- 
tertained by swinging cpnductoriy^ 
Acres, and held at the Saanichton 
Agricultural Hall. It is froiji^Jhe private 
archives of Third Street resident Jim 
Wakefield. The Review is always delighted 
to publish such historical pictures. Some of 
the dancers have been: idehtified; as John 
Gurton, Grace King, Bert j Wellsv L 
Woods, Stewart Hill, Bert Sansburj^, May 
Wakefield, Jim Wakefield, George 
Cochran, Jr., Elsie Johnson ^ Helen 
Cochran, Gertrude Mitchell, Joe Mitchell, 
Agnes Holmes.
Bob Colpitts, Sid Smethurst, Nora 
Newton, Dr, Wm. Newton, Dick Premeau, 
Nellie Horth, Buster Shade, Gerald 
Godfrey, Ramond Byers, Lawrence Hafer, 
Jack Roberts, Doris ColpiBs, Austin 
Wilson, Russel Crawford.
Amos Nunn, A.O. Cook, George Ball, 
George Michell, Gladys Bath,' Emily 
Thornley, Bea Richmond, Dorothy 
Calvert, Fred Clark, Bill Hill, Shorty Bull, 
Betty Young, Harry Dukeman, Greta 
Gurton, Bill Holmes, Ted Collier.
Clara and Earl Beattie, Florence and 
Norman Shillitto, Millie and Sam 




Nortli Saanielt Council 
has supported (he 
(Iccluiallou of Oct. 16 to 20 
as "Alcohol Awareness 
Week".,
The program is designed 
to bring to the attenliun of 
the people of the district tItc 
lact that the abuse of 
alcohol and alcoholism 
constitute our biggest and 
most ravaging public healtli 
problem.
The declaration was 
made by Greater Victoria 
Drug and Alcohol 
Rehabilitation Society, 
supported by the Alcohol 
and Drug Commission of 
B.C. and the provincial 
department of liealth.
Rest Haven Site Development ‘Residential’
About all Abacus Cities! 
Ltd. will say about (he 
development which will 
replace Rest Haven 
Hoppitnl, nnw rawl, hihnt 
it will be "residential,", 
Confronted, at the 
conclusion of a presen­
tation he made to Sidney
town council on Monday 
niglit, Bruce lisdull, 
Vancouver Island manager 
for Abacus, said that 
formation of a plan for 
Rest Haven was awaiting 
the Sidney Community 
Plan which is now Under 
revision.
"We really can’t do
irmcli until wc l.ruAy just
What (he plan h going to 
advocate or restrict,'* 
Tisdall said. " We have had 
talks with the church 
people, Right now Rest 




Tenders were opened on 
Monday afternoon for the 
study, to be commissioned 
by the Sidney and North 
Saanich Chamber of 
Commerce, which will pave 
the way for ilic new break- 
wnler at the foot of Beacon 
Avenue.
Present for (he opening 
was Minister of Municipal 
Affairs Hugh Curtis, 
reprcsciuing the, provincial 
government which hat- 
indicated that it will provide 
suhsianllal support for the 
2,600-foot-long breakwater 
which will cost in the neigh­
borhood of $3,5 million 
and tlic adjacent land in­
stallation which will cost 
about the same.
Tlic federal government 
has eommissloned nn 
economic Impact study 
from Philip Bby and 
As.soclatc» of Vancouver.
Target date for both the 
federal and the chamber of 
cumincrce .studies was to 
have been iibout November 
I but t hat deadline has been 
extended bv about ft week 
or more. When tenders 
were opcntHl Monday at the 
Sidney Motel member* of 
the chamber Manpower
Adjuslmeiu Commiiicc,- 
under ilie cliairmunsliip of 
Gordon Eden, decided lhal 
they needed time to .study 
tlic project plans submitted 
by seven engineering 
companies.
Commentliig pn the 
opening, nt the mectlhg of 
town council on Monday 
night. Aid. Jim: l.ang, 
council’s representative on 
the committee, said that Itc 
was astonisited at the price 
range in the tenders sub­
mitted.
Terms of reference were 
exactly the same for eaclt. 
he said, but 'amounts 
ranged ' from $6,300 to 
$12,000.
Firms which tcndeied 
along with tlieir price 
e.slimntcs for the job were: 
Kcr, Prlcsimnii & 
Associates, $11 ,.500j 
Graeme and Murray Ltd., 
$8,500; Norlhwcst 
Hydraulic ConsultBrit.s 
Ltd,, .$7,500; ZVssociated 
Engineering Services Ltd., 
$6..3SO; Willis, Cunliffc and 
'Twit,.' $J2,000;,;ji.LCflsc.. 
Existologicaf :;'Labjl*'"'T..ld,., • 
.$8,900} ’riiompson; Ber­
wick, Pratt & Partners,
%9,m, ■' ■
mmm mum
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Sidney and North Saanich Garden Club Show Kesults
SECTION 
FLOWERS:
Chrysanthemum Spray: J. 
Gooding. Dahlia (3 blooms) 
M. Rodd, C. Kingerley, 
D.K. Keeping. Rose H.T. (3 
blooms) P. Mitchell, W. 
Dunford. Dahlia 
(Collection) 1. Stevensi C. 
Kingerlee, C. McAmmond. 
Rose H.T. W. Dunford, C. 
McAmmond, P. Mitchell. 
Rose, Floribunda, C. 
McAmmond. Rose 
Miniature, D. Townshend 
Rose Fragrant, W. Dun­
ford, P. Mitchell 
Michaelmas Daisy S. 
Chamberlain, J.E. Bosher 
Michaelmas Daisy (3 
spray), D.K. Keep, J.E. 
Bosher. Begonia B.A. 
Edgar, D.K. Keeping. 
Zinnia P. Mitchell. 
Marigold S. Chamberlain, 
C. McAmmond.
Aster C. Kingerleee. 
Gladiolus N. Rogers, P. 
Mitchell, C. Kingerlee.
ONE. 1 Geranium C. Kingerlee, N.
Rogers, W. Dunford. 
Gloriosa Daisy C. 
McAmmond, P. Mitchell. 
Annual (3 blooms) P. 
Mithcell, B.A. Edgar, C. 
McAmmond. Heather J.E. 
Boxher. Shrub Flowering 
B.A. Edgar, J.E. Bosher. 
Shrub Berried J.E. Bosher, 




Bean Scarlet Runner V. 
Stevens, V. Stevens, C. 
Kingerlee. Beet W. Booth, 
J.N. Edgar, V. Stevens. 
Cabbage J. Kingerlee. 
Carrot V. Stevens, P. 
Middlemiss. Corn J. 
kingerlee, J.N. Edgar, J. 
Kingerlee. Cucumber J. 
Kingerlee, P. Middlemiss, 
C, McAmmond. Leek J. 
Gooding. Onion J. Rogers, 
V. Stevens. Potato netted J. 
Bosher. Potato J. Gooding,
J. Bosher. Tomato Red I. 
Stevens, J. Rogers, M. 
Ramsey. Tomato Green V. 
Todd, J. Kingerlee, V. 
Stevens. Herbs G. Bosher, 
B.A. Edgar, J.N. Edgar.




Apple Red V. Stevens, C. 
Kingerlee, J.N.Edgar. 
Apple 1. Stevens, W.E. 
Keeping, J.N. Edgar. Apple 
Crab I. Stevens, C. 
Kingerlee, J. Bosher. Pear 
W.T. Booth. Plum I. 
j Stevens, V. Stevens, C. 
McAmmond. Grape D. 




Begonia W. Dunford. 
Cactus G. Armishaw, G. 
Armishaw, G. Armishaw.
African Violet • (double) J. 
Shapter. African Violet 
(three) J. Shapter. 
Houseplant D.K. Keeping,
Rich Earth B.A. Edgar,, 
D.K. Keeping, C. 
McAmmond. Jewels in 
Miniature B.A. Edgar,D.
- Sidney. Fruit W.T. Booth
- Prize donated by Quality 
Florists - Sidney. Vegetable 
V. Stevens. Arrangement.
B.A. Edgar.
CONVENOR OF SHOW: 
Mr. Gordon Armishaw, 
Refreshments - Mrs. C.
Turgoose Area Plan 
Sparks Debate
V
By JIM GUTHRIE 
A recommendation by 
the Advisory Planning 
Commission that Central 
Saanich Council establish a 
secondary plan for the 
Turgoose, area before 
ratifying the community 
plan sparked debate in 
Council Monday night.
Alderman G e o r g e 
MaCFarlane wanted to 
accept the advice and have a 
professional development 
officer develop a secondary 
vr plan recommendation
*; before the community plan
I - goes to public hearing while 
Alderman Earl Tabor 
f thought the plan should be 
presented to the public as is.
“We’ll be changing the 
plan every five years 
^ anyway,;’ Tabor said. “It’s 
^ ^ : not tbtally specific on every 
area but only a general 
1 outline Of the direction we 
i: want our ' community to
develop towards.’’
“There are- 22 acres 
zoned for- apartments in 
J that '^ea, ’ ’ j MacFarlane 
i said^ “If the wrong kind of
J to work there ^
the results® could : be 
i; horrendous.’’
MacFarlane moved that a 
development officer come 
• forward with recom-
^ mendations for a secondary
f plan and Tabor suggested
■ they pass the community
plan and make amendments 
later. The motion passed on 
V a four to three majority
with Mayor Jean Butler 
’ making the final decision.
Aldermen Larzaz, Tabor 
and Waring opposed the 
motion while MacFarlane, 
Hill and Sharpe voted 
affirmatively.
Mr. Nevill Bothwell, 
representing Genstar 
Development Company 
made an appeal to council 
to meet with representatives 
of Genstar for the purpose 
of discussing Genstar’s Tod 
Inlet development.
Mr. Bothwell stated that 
Genstar submitted an 
environmental impact study 
requested by Alderman 
Dave Hill and were 
distressed by the absence of 
communication from 
council since then.
Genstar feels the new 
“unofficial’’ community 
plan is designed to destroy 
their position.
“Our 15 acres of 
waterfront property 
presently zoned “leisure 
c o m m e r c i a 1 ”, a r e
designated open space 
under the new plan,” Both- 
wellsmd.'';-'.';:'
Bothwell cited:^ seyeral 
omissions of this nature in 
the ne^ plan anid said: “ i f 
our interpretation : of the 
present draft is correct, 
then this / company’s
position is severely com­
promised and can only lead 
to confrontation, as op­
posed to the co-operative 
effort which has existed up 
to this time.”
Genstar feel they are 
being treated unfairly 
because their plan met the 
objectives of the 1976 
Community Plan and 
council clearly accepted 
their proposals until 
Butchart Gardens made 
strong representations to 
council.
“When the plan was 
rejected,” Bothwell said, 
“we wrote to council asking 
it to identify those aspects 
of the plan which it found 
unacceptable.”
Bothwell says Genstar 
received no reply but, 
instead^ was told that 
council had requested the 
provincial government buy 
theland.
Alderman Percy Larzaz 
moved the matter be turned 
over to the subdivision and 
zoning committee. This 
motion passed
unanimously.
McAmmond; Plant Stall - 
Mrs. G. Bosher; The 
President wishes to thank al 
members, exhibitors & 
advertisers who contributed 
so much effort to make this 
show a .success.
Winner of Elephant, 










733A Goldstream Ave. 
Langford 478-0322
*Custom Built Fireplace Screens 
^Fireplace Accessories 
*Metat Fireplaces end Chimneys 
*Woodburning Stoves and 
Heaters Closed Mondays
FimPLUOi
JIM EDGAR (left) and Jack Bosher (right) 
stand beside giant Sunflowers at Sidney and 
North Saanich Garden Glubs Fall Show.
M. Ramsey, N. Rogers. 
SECTION : FIVE. 
ARRANGEMENTS: ■'
Fall Beauty M. Ridell, J. 




Flower N. Rogers - Prize 
donated by Quality Florists
ISLAf«IO FURfilTURE MART 
has:
Flotation WATER BEDS (Queen size), 
just like a regular Hollywood ensemble 
- takes regular size linen
Traditional in appearance 
but functions like a modern 
fireplace. The Blaze Frank­
lin Stove blends beautifully 
with a period decor or ac­
cents the modern. A wood 
burning stove for a warm, 
comfortable atmosphere. 
Easily installed.
A spacious wood burning 
fireplace that heats in a 
complete circle. Ideal for 
large rooms where you can 
enjoy a crackling wood 
fire in a cozy atmosphere.
The Blaze Gemini fireplace 
is available free-standing, 
hung from the ceiling or 





Ask about our Fireplace/Furnace Conversion — 
Many other units to choose from.
ensReview 
Brentwood Office
A.G. Dagg, General 
Manager of The Sidney 
-Review announced 
today that the 
newspaper was opening 
a busine,ss and editorial 
office in Brentwood. 
The office is located next 
door to the Brentwood 













NO NEED TO CHANGE 
EXISTING FHAMES. MV 
LOW OVERHEADS ttRING 
J SAVINGS TO MV 
CUSTOMERS 
IF VOUK f;«timatf,8 are too 
IIIOIICAI.L




Shop’ on West Saanich 
Road.
“With the tremendous 
population and business 
growth in Central 
Saanich The Review will 
be in a better position to 
extend its coverage of 
community events in the 
area with this office in 
operation,” said Dagg. 
"We have one full time 
and two part time 
reporters in Central 
Saanich now. They will 
work out of the Bren­
twood office on a 
regular basis.”
Dugg said the 
tcicpitonc number of the 
new office is 652-4631.
Man Charged
A West Vancouver man 
charged in connecilon with 
the April 27th death of 62- 
year-old Melvin Chambers, 
of 10171 West Saanich 
Road was committed for 
higher court trial by a 
Victoria Proviucial Couii 
judge last week.
Lynwood William Ehtie, 
71, was charged with 
criminal negligence causing 
death, impaired driving, 
and driving wltlt a blood 
alcohol content of over ,08, 
after Chambers was killed 
while walking on the Pat 
Bay Highway south of 
Beacon Avenue.
He was committed for 
trial after preliminary 
hearing before judge Blake 
Allan.
PARKLAND KIDSl * 
H IlKLIM 4-
4 PARKLAI^OKIDS!
j^Tlifit vull 1>« « t«|tl» ll(» off
jjtai, i (I lii Siiliir) iBiiliiil mill 1.1,^
J Smnlch, Thu U «n nnnunl pruinoilufi T 
■JuiPliHiliiiit vciiini |ifii|ile In ihTmiiiIi^ 
“*(Mit;i«l fitoKunmUFnfKU, fin» *ri«,'T 
rdtholt, ilthme, OMidwir vlul>) for#' 
H ill.FU l.llltll'f nF.'..IIIFIi l|*
||«ll|ltilrri)ri ; U.aM.IMiriKI/K ^ 
jJAn r»i;dli!m (in('*>ftuiiiiy iw lunimit^. 
Ifind *iwi»ur«n many fln» : ymnu*. 
j-pmniti. tom halp laiil Iw »»»»ilyj
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1 Locate and Identify your bonds
TWo Series of Canada Savings 
Bonds mature this Fall;
1969/70 Series (S24) maturing 
November 1,1978,
1968 Special.Replacement Series 
(SR) maturing October 1,1978,
Look for "S24" or "SR" 
preceding the serial number on the 
corner oryour maturing bonds.
2Find out the cash value of your bondsAt maturity, every holder of "S24" 
or "SR" bonds v/ill receive the face 
value shown on the bond, plus a special 
cash bonus payment and any interest 
payable on the bonds,
If you have any questions about 
the value of your bonds, just ask the 
people where you banlc or invest.
3 Special arrangements make It easy to reinvest
Simply present your "S24" and 
"SR" Series Canada Savinj^s Bonds to 
your bank or other authorized 
redemption agent. All the paperwork
in connection with the redemption of 
your bonds will be done for you at that 
time. For "S24" bonds the transfer of 
fimds will take place automatically on 
November 1.
In the same transaction, you can 
sign up for the new 1978/79 Series 
Canada Savings Bonds. You may 
reinvest all proceeds from your 
maturing bonds in the new Series. 
Also, you may buy an additional 
amount up to $30,000, the 
purchase limit of the 1978/79 Series. 
It's a ^eat way to keep your money 
working for you!
Actnow
There arc more than 900.000 
Canadians who own maturing bonds. If 
you are one of them, go to your bank, 
investment dealer, trust company or 
credit union and make anangements to 
reinvest in the new Canada Savings 
Bonds. Do it now and avoid the mshi
New Canada Savings Bonds offer you a great choice
With the new Series, you have a 
choice of bonds. There's a Regular 
Interest Bond that pays interest each 
year. And a Compound Interest Bond 
that reinvests your interest automatically, 
earning interest on your interest.
mie Hegular intemst Bond
If you want a regular annual 
income from your investment, you'll 
like the Regular Interest Bond which 
pays interest automatically 
each November 1.
If you're like many bondholders, 
you'll appreciate the direct deposit 
feature, with this convenient option, 
your lnterc.st is deposited dlrecuy Into 
your chequing or savings account,
.Simply ask for it when you buy your
new bonds. Or, you can receive your 
interest by cheque through the mail.
Ihe Compound Interest Elond
If you seek savings growth, or 
an investment for the future, or a 
retirement fund, you'll choose the 
Compound Interest Bond which earns 
interest on your interest, after the first 
car, at the guaranteed annual rate of 
.90%. For example, a $100 bond will 
ow to $181.74 at maturity in just 
years.
Secud^ and Instant cash
Whichever type of bond you 
choose, you will own a safe, secure 
investment which can be turned into 
instant cash whenever you need it.
Agoodretuin
New Canada Savings Bonds are 
dated November 1,1978 and yield an 
average annual Interest of 8.90% when 
held to maturity in 1985. Each new bond 
earns interest of S.50% the first year and 
9% for each of the remaining 6 years.
Buying Canada Savings Bonds 
has been a great Canadian tradition for 
over 30 years. They're the proven choice.
8
.90*














coverage of events in Brentwood and
Central Saanich are invited to telephone either of the above Review Reporters.
Isabelle Jones 
Resigns
WEEKDAYS 9 - *9 SUNDAYS 11 - 9.
Isabelle Jones has 
resigned from the Advisory 
Planning Commission for 
Central Saanich. In a letter 
read to Council Monday 
night, Mrs. Jones said she 
was resigning because her 
other responsibilities are so 
time consuming she’s not 
able to give needed time and 
thought to municipal af­
fairs.
Seven applications were 
made for the position and 
council members voted with 
the first ballot a tic between 
Gordon Rose and Thomas 
Rackham. Gordon Rose 
won on the second. Mr. 




MacFarlane moved that a 
letter of commendation be 
sent to Mrs. Jones for the 
outstanding work she did 
with the Advisory Planning 
Commission.
•k "k
There will be a public 
hearing on the new 
community plan on 
October 11 at 7:30 p.m. at 
Stelly’s auditorium.
Department for the ex­
cellent job they did 
preventing more damage in 
the fire at Marigold 
Nurseries on September 20.
A letter and petition with 
16 signatures was for­
warded from a group of 
parents on Early Place in 
Brentwood Bay. Parents 
are concerned with the 
frequency of speeding 
drivers on their streets and 
feel this is a threat to their 
children. They asked to 
council to install speed 
bumps on Early Place.
The matter will be 
forwarded to the Police 
Board.
LES MARKS stands beside his 1925 Rolls Royce, Model 20 at The Prairie 
Inn Saturday afternoon. Les was one of 15 vintage car owners competing 
in the fuel economy rally Saturday. Drivers started at Olde England Inn 
and drove out the Peninsula to Lands End Road, stopping at Prairie Inn 
for beer before returning to town.
Council received a letter 
from L.J. Smith of 
Marigold Nurseries 
commending the Central 
Saanich Volunteer Fire
MULTI ACTIVITIES PLANNED 
FOR BRENTWOOD HALL
Various club activities are 
now in full swing for the 
fall season at Brentwood 
Community Hall.
League games of the 
popular Basketball Club are 
scheduled for every Friday 
evening with practices on 
Mondays and Wednesdays. 
For further information call 
Bill Woolford at 652-3620.
Members of the Evening
Badminton Club are having 
no trouble keeping the three 
courts going all the time. 
Adults play Tuesdays from 
7:30 to 11 p.m. and 
Thursdays from 8 to 11 
p.m. Family night is every 
Saturday from 7:30 to 11 
p.m. with junior players 
welcome if accompanied by 
parents. Lessons are now 
available for Elmentary
- Fine Gifts and 
Toys - l abrics
- Wools - Notions.
Junior Badminton on 
Wednesday afternoons 
while Secondary Junior 
Badminton has been 
scheduled for Thursdays 
from 5:30 to 8 p.m. Call 
Mrs. M. Knott at 652-1619 
for further information on 
the above badminton clubs. 
Members of Ladies’ 
Afternoon Badminton Club 
play Tuesdays and 
^ Thursdays from 12:30 to 3 
p.m. with Mrs. J. Rogers, : 
at 652-2221, in charge.
Tuesday -, evenings ,;lms 
5 been set asidej for a Rjfle 
Club under the leadership 
of Ron Morrison. Anyone 
interested in taking part in 
such a club are asked to call 
Mr. Morrison at 652-2335.
Brentwood Teen Club 
meets in the basement of 
the Hall in the evenings. 
Butch Neilscn is in charge 
and may be contacted at 
658-8384.
Plans to organize a 
Boxing Club and a 
Friendship Club are being 
considered. Contact Mr. 
Holbrook at 652-2344 for 
more information on the 
Boxing Club. A meeting 
will be held Oct. 10 at 2:30 
p.m. in the Community 
Hall to discuss the for­
mation of a Friendship 
Club and for further in­
formation call Mrs. J. 
Kciller at 652-1029.
HOLLY GROWERS
Vancouver Island Holly 
Growers’ Co-op
Association got its impetus 
from the Saanich Growers 
but like the bulb growers 
they found it necessary to 
include the rest of the 
Island. The acreage in this 
type of farming is also 
expanding. It was in­









Bl'ACON PI AZA MAI-L
V ..A 656-542r-: A
Island FURNITURE wiART
- - zhas; / z :
Good Selection of
USED APPLIANCES - SECTIONALS, etc.
THE CORPORATION 
OF THE DISTRICT 
OF CENTRAL SAANICH
PUBLIC NOTICE
OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN - 
BY-LAW NO. 544
Hearing will be held in the STELLY’S




Bob, 5hrlm|i CocHoll 
Wlib Bloiul, Sou(• 
Ch»r» Soup ol III" Doy 
Wotlilllng Dog Snlotl 
I y our (liok» ol ill" ultig' 
Rootl tuili "v








Miss Jean Griffiths A 
Pixie Starek of the Bank of 
Montreal arc holidaying 
with Mr. and Mr.s. Ross 
Arnott of L. Angles 
California.
Miss Gail Gordon of 
F'einic B.C. is visiting her 
moilter Mrs. Beth Gordott 
prior to leaving for 
Singapore, Ncw«/.ealand & 
Australia, Gail has been on 
the FcrnieTcacliing Staff,
A Public
SECONDARY SCHOOL at 1627 STELLY’S 
CROSS ROAD, on WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 
11th, 1978 comiTtcneing al 7:30 P.M. to hear all 
persons who deem tlieir inleresl in property affected 
hy the Official Community Plan - By-Law No, 544, 
being a By-Law to designate the Community Plan 
for I lie Corporal ion of the District of Central 
Saanich as tlie Official Comntimily Plan,
1 lie lands afleeicd are all lands coiiliiiiied witliiii Die 
houndaiies of Die Corporation of the District'of 
Central Saanich and all person.s who deem their 
iniei'csi in propci iy affected by By-Law No, 544 shall 
he afforded an opportunity to ho heard on all
matters eontalned ill Die By-l.aw.
Official Community Plan - By-l.aw No, 544 ii.ay he 
inspected at the Municipal Hall any weekday, otlier 
Ilian Holidays, from H',30 A.M, to 4:00 P.M, from 
the printing of this Notice to Die date of the,Heat ing.
a.L. WHEELER. 
Assistant Administrator
The WaUdlln^ Dog Hm Something For Everyam
^iiie Food ^hfing^gom
SERVING SUPERB BRITISH CUISINE





BRITISH PIANO & DANCING , 
l:Vl-HY I RIDAY A SATURDAY EVENING 
FAtvlILY BUFFET 
LUNCH & DINNER DAILY 
SUNDAY FROM 5 P.M.
pOFFEESHOP 
Ol’EN 9 TO 9 DAII.Y
AMri'i'-s'i rviMT'’ M vn ritf'H Mif.r * fit Minrv
I'ATHIC lA BAY HIGHWAY AT 





FURNACE ft STOVE OIL
★ lOCALLY OWNED AND OPERATED
* LOCAL BILLING
•* DEPENDABLE AUTOMATIC DELIVERY
y, BURNER SERVICE
* PARTS PROTECTION PLAN




WALLACE DR. & W. SAANICH RD.
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
PRICES EFFEaiVls OCT. S, 6, 7, ft 8th
mr
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Sink or Swim
Surfacing every once in a while at a meeting of 
town council is a feeling of rivalry with our 
neighbouring municipalities North and Central 
Saanich. Sometimes it almost hordes on an- 
tagpnism.
It emerges occassionally in recreation com­
mission matters such as the administration of 
the Panorama Leisure Centre or in the cost­
sharing for some joint enterprise such as 
SanschaHall.
At the last meeting of council there was a 
matter of $26,000 to pay for repaving and other 
improvements to the Sanscha Hall parking lot. 
The province had promised to contribute 
$18,000 which left $8,000 to be split between 
North Saanich and Sidney.
Sidney agreed to pay dollar for dollar with 
North Saanich but, during the discussion, this 
latent feeling of competition, verging almost on 
hostility, came to the fore;
It has happened before in discussions which 
involve Central Saanich and, particularly, 
Saanich School District. And it’s not peculiar to 
Sidney. It happens as often in North and Central 
Saanich as it does here and occasionally, the odd 
abrasive reference is made to one or other of the 
municipalities at meetings of the school board.
It’s not an earth-shaking matter but friction 
betvyeen friends should not be allowed to grow. 
It should, in fact, be smothered at birth. If it 
comes to a matter of dividing costs or 
responsibility, let’s each of us reach out and, if 
necessary assume more than our share.
W together on the Saanich Peninsula,
chaps, if we don’t want to sink separately; Let’s
^hdt:f6rget;itt'''\,V.
BY coiftcipence, tkbes eecEMTcy planted 
BY HI6»WW(S oepT CREWS MAY (SR0i« TO hlDg 
BitXBOABPS PAT BAY HISHWAY ©1^ YHe













Executive assistant to 
provincial Progressive 
Conservative Leader ,Vic 
Stephens, John Green 
announced Monday that he 
will be a candidate on 
Thursday night for the 
party nomination for 
Saanich and the Islands.
The nomination meeting 
will be held on Thursday 
evening at 7:30 p.m. at 
Parkland Secondary 
School, 10640 McDonald 
Park Road.
Green who now lives in 
Saanich is the son of the 
former secretary of state, 
Howard Green.
He is fifty-one years of 
age and, for 18 years, was 
owner and publisher of the 
Agassis Advance. He is a 
writer and has published 
four novels.
Green said Monday that 
he believes there are about 
1,000 member of the 
Progressive Conservative 




Max. (Sept. 25) 20.0»C Total for year 471.3mm
Min. (Oct. 1) 7.4<>C Sunshine 39.2 Mrs.
Meon 13.7'C Tolol 1692.7 Hrs.
LONG TERM AVERAGES
Moan Max. 17.2''C Max. Temp. (Sept. 26) I9.5°C
Record Max. (Sept. 27/63) 28.3®C Min. Temp. (Oct. 1) 9.0'>C
Mean Min. 7.8"C Min. on grass (Oct. 1) 3.5°C
Record Min. (Sept. 27/72) -Kl^C Precipitation 1.0mm
Mean ^ 12.8«C Total 439.7 mm
Precipitation 491.2mm Sunshine 31.9 Hrs.
. THE TIDE GUIDE
Brought to you through the courtesy of
mmim
new and used o sail and power®
656-7286 10431 Rest haven
(corner Harbour Rd. & Resthaveir)
Times shown arc “Standard Times.”
FULFORD HARBOUR
Thu. 0015 2.9 0730 9.9 1240 7.0 1805 9.9-
Fri. 0055 2.6 0825 10.0 1335 7.6 'l830 9.8
Sal. 0150 2.5 0930 10.1 1435 8.0 1910 9.6
Sun. 0235 2.5 1035 10.2 1545 8.3 2000 9.4
Mon. 0335 2.7 1145 10.3 1725 8.3 2105 9.1
Tue. 0445 3.0 1245 10.5 1840 7.9 2230 8.7




as a matter of fact -
by pat murphy
It may seem like a bit of a cop- 
out to go more than 130 years 
back to find something to fill a 
column but not only is The 
Review office infested with 
fishermen but outsiders 
frequently d^rop in to exchange 
lore and techniques.
“When...
[ For them, then, this strong argument for catching fish 
for sport and food. It was written in 1846 by Palmer 
Hackle, Esq. in “Hints on Angling” and it goes:
“When we have seen a poor wretch abandon himself 
to the habits of unmitigated intemperance—when he 
has thrown off every feeling of decency and docorum — 
when we have perceived and reddened eye.theblotched 
face, the trembling hand, the tottering step, the dull and 
idiotic: air: when he has endured repeated attacks of 
delirium tremens and his liver has become enlarged and 
as hard as a Norfolk dumpling—- when he has shivered
all over with palsy, and his very bowels become feculent 
with di.sease — when he has a hard dry cough, one that 
conies by fits and seems to tear his emaciated carcase to 
pieces — when his breath has been like the effluvium of 
a Jakes, or the exhalations of a rotten fen — when rising 
from his frowsy and restless bed, he has not been able to 
swallow a single mouthful, nor to carry that mouthful 
to his head without previously drenching his stomach 
with bitters and brandy — when dry colic and offensive 
diarrhea have taken turn and turn about in his miserable 
intestines — when his legs have swelled as big as mill- 
posts, and surcharged with water — when tapping has 
grown useless by repetition and belladonna has ceased 
to act — when his chest has been as full of bilge water as 
the wreck of a leaky smack — when, in fact, he has 
become one incarnation of filth and disease, we have 
taken him by the hand, led him quietly to the banks of 
some pleasant stream and put a rod in his grasp: and 
then ... have restored him with renovated health to his 
heart-broken family, and made him again a useful 
member of society ... ”
CHURCH DIRECTORY
Attend The Church 
Of Your Choice 
This Weekend
‘pamsfstme
Back to School— with Diabetes ?
A nationwide .survey recently provided us with 
yet pother set pf statistics about the “average 
Canadian’’. This one concluded that the yast 
majority of Canadians are actually happy when 
vacation time is over and they can return to the 
good old grindstone!^^^^^^^^^ ^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^
Wit^^ - tanned, fit,
resfed, and chafing from too much freedom - 
are ready to return. Young university students 
can’t wait to get on with their studies. Older 
“drop-ins’’ are primed to learn something new. 
The work force - most of it, anyway - is ready to 
get the show on the road again after a summer 
of air and postal strikes, drought, and the 
Commonwealth games. Mothers too, are happy 
to have a “routine’’ again,
The Canadian Diabetic Association observes 
that “back to school’’ time is the time to look 
alert. .. time for young adults to note symptoms 
of diabetes in themselves, for teachers to note it 
in their pupils, parents in their children, and for 
workers to take action.
Now is the time for all good people to be 
aware that during the last little while they may 
have had constant thirst, loo frequent urination, 
weight loss despite a ravenous appetite, blurred 
vision, a tingling in the feet, itchincss, and 
fatigue and apathy al a time of year when they 
should be bright-eyed and busy-tailed. The 
persistence of any of these symptoms demands 
medical attention, for they may be harbingers of 
diabetes - the major public health threat after 
heart disease and cancer.
Once a diagnosis is made, teachers can be 
alerted to the fact that diabetic children need a 
snack-break mornings and afternoons and lhal 
forbidding recreation as punishment to a 
diabel'ic child will make him worse, not better, 
for he mu.si'have exercise to bnloncc his diet and 
insulin intake,
Once a diagnosis is made, students or adults 
who arc moving to a different province must 
plan in advance, Tlirough information gained 
from their local Canadian Diabetic Association 
branch they can find the addrc.ss of the diabetes 
education centre In the new locality, and 
throhgh their own doctor, they can be referred 
to a doctor in the new locality. For the diabetic, 
iheTatcst treatment methods can bo gained in 
any of the education centres or clinics rccom 
mended, but admission to the free cour.se is 
permitted only by referral from a doctor, hence 
the necessity to pre-plan.
Once a diagnosis is made, parents and other 
working adults feeling under par will be able to 
get back on their feet by bringing their diabetes 
under control. It is immcasurcably relieving to 
know what Is wrong and what to do about it 
provided ol cour.se anything I.V wrong.
Only your doctor knows for sure whether you 
have diabetes, Init the sooner yon know, the 
better your chances of controlling h.
rwirwi
Editor, The Review, Sir:
; When we lived in the 
“sticks” I could sing to my 
heart’s content. Now in 
civilized Saanichton, neigh­
bours would have the police 
after, me. “That fellow 
should be in an asylum.” 
Deteriorated much since an 
opera singer - Mable 
Garrison - hearing me at it 
while picking walnuts in her 
fathers grove, said, “Why 
you can sing” as if I didn’t 
know it! Does Pat Murphy 
sing the lovely Irish songs 
for you at the Review 
office?' Does he know this 
one?
Is your Mother in Molly 
Malone
Molly says she’s out
Is your father in Molly 
Malone
No, he’s out too
Thin kin 1 come and sit 
by the foirc -
side, and hould your 
hand in mine.
Milly .says with a .smile, 
hould your whist for a 
while, for the foircs out 
loo.





II would appar that 
Tuilding a .sidewalk along 
Sicily’s Cross Road to 
accommodate studciit.s ui 
the school opposite has 
jccn a total vyasic of 
money. Or perhaps no one 
ins informed students of its 
purpose, In any case tnosi 
students still choo.se to take 
up enough of the road so 
that a car behind them 
cannot gel around if 
nnotlier gar Is approaching.
I did not resent the extra 
time it took me to gel to 
work liavini to manoeuver 
around tlicm wlicn they had 
no choice but to walk on the 
road but I certainly do now, 
and I doubt If I’m the only 
person who feels this way, I 
have no idea ns to whom 
this probem should be 
referred but 1 wilt .send a 
copy of this letter to Stclly’s 
School principal.
¥oHni very truly, 
Lornn Rennie 




It is my very strong 
rontentidrt that School
District 63 should not waste 
one nickel on French im- 
m e f s i on p r o g r am s; 
e.specially in these times of 
fiscal restraint and 
escalating property taxes. 
However, even more im­
portant, it has been proven 
that such instruction does 
not lead to any greater use 
of the French language in 
Western Canada which is 
overwhelmingly English 
speaking.
Allow me to take a few 
quotes from the C.D. Howe 
Research Institute on the 
state of bilinguali.sm:
“I...like so many other 
Canadians...look up the 
belief that if we spent 
enough on teaching French 
and insisted upon op­
portunities for bilingualism 
in the workplaces of our 
bureaucracies, a steadily 
increasing number of 
Canadians would become 
bilingual. Such optimism 
was very shallow ,.. 
Everyday life of most 
people in Canaila lias no 
place for bilingualism. It’s 
unnecessary because most 
people believe it is un­
necessary.”
1 submit that considering 
the very insignificant use to 
which I'rciicli is being put in 
British Columbia, our 
current French program is 
quite adequate. The Frcncli 
speaking population of 
Cnnndii is coneeiitrnicd into 
a lew areas and 1 quote:
‘In 1976, of a population 
of 23 million, 14.1 million 
have Englisli as ihclr 
mother tongue and only .S.8 
million have French. Of this 
latter figure 4.9 million are 
inf Quebec. Only 900.000 
Ciinudlans in 1976 with 
French as their moilicr 
tongue lived outside 
Quebec. Only a lililc more 
than 200,000 of these were 
in the seven provinces otlier 
thiin Quebec, Ontario and 
New Brunswick. Perhaps 
tlic best way to put it is 
liilingualisni ns a nialor 
prospect and widc.sprcad 
reality for Canada has been 
killed by the people ns they 
live, where they live- Any 
future lor it is merely where 
It is functional.'* The 
foregoing quotes arc taken 
from till* Toronto qnii
Syiidlcnic,
I, ilicrcforc, feel iluil in 
taking n practical view one 
cannot help hut con­
cluding that while taking 
French might, be a 
delightful mental exercise,' 
it has no application outside 
the classroom. If the 5.8 
million French Canadians 
were spread out evenly 
throughout Canada, the 
situation might be dif­
ferent. 1 would, therefore, 
strenuously object to my 
tax dollars going to support 
a project which has no 
practical value whatsoever. 
For tlio.se parents wishing 
to have their children 
participate in a French 
Immersion Program, well
and good. But let those 
parents pay for the program 
out of their own funds and 
not out of the general 
taxpayers money.
For a different view on 
unity and the use of the 
French language in Canada, 
kindly refer to and read 
James Richardson’s view 
on unity also found in the 
September 20, 1978 edition 








On September 20, 1978, 
Glciina V.R, White, late of 
5192 Blenheim Street, 
Vancouver, B.C., passed 
away in St. Paul’s Hospital. 
Mrs. White was born in 
Beaton, B.C., and was the 
daughter of the late Arthur 
and Mabel Evans, and great 
granddanglitcr of the 
pioneer John Sluggetl 
family of West Saanlcli.
Slie was predeceased by 
her luisband, Frank White, 
in September 1977, and Is 
survived by her loving 
family; her daiigliter and 
son-in-law, Patricia and 
Jack Hougen of Abbot­
sford, and her son and 
daughter-in-law, Daniel 
and Donna Wliilc of 
Vancouver; also six 
grandchildren and two 
great grandchildren. She 
also leaves a brother, Mr. 
Arthur L. Evans of 
Kelowna, and a sister, Mrs. 
(Dick) Moira Pearl 
Greenwood of Quallcum, 
B.C.; licr uncle and nmit, 
Mr. and Mrs. Lome 
Tliomson of Brentwood, 
and 'iiiany cousins, nieces 
and ncpliews, and frlciuls. 
Site wa.s predeceased by her 
broilicr, Harold Evans, on 
May 6. 1972.
Mrs,While laiiglit scliool 
on Giibiioiu Island, at 
Fraser Lake and on James 
Island, She received her 
education at Victoria Higli 
School and tlie Provincial 
Normal School in Victoria.
A itiemoriml sendee u/ns 
held Sepicmbef 23rd in St. 
Mary's Anglican Church, 
2490 West 37th in Van­
couver.
BUTCHER
At tlie Saanicli Peninsula 
Hospital, Saanichton, 
B.C., on September 20th, 
1978, Mr. Alfred Butcher, 
aged 90 years. Born in 
London, England, laic 
residence, 2040 While Bircli 
Road, Sidney, B.C., 
formerly of Vancouver, 
B.C. He Iciives his loving 
wife, Ellen, at lioine; son 
and daughier-ln-law, Ernest 
and Vera Buicitcr, Sidney, 
B.C.; five grandchildren; 
tliree great-grandchildren: 
sisters, Gertrude and 
Winnifred in England.
Meinorlal service will be 
held in St. Andrew's 
Anglican Clmrch, Sjdncy, 
B.C,, on Thursday, Sep­
tember 28lh, 1978. at 2:00 
p.m. Rev. Robci't Sansom 
officiating. Flowers 
gratefully declined. Those 
so desiring may conlribulc 
to the B.C. Heart Foun­





proprietors of Sidney and 
district firms arc asked to 
attend a Business Watch 
session In Parkland School 
on November 6 and 7.
The two to two-and-n- 
half hour program will be 
staged hy the RCMP and 
will deni with security and 
other .safety mca.snres to 
protect businesses from 
illegal entry. i






9:30 a.m. Harvest 
Thanksgiving and Holy 
Communion.























10364 McDonald Park Ra






7:00 p.m. “Is there a 
difference”.
Tuesday


















11:00a.m. • Worship Service




9:30 a.m. Worship Service
CENTRAL SAANICH 




Sunday School . 
SHADY CREEK 
7180 East Soanich Rd.
9:45 o.m. 
BRENTWOOD^
I' 7162 VyestSaanlch Rd. ■ 
11:15 a.m.
Baby Fold Provided ;












Pastor: M. Moore 
656-3544 656-2898
“With Christ at heart 











Rest Haven Dr., Sidney 
SERVICES
9:30 ii.in. Saturday ■
Study •
11:00 a.m. Worship
7:30 p.m. Wednesday 
Prayer
AI.E AREWl'ECOiyiE











NOW MEETINCi AT; 
10469 Rest haven Dr. 












7:30 p.m. Bible Study





OUR LADY OF THE 
ASSUMPTION 
7726 W. Saanich Road 




10030 I'liiiil S'/., Sidney
Sunday Miisses 10:15 
am. tV 11: l,S a m. 
Weekiliiy Masses 9:00




9:30 a.m. The l.inil's 
Supper








Jesus said '7 am the 
Light of the [Valid"
AngUcan Church o< Conoda
THE PARISH 
OF SIDNEY & 
NORTH SAANICH










Oakville & Third, 
Sidney
2 Blocks S of Beacon 
8:00 a.m. Holy
Communion 
11:15 a.m. Choral 
Communion 






Rev, Robert Sanson 
656-4870 656-5322
PEACE LUTHERAN


















im W. Saanlcli Rd. , 

























A 37-year-old man was 
observed behaving 
erratically Monday af­
ternoon. He appeared to be 
impaired and Central 
Saanich Police were in­
formed.
The man was followed by 
a squad car, pulled over and 
given a breath test. He blew 
.28 and .31. He appeared in
court Tuesday morning.
* ★ ★
Two reported shooting 
episodes were reported last 
week but police failed to 
find anyone illegally 
discharging a firearm.
One incident was in the 
vicinity of East Saanich and 
Mt. Newton X Roads and 
the other was at Lsland View





iri the Beocon Mcill
FOR COSY NIGHTWEAR
FLANNELEHE METER115 cm
THE UNITED WAY 
PEOPLE OF ALL AGES 
REQUIRE OUR HELP - 
WHETHER IT IS PHYSICAL OR 
MEDICAL AND WE CAN HELP
GIVE TO
-THE UMTED WAY —
MAKING A LITTLE GO A LONG WAY!
Beach.
★ * ★
Central Saanich youths 
were apprehended throwing 
beer bottles from a moving 
vehicle on Wallace Drive on 
Friday evening. The youths’ 
parents were spoken to, 
police say, and appropriate 
action taken.
A noisy party was 
reported on Campion 
Beach on Friday night. 
Police were delayed in 
arriving and, when they 
did, merrymakers departed 
in an orderly fashion.
A 1969 Camaro was 
found jacked up and 
without tires on Saturday 
morning at Lochside Manor 
Apartments in Brentwood. 
Rims and expensive tires 
were stolen. The theft is 
over $1,000 and the police 
are actively investigating.
Connected with the 
Camaro theft were four 
hubcaps stolen from 
another car, also in the 
Lochside Manor parking 
lot.
Two nine-year-old 
children were playing with 
matches and dropped a 
lighted one in a pile of straw 
in an old shed in the 7200 
block Wallace Drive.
The shed caught on fire 
but was quickly ex­
tinguished by Central 
Saanich Volunteer Fire 
Department.
Tsartlip Canoeist to 
Compete in Hawaii
iVILLA
Wayne Morris of Tsartlip 
Band, Brentwood Bay, left 
Tuesday (Oct. 3) for Hawaii 
where he will compete, 
along with his team mates, 
in the Molokai to Oahu 
outrigger race. Wayne, 
who is an actaive member 
of the competing Brigade 
Canoe team from Duncan- 
Ladysmith, is the only 
representative from this 
area taking part in the race 
scheduled for Oct. 15.
The Brigade Canoe team, 
which is led by Arvid
Charlie as captain, has a 
total of nine members and 
three spares. It was top 
winner in the Hyack 
Festival Fraser River Canoe 
Marathon and was awarded 
the Hawaiian trip as First 
prize.
® SPEEDQHEEN e
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FRANCES BENNETT shows plaque for Best Foster Parent of the Year 
she received from Human Resources Friday night.
Sidney Resident 
Foster Parent of the Year
Groceriis: ^at D!|€0y nt:
: ★ :AMPLe:fR^
9 to 9 Monday thru Friday Saturday 9 to 6 
SUNDAYS & HOLIDAYS 10:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M.
The recognition 
ceremony and dance for 
foster parents in the capital 
region was held Friday with 
Frances Bennett, of 2224 
Amity, the most honored 
member of the group.
Mrs. Bennett was chosen 
as the Capita! Region 
Foster Parent of 1978 and 
was presented with a 
plaque. In addition, her 
entire family was singled 
out for honor after giving 
“outstanding service to 69 
foster children over a 
period of 25 years.’’
The foster children’s ages 
have ranged from infants to 
teenagers since Mrs. 
Bennett first began 
fostering in April of 1953. 
As well as having three of 
her own children, the single 
parent often*"cafed foras 
many as three foster 
children at onetime!
She even helped teenage 
unmarried mothers by 
having them and their 
infants in her home. Her 
own children were always 
included and involved in the
nurturing and education of 
the foster children.
According to human 
resources regional manager 
J.A. Mollberg, “Her broad 
and varied experience as a 
foster parent has increased 
her wisdom and un­
derstanding.’’
“In her experience of 
fostering with the former 
Family and Children’s 
Service and now with the 
ministry of human 
resources, this foster
mother has become highly 
skilled in caring for children 
with health problems.”
“Her sensible, practical 
approach is as effective in 
times of crisis as it is in 
coping with the 24 hour 
responsibility of foster 
children.
“Her warmth, cheer­
fulness, intelligence and 
cooperative attitude to all 
who work with her have 
earned her the respect and 
commendation of the 
Staff,” he concluded.
Peninsula People
Mr. and Mrs. C.W. 
Cornwell, of 6380Pld West 
Saanich Road, enjoyed a 
month’s holiday in England 
' and Scotland i h'September.
Mrs.; A.L.C. Atkinson 
and Miss Pat Atkinson, of 
Blue Heron Road also 
enjoyed a holiday in 
Britain, where they visited 
relatives in England and
toured in Wales and 
Scotland.
B r e n t w o o d TO PS 
Chapter 980 will hold their 
annual bazaar iri the 
basement of the Brentwood 
United Church on 
Saturday, October 7th, 
stalls will include home 
baking, novelties, plants 
and produce and white 
elephant.
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Artifacts Society needs funds
FAYE BAKEWELL from Sidney and Mike 
Gibson, Cobble Hill, attended the Red Cross 
Camp for Youth Leadership held at Gibsons
Landing. Layc attended the camp from Aug. 
29 to Sept. 3 and said she had a fantastic time.
Volunteers complete Roadwork
Volunleer.s and equip­
ment worked together on 
Sept. 16, to complete the 
network of roads on 
Saanich Historical Artifacts 
Society’s farm and 
museum property near 
Island' View Road and the 
Pat Bay Highway.
NEW IN TOWN?
LET us PUT 
OUT THE MAT 
FOR YOU! : 




Brentwood: ; 652-2384 :
In addition to a number 
of society members, trucks 
were supplied and driven by 
Wes Jones, Doug Jones, 
Fred Bowcott, Maurice 
Michell and Pete Foxcroft.
Ken Mallett operated the 
loader and gravel was 
-supplied by Central Saanich 
Municipality. The roads on 
the property are now in very 
good condition and the 
general public will soon be 
asked to come down and 
inspect the development.
The roads are now well 
laid out and named.
“Railway Drive’ runs 
from the entrance on 
Lochside to the model 
railroad on the northern 
end of the property. 
Railway Drive runs parallel 
to the Pat Bay Highway and 
is appropriately named as 
the highway was one of the 
railways three right of 
:ways,'':^';:.'
“Museum Crescent’’ 
starts at. . Railway Drive, 
crosses - Sandhill, Creek, 
passes the, fut ure museum 
site and reerpsses the creek, 





branches off Museum 
Crescent, travels cast past 
the forthcoming storage 
and workshop building to 
where the sawmill is 
presently being located.
The society is very 
pleased with the road 
development and hope to 
begin some of their more 
ambitious projects for the 
23 acre site.
Minister of Municipal 
Affairs Hugh Curtis 
recently visited Saanich 
Historical Artifacts Society 
property and approved in 
principle the. society’s plans 
to build a turn-of-the- 
century farm on the 23-acre 
site.
The society is in need of 
funds to begin construction 
of a warehouse to house 
both restored and
Sales Services & Parts
656-5541
f '
SIDNE Y ELECTRICA L SER VICES L TO. 
656-4244
Repairs to refrigerators, A/C’s, Freezers, 
Washing Machines, Dryers, Ranges, 
















The B.C. Department 
of Highways seems to be 
in unofficial agreement 
with Pat Bay Highway 
motorists that the stretch 
of highway between Mt. 
Newton X Road and 
Island View Road needs 
scenic enhancement.
The Highway 
Department is planting 
birch trees to replace the 
Lombardi Poplare that 
didn’t survive along the 
piece of highway already 
graced with a series of 
billboards.
“You’re free to 
speculate on why the 
birches are being 
planted,” said ’ senior 
information officer Ray 
Bains, “but the official 
reason is bec-ause the 
poplars weren’t 
suitable.”
The Tsawout Indian 
Band, which owns mich 
of the land between 
Island View and Ml. 
Newton X Roads, 
erected a number of 
billboards which have 
recently come under fire 
from the Capital Region 
Board and disgruntled 
motorists. CRD sent a 
letter to the bund 
re<|uesting them to desist 
from putting more 
billboards up.
Tall trees grow from 
small saplings but it will 
probably take up to 15 
years before Ihe birch 





A grant from provincial 
Lottery Fund for S18,(X)0 
has been given for repaving 
of the parking area at 
SanschaHall.
The grant was announced , 
by Municipal Affairs 
Minister Hugh Curtis.
In June of this year three 
directors of the hall society 
approached Curtis seeking 
assistance for this major 
repair work. They 
explained that drainage of 
the area could be improved 
by repaiving.
Sanscha vice-president 
Glen Douglas said the grant 
was “just absolutely super. 
We’ve worked hard on it 
and the lot has been in bad 
shape for many years.”
“When ;We approached 
Curtis he said it wasn’t in 
his department but that he 
would secAyhat he could do.
“ lA think it will do 
; wonders for the hall,” he 
, , said.-:.A :
According to Sanscha 
mnanagCr Chuck Harvey, 
the directors of the hall are 
elated.
He explained the grant 
will not cover the total cost 
of repaving but that Sidney 
and North Saanich councils 
have indicated a willingness 
to help.
Harvey went on to .say 
that a handful of people are 
“doing their utmost to keep 
the hall alive and well,
”Wc have had a great 
concession crew headed by 
Mrs. Sowerby who put a lot 
of volunteer hours in and 
many people realize what 
an asset the hall ^ and 





A program to provide 
funds to local governments 
for neighborhood projects, 
sewers and watc; systems, 
municipal incentive grants 
for housing starts and other 
projects, was endorsed by 
North Saanich council 
Monday night.
A resolution to support 
the Federal Community 
Services Programme was 
endorsed by delegates 
attending the Union of B.C. 
Municipalities recently and 
a letter outlining the 
program was sent to council 
this sveek seeking its ap­
proval.
The program calls for a 
budget of $15 million this 
year and $25 million in 
1979.
unrestored artifacts as well 
as a woodworking and 
machine shop. An appeal 
was made to Mr. Curtis and 
he said he would see what 
could be done'and indicated 
there shouldn’t be much 
problem, according to Art 
Gardner President of 
Saanich Historical Artifacts 
Society.
“We have held off this 
request so that we could 
develop the property to the 
point of readiness for such 
a building, Mr. Gardner 
stated in a letter to Curtis.
The warehouse will be 
prefabricated, all-steel on a 
concrete foundation and
floor, with adequate 
ventilation, insulation and 
lighting. The main section 
will be 60’ x 120’ with 20’ 
side walls situated in more 
remote parts of the 
property near the sawmill. 
It will be used for storage 
and warehousing of 
restored and unrestored 
items.
Connected to the main 
building will be a 30’ by 60’ 
woodworking and machine 
shop annex. The price for 
this building is SI 10,000.
Power and water arc 
readily availabc and a 
sanitary septic field could 
be installed. The society has
been assured there will be 
no problems in acquiring a 
permit.
Curtis told the Review he 
supports the venture and is 
trying to Find funds for the 
Society.
“1 have nothing new at 
this time,” Curtis said, 
“but 1 will make an an­
nouncement when I get 
approval for the funds.”
Mr. Curtis said final 
arrangements on a venture 
such as this usually takes
two or three months. He' 
hinted that the money 
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Groceries - Fruit - Vegetables
0PE?7RiDiFN^^
SIOPIEY CASH ^ CARRY
LTD.
2449 Beacon Phone 656-1171
ISLAND FURNITURE MART 
has:
Used Electrohome COLOR T.V.'s 




ARTISTIC FLORA I 
DKSKJN PLANTS FOR 
Al.L OCCASIONS.
Norma Aiikcn the new owner of Holloways extends a 
wttrm welcome to all her customers.
I
Halloways offers quality products and service in a 
friendly competent manner.
WORLDWIDL WIRE SF.RVICE
2499 BEACON AVE. 656-3313
It s a new programme of the British Co- Here’showitworks.lfyou’reafamilywith from place to place, but as a guide, the price 
lumbia Ministrv' of Municipal Affairs and at least one dependent child under age 19, Timit for Delta is S50,000;‘for Saanich $50,000;* ‘
Housing tojiplp families buy their first mod- and you’re buying,your first Horne,you could : ’'‘ for;Priiice 'George ’$44,000; aridTor Craii-A ;;:;
erately prich^ci honie. Home ownership can be eligible to receive the Grant in whichever : brook'$42,000. : A
be an important'basis for a family life and of the above options suits you best.There are Remember, the programme is for families
no income restrictions and no income tax .who have never owned a home before, whether 
payable on the Grant. Single pafent oradop- 
tive families can also qualify.
this programme is designed to create a fa­
vourable environment in which to raise our 
future citizens ill the “family home”.
It's a big step, particularly for a young 
family. We’d like to make it easier with a 
Grant w'orth'$2,50() for families buying their 
first home, You can choose wiiich fonn of 
payment suits you best;
Oi^lON 1 $52.50 per month for five 
years to reduce your mon­
thly mortgage payments.
OR:
OPTION 2 Lump sum payment of 
$2,500 to reduce your first 
mortgage.





MOBILE HOMES ■ 0YES
You must have a minimum equity of 5''/o 
of the value of the home and the home must 
he priced within certain maximum price 
limits for the area. These price limits vary
in British Columbia or elsewhere.The Grant 
is retroactive on all purchases made on or 
after April 11,1978. “ ^
If you’re thinking about buying a home 
and you think you may be eligible, be sure to 
find out about the Family First Home Pro­
gramme. Further infonnation and applica­
tion fonns are available from all Govern­
ment Agents, all Ministiy of Municipal Af­
fairs and Housing offices and many realtors.
Kyou wantahome... 
we want to help.
Request
Denied















A SAl-ES RFPRFSFN TATIVF ’
lAeclleiu oppoitunity to earn above average iiKoine. 
l ull I'liiHie henel'iis iiu'lnde group life, dental, 
disability pension A virug plan. Must have a 
succcsslnl einpioymem background, not necessaiily 
in sales as fall training vvill he given. An esiahlisluHl 
clientele provided, rids is an omsianding ehallcnge 
with oppoiiimiiy to progress atio a inanagenal 
position, Only those vvltfi high integrity need apply,
Pfease Send Revtinte To Bov P,
The Sidney Review 
Box 2l)7(h Sidney, B. C. VHL 5S5
n
CHRiSTlAKS 
APPEAL B A t\
Many of Jeluivah's 
Wiincsses in the Sidney area 
will he writing letters up- 
: pealing lo govermnem 
officials in Argentina to lift 
the ban on their Cfirisiiun 
society,
Tom lusher, presiding 
overseer of ihe Sidney 
Congregation explained 
thal a concerted cffoti wav 
being made to send letters 
of appeal. All legal 
rrceomsc has failed io 
relurn freedom of worship 
to Jehovah's Witnesses in 
Argentina,
ihat road’s extension was 
denied by council Monday 
nigln.
Aid. Jim Cumining 
moved lhal ihc rccom- 
incndaiions of municipal 
employee I .eo den Boer he 
approved. Den Boer staled 
in a letter to council that ■ 
Shimizu applied for a 
building permit in 
IVeemher 1976 and lhal 
tills must he preceeded by 
an “irnproverl ihorough- 
farc" to provide access to 
fire eqiupment.
Den Boer wcni on lo 
explain that the by-law 
rctpiircs any rotid im­
provement wiihiii existing 
road iillowarices sliall he 
designed ami constnieled 
hy the applicant at his 
expense,
CABLE 10
THliRSDA V, (H I. 5
7:00 - It Amazes Me. '
7'.Mt ■ I llstoi Iv.ll Al lil.r.;!'. S,;nv,
H:Ol) ■ (i.muMO ilu'Wvvk (Ih'.Acv Gamet,
Tl 'ESOAY.OCr. HI
a 1'•'.GV' M.,;
CHECE THE WEA THER 
TUES. AM) THIRSDAY 
THER PROGHA .MMIMi.
AC'4 A' OA’ 
TOR EUR-
Province of British Columbia
Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housinq
Hofiourciblo Hugh A, Curtis, Mmislor
810 Blanslinrci Streat, Victoria, British Columbia VOW 3E1
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Gillum Manor Opens Doors to Alcoholics
When Gillain Manor opened Tuesday with cabinet ministers present, 
speeches and all the fanfare attendant upon such occasions it was, 
literally, the realization of a dream which George Strachan has been 
nurturing for 15 years or more,
Strachan, who knows as much about the disease of alcoholism and its 
treatment as anyone in Canada, has realized for many years, as have 
others in the field that, in the sense that there are few places for them to 
recover, middle and upper-class alcoholics are underprivileged.
It has been his dream to provide such a place and Gillain Manor fills the 
bill as well as any place on the North American continent. Its clientele will 
be drawn largely from companies which want to see their valuable 
executives rehabilitated and, to such firms, expense in recovering highly- 
prized personnel is no obstacle.
By PAT MURPHY 
Strachan said Monday he 
has had enquiries from 
companies all over the 
continent and, when the 
treatment centre gets in full 
operation, as it will in 
several months, he expects 
no shortage of clients.
In recognition of the fact 
that alcoholism, more and 
more, is becoming 
recognized as an illness 
which has a devastating 
effect on the whole family, 
Gillain will have ac­
commodation for other 
members of the client’s 
family who may participate 
in the program of recovery.
Gillain will use an in­
terdisciplinary approach, 
Strachan says and physical, 
emotional and social 
aspects of the client’s life 
will be explored mostly by 
himself with the guidance 
of a well-trained pro­
fessional staff and a new 
path laid out for him to 
follow.
Most acceptable 
therapies today insist that 
the alcoholic must, in many 
fundamental areas, change 
the whole pattern of his life 
if he is to recover and this 
will be the thrust in the 
treatment at Gillain. The 
program will focus on 
breaking the link between 
alcohol and life’s other 
activities. Although broad 
guidelines will be followed 
each client will be ap­
proached individually and a 
program tailored for his 
needs.
; ; LIFE UPHEAVAL:
This can be painful but if 
there must be an upheaval 
in the life of a sick alcoholic 
Gillain is a good place to 
make the transition. 
Perched bn the highest 
point on 100 acres on the 
north side of Mount 
Newton,' Gillain commands 
one of the finest views on 
the continent. It overlooks 
Patricia Bay and Deep Cove 
on the west and Georgia 
Strait, the Inner Islands and 
Mount Baker on the east. 
Almost directly below is the 
airport.
Gillain is built around a 
three-level core with all 
major services in the centre. 
It is luxurious and rooms 
aridlivingareasrivaltho.se 
of any of the finest hotels in 
North America.
A pioneer in the field of 
alcoholism treatment, 
Strachan gained an in­
ternational reputation as 




Province of Alberta alcohol 
and drug identifiction and 
treatment program.
He found a suitable site 
on Mount Newton for the 
centre he had, for so long 
wanted to built and on 
December 13, 1973, the sod 
was turned. Things went 
smoothly until the 
financing fell through and 
there was a long lull during 
which Gillain stood on 
Mount Newton a 
monument to what might 
have been.
But Strachan never gave 
up after construction 
stopped in March, 1975 
and, eventually, an 
arrangement was made 
whereby Abacus Cities Ltd, 
Gillain’s parent company, 
will lease the establishment 
from the prime contractor 
who constructed the 
building. Farmer Con­
struction Ltd.
Strachan credits all those 
involved. Abacus, Farmer 
Construction and the 
provincial government for 
putting the need for the 
service ahead of their own 
profit and making possible 
the opening which took 
place on Tuesday.
Under Strachan as 
president . and executive 
dirctor of Gillain Manor 
Ltd., v/ill be the' medical 
and program director Dr. 
Nelson Bradley, a 
psychiatrist from Lutheran 
General Hospital, Park 
Ridge, Illinois, where, for 
the last 18 years, he has 
been medical director of the 
alcoholism treatment centre 
and chief of the psychiatric 
division^
Bradley also established 
the medical program at the 
Hazleton Foundation 
Centre on Alcoholism in 
Minneapolis. .
Program co-ordinator 
and associate director of 
preventive services will be 
Dr. W. Cecil Brown, a 
psychologist who has held 
staff positions at the 
University of Alberta where 
he was involved in 
alcoholism research. With 
him will be Dr. Peggy-Anne 
Brown who has been ap­
pointed associate director 
of treatment services at 
Gillain. For several years 
she was a research associate 
with the psychology 
department at the 
University of Alberta.
The manor will open 
with a staff of about 30 but 
the staff will be enlarged a.s
the number of patients 
reaches its maximum of 
about 100. In time the staff 
will number about 75 in­
cluding service personnel.
At $175 a day treatment 
at Gillain is not inexpensive 
although not out of line 
with other similar treatment 
centres on the continent. 
The average patient will 
spend 28 days at the centre 
running up a bill of close to 
$5,000 — a small amount to 
a corporation which stands 
a good chance of recovering 
the services of a valuable 
executive.
The need for Gillain is 
self-evident to people who 
know the level of 
alcoholism in North 
America, Strachan points 
out. Not only is alcoholism 
the continent’s worst drug 
problem but it is worse by 
20 times than any other.
The reason these figures 
come as a shock to many 
Canadians is that the 
problem is well hidden. It is 
part of the alcoholic process 
to cover up and, in this 
hiding, alcoholics are often 
assisted by family , em­
ployers and friends.
The Skid Road derelict 
represents , about five per 
cent of the alcoholic 
population, Strachan points 
out. In truth the illness goes 
through every level and 
social status of the 
Canadian population. It is 
as common in board-rooms 
as in factory lunch-rooms 
and the level of alcoholism 
among professionals is verv
YEARS OF CONSTRUCTION and preparation 
climaxed Tuesday when Minister of Municipal 
Affairs Hugh Curtis opened Gillain Manor, the 
alcoholism treatment centre north from 
McTavish Road on Mount Newton which 
overlooks the airport, Patricia Bay and the 
Islands. Founder and director George Strachan 
stands before the centre’s name plaque. One of 
the lounge areas is shown above and the view of 
the main entrance from the north. (Review 
Photos).
Silver Threads in Review
high — and increasing.
Alcoholism treatment 
workers know that the 
disease sweeps through 
society with a broad brush 
touching not only the 
unemployed laborer but 
doctors, lawyers and 
corporation presidents.
The latter rarely turn up
in public-supported 
treatment centres. Afraid to 
risk what is left of their 
dignity, they avoid treat­
ment programs which will 
expose their weakness. The 
result is a private hell for 
them and for the three to 
five persons whose lives are 
touched by the alcoholic.
RAISE YOUR OWN BEEF
MAKE IT REALLY PAY!!
With a big docile, easy calving CharoUais 
cow. Maic calves reach 1300 to 1500 lbs, in 
one year. Excellent meat.
Contact
Canadian Meridian 
Polled CharoUais Ranch 
2328 Beacon Ave., Sidney
656-5411
MR. JOHN R. YOUNG
of our Victoria office 




from 8:30 A.M. to 12:30 P.M.
Sidney 656-4422 Victoria 384-1 157
Pemberlon Securities
timiied
“Reiving Wf^storn rnimdlans Since 1887”
so YEARS AGO 
The Review of October 4, 
1928 reported that Sidney 
was officially on the map as 
a seaport town with an up- 
to-the-minute marine 
service station.
The local boat building 
firm of Copeland & Wright 
have just completed a big 
undertaking by installing a 
5000-gallon tank for 
gasoline and erecting a 
service station on the end of 
their new wharf ’ which 
extends to deep water, some 
90 feet beyond the old 
wharf.
The big tank, constructed 
in Victoria by the Marine 
Iron Works, is located on 
an elevation of 26 feet on 
shore, 420 feet from service 
station to which it, is 
connected by piping.
Boats may now come in 
and receive gas direct into 
tlieir tanks in record time.
Water has also been 
piped to the end of the 
wharf and no charge will be 
made for smalt quaniitiics. 
This is a convenience that 
hundreds of boat owners 
around the Saanich 
Peninsula and ihroiighoui 
the Gulf Islands will sin­
cerely thank our local en­
terprising lirmfor.
The firm of Copeland & 
Wright is to be 
congratulated on their 
enterprise. This un­
dertaking will mean not 
only more business for 
themselves but .Sidney ns a 
whole by the increased 
traffic into this port.
25 YEARS AGO 
A story in the Sidney 
Review of October 7, 1953, 
revealed the problems of a 
gentleman aiicmpting to 
hitch-hike lo Sidney.
When an Ardmore man 
picked up nn elderly hitch­
hiker on the East Saanich 
Rondlasi week he was told 
of the problems of hitcli- 
hlking. The aged passenger 
explained that he was a 
retired prospector on 
holiday.
Wlvn rominf* from 
Victoria to Sidney to renew 
acquaintance with a second 
prospector, the visitor 
failed to gain a ride. He
walked to Sidney.
The driver was informed 
that only one vehicle 
stopped to offer the old 
man a ride. It was a truck. 
The driver offered to carry 
the prospector to Sidney on 
payment of a dollar. The 
prospector then explained 
that he could not afford the 
fee.
The driver then refused 
the old man a ride and 
drove on, he reported.
10 YEARS AGO
Ten yeas ago effluent and 
its interesting ramifications 
were beginning to furrow 
the brow of Mayor J.B. 
Cummings of North 
Saanich.
The minister of highways 
announced thal B.C. Ferry 
Authority will shortly 
inaugurate a new policy 
whereby effluent will no 
longer be discharged into
the sea from the large 
ferries but would be 
retained in holding tanks 
and dumped at intervals. 
What was concerning 
Mayor Camming was where 
the ferry .sewage tanks 
would be dumped.
‘‘If they are to be 
dumped at Tsawwassen, the 
problem will be of little 
concern lo us but if they are 
emptied al this end of the 
run wc arc far more in­
terested,” said the 
municipal head.
If dumping of effluent 
from the ferries is 
prohibited and unless some 
proper disposal method is 
provided, the ships would 
gradually become heavier 
and heavier, slower and 
more unwcidly and might 
even founder from their 
own weight, noted one 
observer.
Monday through Friday- 
Centre open 9 a.m.; cards, 
library, billiards, morning 
coffee, afternoon tea.
Monday - 10 a.m..
Centre closed - Open for 
drop-ins-1-4 p.m.
Tuesday - 9:30 , lapidary; 
10 Serenaders practice, 
painting; noon, lunch; 1 
p.m. whist, crochet, 
lapidary, painting; 7, games 
night.
Wednesday - 10 a^m., 
novelties and rug hooking; 
'noon, hot dinner; 1 p.m., 
Mah-Jongg; discussion 
group; 2, concert with 
Pearly :: Gang;' 7, band 
' practice.
Thursday - 9:30 a.m., 
lapidary; 10, weaving, 
carpet bowling; noon, 
lunch; 1 p.m., bridge,
dressmaking; 7 p.m.,
lapidary, crib.
, Friday - 10 a.m., 
beadwork. Keep-☆Fit, 
senior ceramics, quilting; 
noon, lunch; 1 p.m.,
creative writing; stretch and 
sew; 2, jacko; 7 p.m.,
Should Board 
BeAbolished?
‘‘Should the Regional 
Board be Abolished.” This 
question will be di.scussed at 
a wine and chee.se party 
meeting al the Travel Lodge 
hotel at 7 p.m. on Thur­
sday, October 19lh.
Frank Heinrich, of the 
Western Community, will 
speak on behalf of the Land 
Owners and Taxpayers 
Rights Association.
Mayor Westwood, of 
Central Saanich, and other 
representatives from nearby 
municipalities will be in­
vited to attend.
evening cards.
Saturday & Sunday - 
open 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. for 
drop-ins; Saturday - 1:30 
p.m.. Silver Bells Practice. 
Fall Bazaar - Nov. 3rd.
Wanted: Anyone not 
using Lapidary equipment 





ON THE SAANICH PENINSULA »•
CALL
YOUR INDEPENDENT SERVICE 
CON I R ACTOR
HEATING LTD.
303 - 2453 BEACON AVE.
6564241
^ « 9 ® e ® ® ® <
Oldest 
Broadcaster 
■Visiting her friend 
Mrs. Freda Steele, 
103-9860 Third Street, 
Sidney, is Peggy 
Holmes, who describes 
herself as “the oldest 
broadcaster in 
Can ada. ’ ’ Ms. H olmes 
broadcasts from the 
CBG Edmonton. She 
took up her new career 
seven years ago when 
she was 73 years of 
age.
j TROUBLED BY HIGH PRICES ?
STAY AND SAVE AT
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
still only from $19.00 up
Mostly with full kitchens 
— at no extra cost.
■Free, ixirking
Downtown location
Weekly, nionthly & farriily 
rates
For brochure and reservations write: ,
'I:: V THE :;MAYFA8il;■ HOT'Eti;
845 Hornby St. , Voncouvar, B.C. V6Z IVI or Phono area 604*687-6751.
SPECIAL
MANUI AdURER'S 








Given the job of 
rccommencling to town 
council ihc numc of a 
consultant to revise Sid- 
iiey’.s community plan, Ihc 
municipal development 
committee went into a 
inilspin on Monday night.
Original plan was for tlie 
committee to choose 
between tivo, William 
Graham Consuliants and 
Thompson, Berwick, Pratt 
ami Partners, both of 
Vancouver, The first was to 
charge $20, 142 and the 
second somewhere in the 
neighborhood of $25,000.
Aldermen seemed split 
about evenly on the choice 
of one or other of the 
companies and, before Ihe 
discussion was over, had 
once again gone into the 
need for a community 
plan, the phllosopliy behind 
it and the input I rom the 
public thal such a plan 
should have,
If was proimd which has 
hcci| traversed "many times 
before in meetings of 
commillcc and of city 
council.
I'inal choice was 
Thompson, Berwick and 
Pratt — but it was not easy. 
One alderman didn't like 
ihc work Gruimm hud done 
in Central Saanich where, 
the alderman said, the firm 
planned to put AHOP 
houses and mnitipic” 
housing in the midst of an 
exclusive rcsidenilul 
district.
Another aldermen held 
firmly to the principle Ihat 
both would do the same 
work bill that one was 
cheaper than the other.
It was pointed in during 
the discussion that the 
provincial government 
would be contributing 
aboni $18,(X)0 toward the 
cost of the study.
Police
Trum/ers
New members who have 
arrived at the Sidney 
RCMP flctarhment recently 
arc Constables Bert Allison 
from Ganges and Ray 
Campbell from the Police 
Vessel Hnrvison,
FRESH POULTRY - FISH -EGGS

























OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK - SUNDAY 12-5 P.M.
THFIRFVIEIV
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Sidney Senior Men’s 
Hockey in Review
By AL CROSS 
All five teams played 
exhibition games this week 
and they appeared ready to 
start league play. At times 
play was one-sided but all 
teams skated hard, setting 
the pace for oncoming 
games.
Sept. 25 Shoreline 11 — 
Bob Whyte Marine 0
In the first game, last 
year’s playoff champs 
looked good against Bob 
Whyte with Rick Seabo 
doing most of the damage - 
5 goals and 1 assist. As play 
was in Bob Whyte’s end 
they played mostly defence 
with goaltender double 0 
Pierrard getting 5 penalties 
doubling as goaltender and 
defence.
Sept. 26 Travelodge 8 — 
Sidney Hotel 1
In the first period with 
2:43 left, Jose Brochez 
scoared his first of three 
then and a minute later 
Doug Bailey shot one by 
goaltender Brian Salt to tie 
the score. There was only 
one goal in the second by 
Gary Wildmen to give 
Travelodge the lead. Then 
after five minutes of play in 
the third, Dave Lepage
scored to put it out of reach 
for Sidney. Also scoring for 
travelodge, Rick Crosby 
and Brian Coward with 
singles.
Sept. 27 Bob Whyte 2 — 
Sidney Freight 8
In a rough conte.st that 
saw over 40 minutes in 
penalties with 2 game 
mi.sconducts, Avie Stub- 
bington lead the offence 
with 3 goals and 1 assist as 
Sidney Freight completely 
out-shot Bob Whyte 6 to 
18. Other sharpshooters 
were Kerry Lewis, Daryle 
Wingerele, Rick Jackson, 
Alvin Miller and Rob Smith 
all with singles and Bower 
and Pumple finding the 
mark for Bob Whyte.
Sept. 28 Shoreline 1 — 
Travelodge 5
Play looked ragged as 
Travelodge capitalized on 
an early goal by Rick 
Crosby. Then two by Ron 
Forbes and one each by 
John Hasiuk and Cary 
Wilyman. Only goal for 
Shoreline was a hard shot 
from the point with Derek 
Allan deflecting it past 






















DISCO SOCCER practiced by Claremont 
and Oak Bay soccer players in mid-air 
collision Friday afternoon at Claremont.
Claremont went on to win the closely con­
tested match 2-1. , ^
MARATHON MAN AL COWIE took a short jaunt from Victoria to 
Siclney arid dropped iritO: Review office for a chat with the'sports desk. ;
j ■ 1! :;• 
r'^1. Marathon Man^ Runs 
From Victoria to
Al Howie woke up one morning a few years 
ago and decided he was tired of his sedentary 
lifestyle.
So he went for a run - a 10-milc run.
Since then Al has run most days and is 
presently training for a run from Victoria to 
Fort Hardy by running from Victoria to Sidney 
three limes a week. “And once I’ve made it lhat 
far,” he says, “I might as well continue up to 
Cape Scott.”
Al doesn’t know whether 
lie’ll be the first person to 
urn the length of the island 
Inn that doesn’t concern 
liiin. “I have a real affinity 
witli this island,” he says, 
"iind 1 can’t think of a 
heller way to show it tlian 
eoverini! il on fool.”
Al considers running an 
endcavotir outside the 
animal coinincrcial si niggle 
of life and finds it both 
lelaxing and satisfying,
I he longesi lie’s ever run 
ill one day is tlie W mile 
jaunt from Toronto to
Niagara Falls made three 
years ago.
Although he hasn’t run 
competitively since his 
school days in Ayreshire 
Scotland, Al is considering 
running in a marathon 
soon,
”ll may be ego,” he says, 
'but 1 don’t want to enter a 
maraihon until I’m sure 1 
can win it.”
“I’d like to see the look 
on peoples faces when an 
unknown runner, wins n 
marathon,” he added,
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lo Mill Bay last weekend 
and finished the 27-milc 
journey in two hours and 40 
minutes. “That’s only 25 
minutes off the world 
record,” he says,“and over 
a steep grade without 
competition.”
Al, who was recently laid 
off his job as a grinder al 
Vancouver Islartd Brass 
Foundry, says he enjoys 
running to Sidney because 
of the wide shoulders on the 
edge of the Pat Bay High­
way.
I’ye been lucky not to 
difficulty with 
motorists,” Al says, 
“although the odd 
motorcycle ruffian has 
made threatening gestures 
lome,”
His reaction when this 
liappens is to pull out an 
imaginary pencil and paper 
10 bluff writing down their 
licence plate number.
After his trip to Port 
Hardy, Al reckons he won’t 
take the next logical siep 
which would be to run 
iicross Canada but says 
instead he may jog down to 
South America,
Bowling scores went 
from one extreme to the 
other last week at Miracle 
Lanes.
Tom Se,xton, from the 
Tue. Commercial bowled 
“73” and Barney Gielen, a 
visitor from Edmonton, 
who spared in the Legion 
league, rolled a big 386 in 
his first game and finished 
with 722. Herb Addison, a 
Legion regular, had an 
excellent night with 338, 
280, and 179, for 797.
iEd Ostachowicz, 
Secretary for the Thursday 
Nile Commercial league (7; 
9) bowled a big 323 and 
ended up with 726, Barry 
Vivian had 251 and Karen 
Sherr 256 while the Leroux 
Brothers, bowling in the 9- 
11 Commercial league, 
bombed in a 303 and 304 
with 764 and 707 respecr 
lively. Not often does a 
bowler have 769 without a 
300 game, but Shirley 
Cooper, bowling in the 
same Commercial league, 
had just that.
Our top 10 “Ladies” and 
“Men”’. Record Board is 
filling up with Herb- 
Addison (Legion) leading 
and Shirley Cooper is 
leading the women with her 
769.
Saturday, October 14, at 
10 a.m. Sidney Golden Age 
bowlers are hosting 
Esquimau Club. Not only 
are they bowling but they’re 
bringing along a lunch! 
Glen Wilson, our 
proprietor is busing the 
Seniors from Esquimau and 
;a return visit is planned to 
the EsquirnaU Lanes at a 







Winners for the Sep­
tember draw of the Sidney 




The municipality of 
North Saanich by-law 
prohibits the firing of 
firearms. People are ad­
vised that this includes both 
pellet guns and B.C. guns, 
according to Sidney' RC­
MP.
as
Arter Ticket number 63, 
$100; Mr. Norm West, 
ticket number 195, $100; 
Mrs. D.E. Chapman, $100; 
and Mrs. E.S. Bomford,
0
i ® 9 9 ® 
KITCHEN Aip ®
® DISHWASHER ®
® —YOUR BEST INVESTMENT— ®
©• AT; SIDNEY. ® '
©APPLIANCE CENTRE®
656-3422 ®





PERM SALE ~ % PRICE 
; on: ALL .PERMSvFOR:; 









Sidney Anglers monthly 
meeting sclietluled for 
Monday, Oct. 9, has been 
changed lo Tuesday, Oct. 
10, because of the 
Thanksgiving holiday.
The meeting will be held 
at 7:30 p.m. in the banquet 
room of the Sidney Hotel.
A slide presentation of a 
recent fishing trip to 
Barclay Sound, courtesy of 
the Nunn brothers, will be 
the featured attraction, 
p General business will be 
dealt witli.
Results for weekend 
Peninsula soccer games arc 
as follows:
Div. IB; Peuiusula 
I rojans 2, Lansdowne E.O. 
Royals 2.
Div. 1C: Peninsula 
Braves 12, Gordon Head 
Cablevision 2,
Div. 2B: Cordova Bay 
Cougars 6, Peninsula 
I'alconsO.
Div. 3B; Peninsula Jets, 
10, Gorge F.C,, 0,
Div, .1C: Cowichan, 3, 
Peninsula Flyers, 8.
Div. 4B: Peninsula 
Pumas 1, Cordova Bay 3,
Div, 5B: Cowichan 6, 
Peninsula Cougars, 3,
Div. 5D; Pcnminsula 
Tluinderbirds 2, Boys 
United Titans 1.
Div. 6A; Peninsula 
Dolphins 2, Lakeliill Peter 
Pollen 3. .
Div, 7C! Peninsula 
Hornets 5, Sookc Juan dc 
Fuca Realty 2.
Div, 8W; Peninsula 
Warriors 0, Gordon Head 
Pacific Trollers 4.
Div. 8$; Gorge Royals 0, 
Pemlnsula Engles 0,
Div. 9: Peninsula 
l.eopards 0, Prospect Lake 
0,
Div. 9: Peninsula Stccicrs 
0, Juan dc I'uca Goldstream 
0.
Div, 9: Peninsula Kickers 





VASELINE INTENSIVE CARE 
ALL FRAGRANCES 
16 07-
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Coaches Enthusiastic Over Upcoming Season
A flurry of sporting 
activities accompany the 
return to school and 
peninsula coaches are all 
optimistic their teams will 
fare well this season.
Parkland volleyball 
coach Robin Hay an­
ticipates good results from 
both boys and girls teams.
The girls had an ex­
ceptionally good season last 
year, winning the Van­
couver Island single “A” 
school • competition (all 
schools with fewer than 200 
students in grades 11 and 
12).
"We have only two girls 
returning from last year’s
team,” Mr. Hay said, “but 
I’m hoping we’ll win it 
again.” Robin expects the 
strongest single “A” 
competition from Dun- 
smuir or Parksville.
In last year’s final, 
Parkland edged Campbell 
River in a tense match that 
went the full three games.
Hay’s voice was en­
thusiastic when he talked 
about the senior boys team. 
‘This will be our strongest 
team ever,” he said.
With five returning 
players and a couple of 
promising newcomers, Hay 
reckons they’ll be fighting 
for top spot in the 11 team
Victoria league.
“I expect we’ll win the 
Island single A competition 
and finish somewhere in the 
top five for B.C.”, Hay 
said.
Parkland soccer coach 
Jaak Magi has his hands 
full competing in the strong 
Victoria soccer league but 
feels they can finish in the 
top half of the 10-team 
league.
“Our record is two and 
one right now,” Magi said, 
"but I expect we’ll improve 
in the near future.”
Half Magi’s team are 
veterans and half rookies 
and hfe expects they’ll settle 
down into a pretty solid
their, first year of com­
petition in the senior boys 
soccer league. Stelly’s is off 
to a rocky start with an 0-3 
record but coach Bill Braun 
hopes to improve on that as 
the season progresses.
Claremont has three 
senior teams competing in 
fall competition: a senior 
boys soccer team, senior 
boys volleyball and senior 
girls volleyball.
The school has a fairly 
strong soccer team which 
scored its first victory last 
Friday afternoon, edging 
Oak Bay 2-1 in a hard- 
fought struggle that saw 
Claremont hang on for the 
victory despite a strong
received strong goal­
tending by Phil Grant, 
foiling a sustained Oak Bay 
attack in the latter stages of 
the game.
In boys volleyball, 
Claremont coach Ken 
Lundeen says the team is 
inexperienced and will have 
difficulty equalling last 
season’s mark when they 
finished in fifth place.
Claremont gi);ls team 
haven’t started their season 
yet but finished fifth in a 
tournament at UVic last 
weekend which had 16 
teams from throughout the 
province.
“We only have four
SIDNEY LIONS CLUB 
400 LOTTERY
TALLY HO. two Afghans take off after rabbit lure at VISA (Vancouver 
Island Sight Hound Association) Field Course competition held over the 
weekend at Woodwyn Farm.
Smorgasbord Lunch 
Wednesday through Sunday
Smorgasbord Dinner Wednesday Evening
Any other day, A La Carte Menu
Phone Early for Reservations
656-3541
A “Playday” was held at 
the Sunset Riding Club 
Ring on Sunday' The event 
was for members and is the 
last to be held at the ring 
this year, although a 
CJompetitive Trail Ride will 
take place later in the 
month.
Arranged by Doug 
Anderson, the day’s events 
were a mixture of flat 
classes and games which 
created an atmosphere of 
fun and lighthearted 
bantering as opposed to the 
more serious Points Days 
held earlier in the year. 
Volunteering his services as 
judge was Jim Gibson of 













PRIME RIB ROAST I.U.
SHORT RIBS Ml.



















































did a great job of judging 
and offered, much helpful 





1. Scamper’s Image - 
Dorothy Jordan; 2. Tex - 
Ann Barclay; 3. Shehera 





1. Brandy - Katherine 
Widdowson; 2. Shehera 
Badr - Megan Soellner; 3. 
Sugar - Sandy Jordan; 4. 
Ryan’s Hope - Doug 
McKay.
SENIOR EQUITATION 
1. Dorothy Jordan - 
Sugar; 2. Pam Earl - 
Scamper’s Image; 3. Lorene 
Socllner - Schchera Sukicl;
4. Ann Barclay - Tex, 
JUNIOR EQUITATION 
1. Susan Walsh - Jeremy; 
2. Francis Widdowson - 
Brandy; 3. Megan Socllner - 
Shehera Bahar; 4. Doug 
McKay - Kyan’s Hope. 
TRAIL HORSE
1. Brandy • Francis 
Witldow.son; 2. Slieluaa 
Bahar - Megan Soellner; 3, 
Scamper’s Image - Doroilry 
Jordan; 4, Tex • Ann 
Barclay,
IIACKYARI) JUMPING
1, Aiden Star ■ l.ouise 
Biackmore; 2, Byun’.s Hope 
- Doug McKay; 3. Brandy - 
Katlterine Widdowsoti; 4. 
Jeremy»Susan Walsh. 
SLEEPY COWBOY RACE 
1. Janet Agemhar - 
Smiles n Chuckles; 2. 
Katherine Widdow,son • 
Brandy; 3. Susan Walsh - 
Jeremy. >
CRACKER AND








Over the years there have peeit many Irm 
provements In funeral service anil It Is wise lo 
choose McCall's, for illunlfled service, up'to^




convenience, alr-eonditf ned, ample convenient 
parhlnR,
STORE IIOUR.S
Mon., Tlmr., Wed.... lo 6:00
Tliiiw.AErl......... .. , ..RrlOfoOsOO
SiiiL ........... ..StJO Io6:00
Sun. ....................... lOiOO lo 55.30
MC CaML BROS
•HERE IS HOW IT WORKS
TICKETS COST $52.00 EA CH 
THERE A RE ONL Y 400 TICKETS TO BE SOLD 
THERE ARE 52 DRA WS AND YOUR TICKET IS ELIGIBLE 
FOR EVERY DRAW EVEN IF YOU HA VE WON ALREADY 
THE DRA WS ARE E VER Y THURSDA Y MORNING 
DURING 1979 AND WILL COMMENCE JAN. 4, 1979 
47 DRAWS FOR $100.00 EA CH
I DRA WFOR $1000.00 EACH ON THE FOLLOWING DA TES: 
THURSDA Y BEFORE EAS TER 
THURSDA Y BEFORE JUL Y 1st.
THURSDA YBEFORE LABOUR DA Y 
THURSDA Y BEFORE THA NKSGIVING 
THURSDAY BEFORE CHRISTMAS
PL US BONUS 3 EA RL Y BIRD DRA WS FOR $100.00 
OCT. 2, 1978 
NOV. /, 1978 
DEC. /, 1978
All monies to be used to build a Sunroom at the Saanich Peninsula Hospital being built 
on Mt. Newton Cross Road and other Community Projects.
Your odds are better than any other Lottery or Reno or Las Vegas offers. 
For an investment of $1 .(X) per week you can participate.
Methods of payments
1. Cash—Total Amount
2. Cheque — Total Amount
3. 1 - Cheque for $13.00 and 3 - Post Dated Cheques 
1 Month apart for $13.00 each
Group Ticket - 4 people one ticket at $13.00 each.
Tickets can be purchased from any Sidney 
Lions Club Member. Alt monies banked at the 
Royal Bank of Canada - Sidney Branch. The 
barrel of tickets will be stored at this Bank’s 
Vault from which a winning ticket .will be 
drawn every thursday morning.
Lions Members are participating and are 
eligible upon purchase of a ticket. These 
tickets are excellent Christmas gifts. Those 
participating in this years Lottery get first 
refusal on next years tickets.
REMEMBER: ALL WINNING TICKETS ARE IMMEDIATELY RETURNED TO 
THE BARREL. YOU CAN BE A MULTIPLE WINNER. SUPPORT THIS VERY
WORTHWHILE PROJECT AND HAVE FUN DOING IT.
GOOD LUCK
Whistle''
1. Megan _ Soellner -,
‘ Schehera Bahar;' 2.‘ J['anice 
Searle - Sugar; 3. Gordon 
AndersO:n /;■; ; jTe^fR. 4. , 
Genevieve Berry - 
SheherazadeBadr. 
KEYHOLERACE
1. Tex - Gordon 
Anderson; 2. Scamper’s 
Image - Dorothy Jordan; 3. 
Sugar - Sandy Jordan; 4. 
Ryan’s Hope - Doug 
McKay.
COMMAND CLASS 
1. Brandy - Katherine 
Widdowson; 2. Skippy - 
Mike Openshaw; 3. Jeremy 
- Susan Walsh: 4. Aiden 
Star - Louise Biackmore. 
LEAD WALK TROT AND 
RUN
1, Honey - Suzanne 
Cleary; 2. Skippy - Mike' 
Openshaw; 3. Sugar - 
Sandy Jordan; 4. Brandy - 
Francis Widdowson. 
JUNIOR POLE BENDING 
I. Skippy • Mike 
Openshaw; 2. Aiden Star - 
l.ouise Biackmore; 3. 
Brandy - Francis Wid­
dowson; 4, Jeremy - Susan 
Walsh.
SENIOR POLE BENDING
1. Tc.'. ■ Bor don
Anderson; 2. .Scamper’s 
Image - Dorothy Jordan; 3. 
Sheherazade Badr 
Genevieve Merry; 4. 
Shehera Sukicl - l.orene 
Soellner.
JUNIOR BARREL RACE
1. Skippy - Mike 
Openshitw; 2, Sugar - 
Sandy Jordan: 3. Brandy • 
Francis Widdowson; 4. 
Ryan’s Hope - Doug 
McKay.
SENIOR BARREL RACE 
1. Scamper’s Image ■ 



























-)VCn 176 DIFFfc’HENT PANKl.8 TO CHOOSI; FROM
HSRC:r.AL CRAPELS
1400 Vancouver St. al Johnson 3B5-4465
2120 Keating X Road
652-5632
OPEN SUNDAY 10:00 • 5:00
YHL ' jmk' JMr wn AWOn. JBf
•*« WINtXttGN
PRHT'M KFTF.CTIVETIIURS., I’RI. A SAIV „
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Back From Holidays and 
Ready to go to Work for 
you!!
SHAWNIGAN LAKE 
80x115 lot on water mains, 
ready for building. Located 
in country club, sandy 
beach, swimming, boating, 
tennis, golf, $14,900.
MELODY PLACE 
'/z ac., of treed lEuid on 
Willis Point. All new 
homes. Melody price only 
$18,900.
: DEEP COVE 
Distinguished 3 or 4 bdrms, 
executive home on '/2 ac. of 
park land. Economic zone 
controlled hot water heat. 
Full price only $89,000. 















Builder of your future 
HOMES from $45,000.00 - 
featuring - 
•Thermo Windows 
•S'/z" insulation in ceiling 
®5 year Insured Warranty 
•or will build custom 
Ask us about purchasers 
participation plan or if your 
thinking of moving to a 
smaller house.








REDUCED IN PRICE FROM 
S29.500to $25,000 
400 SQUARE FEET 
. OF SPACE
Prime location In Sidney, THRIVING 
BUSINESS. Approx. 470 sq. ft. ol 
space.
■Small enough to bo monaged by one 
person.
■Large enough to 
stantlal Income.
■Loose business only $25,000.
For details, please coll 
JIM PARK 384.8075 
pogor 493









\ 2419 Beacon 656-3924
■:'■■■ ■'
It:
.1267 sq. ft., .3 bedrooms, 
Mivihgvarid : family rooms 
;withj enclosed patio off 
Family room; Attached 
garage with storage room 
above bn large well treed 




clean 2 large bdrms, IVi 
baths, includes fridge and 





This is for those who do not 
want to be disturbed. One 
bedroom condo with 
privacy and security, steps 
to Marina, immaculate 




ACROSS FROM / 
PARK
2, bedroom, 15x12 living 
room, established roses and 
shade trees. Close to 
shopping and bus. Eating 






2 bedroom, 1008 sq. ft. 
main floor, fireplace in 
large living room, sundeck 
overlooking large level back 
yard. 1 bdrm and rumpus 
room roughed in down­
stairs with RI plumbing and 
R1 fireplace. ,
COTTAGE BY THE SEA: watch the 
Forrios come and go. 3 bedroom no. 
foundotion house with F.P. osking 
■ S58.500. Drive by 9647 First St. 
Sidney Th«>ti phone owner ot 656*' 
For appointment to see Inside.
I ' tf
EXECUTIVE Vj acre lots, fabulous 
views of Gulf islands end Sidney 
waters. Full serviced. Perc. tested, 
sidewalks, situated on East Saanich 
end Lowe Roods, south of 
Experimental Form, by owner. 656- 
‘2405 or 656-1897. 39-3
TWO LOTS, in Sidney, on quiet cul-de- 
sac. 50 ft. X 146 ft. $19,000.00 each. 
656-2638. 39-tf
NEVER BEFORE savings like this! New 
mobile homes, 2 or 3 bedroom, 
$13,995. Coll collect 596-1111. 
Westlown Homes Ltd., 16099 Fraser 
Highway, Surrey, B.C. 39-4.
$76,900. WEBSTER PLACE. Sidney, 
three bedrooms, (en-suite master 
bedroom), large living-dining oreo, 
completely finished rumpus room, 
large bdrm, full bothrm, downstairs. 
Fenc<^ .backyard, double carport, 
fruit trees. Hot water Heat. Ther­
mopane gloss throughout, intercom, 
radio, never point exterior. Phone 
656-4574. 40-3
TWO LOTS, in Sidney, on quiet cul-de- 




Tho‘last on Moichont Rd., nea» 
the sfxi, l^ood, serviced, 2 - 6100 










Bright 3 bdrm. plus, nestled 
on 1.15 ac. of natural 
‘ woods. Unique corner F.P., 
full high b.smt. - much 
more. Separate fully wired 
900 sq. ft. cement blk. 
work.shop/garagc. View at 
your convenience. Asking 
$78,900.
EAST SAANICH RD.
A proud sparkling beauty, 
modern as today with old 
vyorld charm, 4 Ig, bdrms 
insl. with 4 pc. cnsuitc. 
Pool table size ree. rm. Lg. 
sunny kitchen, 3 F.P.’s, Vi 
ac, witlt nut and fruit trees. 
Double wired garage, Wells 
for watering. A lovely 
properly II,sted at $87,500, 
WEST SAANICH RD. 
1,35 ac., bcauiifully kept, 
witlt truly charming spotless 
.3 bdrin, home, fiiilshcd In 
niituml wood, leaded glass. 
Expensive shrubs and 
ornamentals, fruit trees. 2 
stall stable, loft, tack rm, 




lOl'xlOH’ lot with f)0’paved 
for building your boat, 
storage, R.V.’s or 
wljateycr. Lg.
Garage/workshop. All this 
pins solid, bright 2 bdrm. 
no step home. Listed at 




2 bdrm main floor plus 2 
bdrm down, 1020 sq. ft. 
Well maintained yard, clean 
Inside and out, only 













REFLECTIONS: Nearly New Shop. 
2448 B Beacon Ave., Alley behind 
Beocon Barber. Neorly new clothing 
for the entire family. 25-tf
100 SINGLE GLAZED ALUMIMUN
WINDOWS, siies 2ft. x 2 ft. 6 inches.
p to 10 ft X 3 ft 6 inches, Priced from 
SH 00 to $25,00 . 656-6656. 15-tf
FOR SIDNEY AND BRENTWOOD, best 
clean block loom, 7 yards $61; 4 yds. 
$41; no. 1 straight old cow manure. 7 
yds.. $48: 4 yds.. $36. 595-0773 . 37-4
GOOD LAYERS. Leghorns. $1.95; 
brown Comets, $2.75, over 12. $2.50; 
or 50. $2.30.652-350). 40-2
SAANICH ORCHARDS • Freshly 
picked Mcintoshand Sporton also 
Windfall apples. Open daily. 652- 
2009 . 40-tf
HOVEY ORCHARDS - Mac ond 
Sparton opples. Crisp and juicy, 
locally grown. 1899 Hovey Road off 
East Soanich Road in Saanichton. 652- 
2657. 40-2
PICK-UP TRUCK tool chest. Attractive 
oil flbregloss mfg, 656-5121. 40-1
LARGE SIZE WALNUT cedar chest 
with drawer, $125; RCA chord orgon 
with bench ond music. $150; full 
length block Persian lamb coot with 
mink collar. Medium size, $125. All In 
good condition. Phone 656-5792. 40-1
SAVE THE CHILDREN FUND. 
Christmas Cords now on sole. Village 
Gallery, 2459 Beacon Avenue. 
Sidney 40-1
OLDER. ELECTRIC stove, good con- 
dition. $35 or nearest offer. 652-4679.
40-1
TURPGLIDE, hand mower, 16 in. cut; 
rural metal moil box. white finish, 23 
In. X 11 In. X 12 In.; post lanterns, 
block enamel. 9 In. wide. 15 in. high; 
ladies ice skates, size 9; Phllco. 3- 
speed portable record player, 
reasonable. Phone 656-1319 between 
6 p.m. - 9 p.m, 40-1
COFFEE 25c A POUND! Not real 
coffee but substitutes so good you 
con hardly tell the difference! 12 
recipes using readily available store 
items - $2.00. Nova International. 
P.O. Box 4028, Vancouver, B.C. V6B 
3Z4. 40-1
THREE AND FIVE GAL. stone crocks. 
$10 and $15; 2 plastic. 16 gal. tubs, 
$3.50 and $5; 1 Kitchenaid cake and 
dough mixer, $20; 6-inch Peetz reel. 
$12: ladies black seal jocket, size 14, 
$35; man's 3 pc. Tux, size 40, $20; 
copper wash boiler, $30. Phone 652- 
2381. 40-1
BRITISH COLUMBIA'S best selling 
stereo record album "Til We Meet 
Agoin" {54 tunes) by Mary, Charlie, 
Les ond Tom, available by mail. Send 
cheque or money order for $7.35 to 
Chortle Young, Box 462, Chilliwack. 
B.C. V2P 6J7. 40-1
SOME ssaricEs e
EeSiFMEST FOE SALE
SIDNEY ROTOVAT1NG. 50 intli" 
Rotovotor. Prompt courteous sorvko. 





and tincm up (obs. 656- 
5-1F
DOORS I B.C.'s Lowest Prices! Pro- 
hung Interior. $14.90; pro-hung 
Exterior. $37.00; Fancy doors. $49.00; 
huge stock. Walker’s. Phono 266- 
7211. 1366 S.W. Marino Drive,
Vancouver. V6P 529, 40-4
PRECISION WATCH and Jowetlory 
ropoir. Over 24 years expet lonco. We 
service all mokes of quolity watches. 
Send your porcei by registered mail 
to; The Gern House, 1056 Robson SI., 
Voncouvor, B.C. V6E 1A7. Also 
enquire about our gold nuggets and
M!g5.. WANTED
GOOD USED RECORDS, espociolly old 
45s for personal collection. 474-1071 
oround suoper time. 39*1^
WORK WANTED
DON'T LET THE HEAT AND traffic 
spoil your day. I moke pick-up and 
deliveries from Sidney to Victoria and 
return each morning. Bill's Express, 
656-3331 days: 656-1358 evenings. 32- 
tf___________
EXPERIENCED PAINTER. Inside or out. 





CARPENTER seeks jobs of any kind, 
large or small. Renovations, ex­
tensions. sundecks. etc. 656-6487 
33-tf
LEO LODDERS — Oulcft Londscopor 
atid Gar<icncr again available tor 
Sirtnoy and surroundit^g distrkl. 
Good worktnot^ship at roosonoble 
prico*; Now lcwn«. - fnaintainonco • 
pi uninq You name it wo will do il. 
Foi f ipo ostimotos, Call656 3297, 3 tf
HOUSES; Additions. Renovations, 
Cobinels ond Furntiure. Design and 





ROTOVATING. 50 inili 
Pioinpt couitoous service. 
• 12-tj
ALL PHASES OF GARDENING.
Citni los Vautrin. 656-1595. 9.tf
WILL DO TYPING at home in the 
evenings. Phone 652-2234 after 5 
p.m. ' 37.4
WOMAN. EXPERIENCED in childcare 
will lovingly core for children in your 
home, doy or .night, also will do oil 
kinds of housework. 656-6710 leove 
message. - . 40-1
L60. 15 INCH TIRES.; Good condition. 
$80 pair. Phone 656-5270. . 40-1
QUEEN SIZE mattress, os hew; floral 
chesterfield and choir; ontique 
bevelled gloss mirror; dining room 
table and choirs; oil stove. Offers. : 
656-5270. .40-1
COMPLETE RABBIT fryer operation. 20 
producing does. Californians and 
New Zeoland, 10 more reody lo 
breed; two good bucks. 150 fryers. 
Complete with wire cages, food and 
water pots. $600. 652-3501. 40-1
ORNAMENTAL TREES, 75c; 
strawberry plants, 15c: apples, in- 
sulotlon, doors, windov/s. 656-3071.
4 0-1 •
G.E. POLISHER, $25; hand lawn 
mower, $15; good condition. 656-
4660. 40-1
YARD SALE: Weather permitting, 
Oct. 7, 10 o.m, • 2 p.m. Some tables, 
high chair, gordon tools, etc. 9904 
Third St., Sidney. 40-1
DINETTE SUITE, oak grained lop, vinyl 
chairsi Good condition. Phono 656- 
1729. 40-1
VERY LARGE bright one 







WATERFRONT, Roborli Bay, Sidney, 
unlurnithod, 7 bedroom bouso, 
$400,00 per mon. Avolloblo Nov. IK. 
AnfllO'Canodlon Reol Ettolo and 
Monagemenl. 3a6.fln55. 40, >
Irwitt ln(ltis(ries l.td.
gutters. Low5 inth continuous 
cunli ch.tcji I utus.
Phono 382-5154
f or (too nsllmolijs
FURNISHED ROOMS will bo available 
In Brentwood Boy oreo, comttrencing 
Oct, 111, (or couploi only. 65J.2334 
o(i»r 5 p m 37 A
HOMD mmm & 
rnmmim foe sals
CARPENTRY • RENOVATIONS. $6.50 
per hour. Terry, 656-1394. , 40,1
RENOVATIONS ? . All carpenlry
services I including wtrlnq ond............ ^ ^plumbingr' Excelleht ‘ workmonship.' 
Relererrces. 656-4738. ^ 40-1
CLEAN-UP SERVICE. compost, 
bosements. yards; building sites, 
hauling work up to 4500 lbs. 
Reosonoble rotes. 652-3683. 40-4
LADY WISHES WORK in private homo 
or nursing home. Experienced wllh 
invalids. Write Box A. Sidney Review.
40-1
HELP WANTED
HELP WANTED FEESQNALS BUS. OFFOETUNlTISg COMINB EVENTS
REQUIRE EXPERIENCED oggressivo 
salesman familiar with the retail • 
wholesale grocery trade to travel 
Canada's Yukon. Reply with current 
resume and paiiiculors to Box C. 
Yukon News, Whitehorse, Yukon, 
Y1A2E0. 40-1
FREE KNITTING LESSONS continue 
throughout Fall. Kobe's Woolcrofts. 






on experienced in- 
pressmen. Woges 
experience.
IF YOU NEED confidence to lose those 
extra pounds join a friendly group. 
Now friends, new size, new weight, 
new you. 656-2654; 656-3851. 40-1
CARIBBEAN INVESTMENT or 
retirement. Low cost. Ocean front 
lots to five acres, or forms. Write Con 
Jones, Box 43. Belize City. Belize. 
(British Honduros) C.A. 40-1
vith
AVON:- I hove four open Terrltorlos 
Sidney. It con be yours. Over 18? 
CollMrs. McCartney, 384-7345. 40-1
Reply 2023 • 2nd Ave. S.E, Calgory, 




needed. ladies and 
40-1
DENTAL ASSISTANCE for preventive 
residential dental office in North 
Soonich. Please opply in writing to 
Box "B''. Sidney Review. 40-1
LOST: BROWN CHIHUAHUA, vicinity 
McDonold Pork and Porkland School. 
Phono 652-5586 or 652-2794. 40-1
OCCASIONAL HELP with grass cutting 
and general garden chores i 
required and weothcr permits. Deep 
Cove. 11338 Chalet Rd.. R.R.. 1 
Sidney, B.C. 40-1
LOST: In Ailbay Rood area, one small 
female cot, also smoll kitten, silver 
grey. 656-2438. 40-1
PART-TIME HELP wonted, for locol 
Fabric Store. Experienced preferred. 
Apply Georgettes Fabrics ond Crafts 
or phone: 656-1323. 40-2
MORTGAGE LOANS promptly 
arranged onywhoro In B.C. Infor- 
motion and references on request. J. 
D. Phillips Copitol Corporation. 10673 
King George Highway. Surrey. B.C. 
V3T 2X6. Phone 588-0411 days or 585- 
1603 evenings. . 15-tf
HELP GREENPEACE HELP 11 Sellers 
urgently needed for the Greenpeace 
Go Anyway' lottery. Moke money! 
Save Life! 2108 West 4th Ave. 
Vancouver, V6K 1N6. Phone 736- 
0321. 37-3
ADTQS g BOATS 
FOE SALE
SIDNEY CAR MART
BUY IN SIDNEY 
& SAVE 
on
New & Used Cars, 
Trucks, Motorcycles & 
Recreation Vehicles.
COME IN AND SEE OUR 





Dealer No. EX) 1591A
"HELP GREENPEACE HELP" 11 Sellers 
urgently needed for the Groenpoace 
'Go Anywhere' lottery. Moke money I 
Save life! 2108 West 4th Avo., 
Voncouver. V6K 1N6. 39-lf
FULL OR PART-TIME cashier. Will 
train. Apply Box D, Sidney Review,; 
40-2
BOOKKEEPER • accounts receivable, 
books to trail balance, Smoll ofiko • 
must hove cor. Apply Box "C". Sidney 
Review, 40-1
m. 1912 
2444 Deacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C. 656-1154
ATTIwaiVI NIW Pfo(«i«lonol oir 
condllloiidd oUlCP, 590 «q, (l,, third 
door HolllDQiworlh Bloch. 2<53 




2481 Beacon 656-39S1 
REAL ESTATE 
, INSURANCE '
OFFICII SPACE AVAILABLE litv 
mudialoly In Sidniiy Sullabln lot 
pio(»iKonol. fcM kq. It. Second Hoot 




Jim Jones 656-4S97 
Jock Fciherston 652-2269 
JOHN SALVADOR 
NOTARY PUBLIC
NU**E WITH TWO yeot old loohlng 
(or J'bedfoom howie, dupleit In 







Well Iniill 3 bdrin. rancher, 
with sunken L.R., brick 
l%P,, D.R,, briglii kit. wllh 
e.a, Very Ig. 4 pc. and a 3 
pc. hath, I'cnced Cor play- 
yard or pet.s, Private patio. 
This lovely home is listed at 
$59,900.
$4.3.S0«
For two bedrooirt cottage 
on 50’xg,V cuimncrcially 
zoned lot. Rent total 
$.303,{ii0per mon.
.IF,AN r AMnFRT6.56..34J6 
ED KRAIT 6S6..3669 
EARL II. .SMITH 
REAL ESTATE LTD. 
479-8121
LOTS 
67 ft. X 
Corner lot in an 
good lioincs. MI.S.
$17,500
North Saanich -80 ft, x 177 
ft. Lot close to Rec, Centre, 
MLS. $22,500.
TURK BEDROOM hnitiia lo loni or 
l«ai« lor up lo 0 ynui, whila wu 
build, Ralltilila, good inloiuncui. 
Phona 656’4I70 avanlngi or by alghl 
In tli« morning. 400
MISC. FOn SALE
TYPEWRITER, $75i Uwlda unllorm, 
$13,5(1; inccar thoai, $7.50, ladyi 
bicyd*. $45,00; boy'» 3-«paad 
Muilong, $45.t'0.65A-3tt44, 40.1
COMMERCIAI., 
Frirne Beacon Ave. 
location. Mtodern huilding 
approx. 3800 s(i. ft. phis 
6000 sq. ft. parking. A 
unique properly providing 
many business opporiuniiy 
opt ions,
2177 MALAVIEW
Older 2 bedroom cottage 
siinalefl n fortrt fltrfntir'r* 
from the road lo provide 
peace and quiet, 50 ft. X 12.1 
ft. lot. MLS.
$33.9<H»
TWO C'ONCRITI pwmpi ■ ona llna 
pump, nna boom pump. Both 
thompion'i. Will tall both or 
•aporolaly. BBft.703V Olhionit, B.C. 
Phona toHacl 40,1
I eMicKBFi”'MANuTw , ogad" di iTbif, 
I t«g, ovat <5, UOi:. tdiJ.JSOU 40.3
1 tAANICH ORCMARM. f rathly plfhad 
Mtlnloih oppiti. Opan dally, fc53. 
3009. ____ _ 39-3
HOU$moIB~COI4TEliiTi‘TAir,”Otr.
/tliitnd Uth, !>ul. und.Sun, 11.00 a.m, ■
I 4:00 p.m, 9901 - 3rd St„ Sldnay, B.C,
I loll ol tolld oak lurnllura, baoulKul 
torvad ofth thino falttnai, nok lobla 
I ond il« «h»lrt, lorpaocik dra(4ai with 
mnrot, ooh *ida loLila*. ooh boll 
tiunil. oak boohcoia, olio irunky, 
diaifan, Loppai liratcraani ontj 
I droit Krtan, lamp*, Spaliat llguiti, 
I pidurai, >0(01, waibar and diyar,
mS "lafly mci"# aitiiln. 70 1







Owner Wilf Dorman gives 
personal at lent ion to nil 
orders. Phone 656-47,54
FIREPLACE WOOD . Ik and hmd 
wood*; Codor lanto po.lt and lalU, 
Phonit 65S-43I3, 3fc.ll
DOORSI B.C.'S lowaK pilcoil Pio- 
hung Inlorlor, $14.'W; piahung 
UKlailor, $33,00; (onty door*, $39.00, 
Hugo Hock I Wniknr'*. Phono 3fc6- 
7311, 1360 S.W. Marina 0rlv4i






“Vancouver Lsland'i. most 








roquiro* the following portonnol lor 
our operation near Vondoiliool. 
Sawmill $hia Foramon . lo bo 
roipomlblo (or quality control, OC’ 
cidoni provenlion ond production in 
sawmill producing average ol |40 
FBM doily. Millwright Plonarmon • 
Coiiliind or quoilHod to work In 
modoin planermlll. Contiruillon 
Millwrlghl-Waldar* ■ to work on 
con»tiucllon ol a now ka'wmlll, Comp 
AHeiidan|.FIr*l Aid • Minimum "B’ 
lndu»lrlal rir*l Aid lltkel holdor lo 
v.orU in logging rn.np lumbar 
Gradar • lo gioda lumbai lor llnol 
thlpmenl. SowIMIar • CarllboJ or 
equlvnlenl lot modern llling tiiom. 
Allioctlva wago* and benalili aia 
ovailobla lor all pokllion*. Von- 
daihool I* a ihtiving commurtlly with 
dtivoloping .hopping lacllllloi, 
modBrn hoiiung nnd em elleni liwloor 
ond outdoor racioollonol lacl|l|lai. 
(or (uflhat ln(ornialion coiiloH. 
P(.i«onne| Supotvlior, Ploloaii Mill* 
ltd., Bok 3001, Vnndoihool. B.C,V0,l 
3A0. Phomi 5fc7.4735. 40 1




Ihd Vn loiiiiCum.idn ( ilim Lubuui 
l•l)ul I* now Rin,|i*li>(liit3 
A|>|iliitint', loi oqrnullutii iiilrl 
ii.lulii.l wr-tk. (liKh innie mid 
liMiKih. pill .nut vhould opiily, 
lMiiiv|.i.iiiailon I* 0 pniliculai 
iis.iK Opuiiingi. ituiy lui In liiiil 
iiml ui."((iMril'ilii hiifvini, 
()ir.iinhi.uve gnidiinlnfi ihllkiui 
holihtiiy find ijoniiicil Iniin wnik, 
r.poiiomed liei» .piHni* .hoiikl
ill'.!) Cliqily
Regular or CpoIocI lha 
FARM LABOUR POOL 
305-3400 Dougin* $(. 
Vlclailn>3ll3-4374
MEDICAL STENO
A|i|ihi uliunv nri> IiiviIimI Idi lint 
(io.,ili(inii cil Modiiol Stnno*. OMO 
|i.i>Mn()n.mi poll lime (4 hinii»
dflily Monday lo fndnyl on® 
l.'iii|i(itlilv lull Km® lot Ml®
month, Duiifc* Inilmle
v..iilii ulioii nl .n pnllont ltd
miiikion* ond lyinng ol KRoy
lUgn-ti-. Qijitiilii mkIm.U
kiiowlpdqe ol inedknl Ur 
miiioliuty typtno 60 WI'M,
(auiKmii* nnd initiul mnniiiii, 
riBviOii* hotplinl «»|ii*iiiiint* in
tnlii,.lliiiy ... ..1...liu.l Vfi.) L
piolijiKid Apfily lo f'»f*tinn«l 
(Slliif, Srionith Poiilniiilo 
Hmfiiiol, ilW, Ml Nnw-lon Clii»» 
tiuu.J l.(jui(.i hlo.i, b.C
40 1
1961 MUSTANG, In good condition, 
IlfcOOor he«l oiler, Phono 656-7193. 
40-1
FSnSOHALS
Th® •stvnc® of Foith Is Pownoas 
of words ond obundonc® of 
doods..."
•Boha'u'ilah 
THE BAHA'I FAITH 
656-6495
SU§. BFF0DTDHITI1S
NEW SHOPPING CENTRE spoce 
available in A'obolsford far 
restaurant, Phormacy, men's 
clothing, ladles fashions, barber, 
baker, delicatessen, jeon shop, 
bookstore. Contoct Ken Riddell. 859- 
5221 or 785-7372 eves. 40-1
EARN A SECOND INCOME. Learn 
Income Tox preporotion with the All- 
Canodian Compony U & R Tox Ser- 
vices. No previous troining required. 
Send for free brochure today. U & R 
Tox Services, 2579 Portage Ave.m 
Winnipeg. Man. R3J0P1. ' 40-1
GROSS SALES $80,000 and growing. 
Oelkatesson store, stock ond $17,000 
oquipmont. Buy now during ropid 
growth of town. P. Naskinon, Box 
125. Port McNeill VON 2R0. Phone 
956-3692 evenings. 40-1
mum imm
DISCERNING ADULTS - shop 
discreetly by mail. Send $2.00 for out 
lotest fully illustrated catologuo of 
marital aids for both ladies ond 
gentlemen. Direct action. Morketing 
Inc., Dept. U.K.. P.O. Box 3268. 
Vancouver. B.C. V6B 3X9. IS-tf
BINGO: K of P Hall, every Thursday 8
p.m. Every^dy welcome. 23-tf
LAW CENTRE — LEGAL AID Clinic. 
Mondays 1:45 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.' 
Appointments only. Phone 656-1247 
9 tf
FRENCH IMMERSION schooling. 
Porents interested in Kindergarten 
Sept. 1979. Saanich School District 
No. 63. Contact 652-5501: 652-3358. 
36-6
A.M.O.R.C. The Rosicrucion Order, 
A.M.O.R.C., convocation and lecture, 
"Constructive Thinking", Wednesday, 
October |1. 7:30 p.m.. 1620 Fern- 
wood Road. All Rosicrucians 
welcome. For more information write 
P.O. Box372. Victoria. B.C. V8W2N2.
40-1
AUXILIARY BAZAAR and Tea in the 
Soonich Peninsula Hospital. October 
14. 2 to 4 p.m. Home Baking. 
Treosuro Trove, Hondicrafts. 
Christmos Decorations, Plants. 
Produce, Candy, Preserves. Palm 
Reading by Julian North, ond Roflle. 
Admission $1.00. 40-2
SIDNEY PARENTS Without Partners 
oroe presenting an Octoberfest 
Dance. Soturday, October 7th. at 






NEXT ADVANCED OPEN water scuba 
course storts October 7, 1978. For 
details coll Rimpoc Divers Ltd., 9818 • 








. AUTO SALES 
'CARS".
1977 Mercury Cougar XR7 
2
1972 Toyota Corolla 2 Dr.
1970 Fprd Maverick 2 Dr. 
1976 Valiant 4 Dr. Sedan. 
1975 Pontiac Astre, 2 Dr.
1975 Dodge Monaco 4 Dr. - 
Air.^
1976 Comet 4 Dr. Sedan.
1975 Pinto 2 Dr. Sedan.
1976 Montego 4 Dr. Sedan.
1967 Ford LTD 4 Dr. 
Sedan.
1977 Volare Custom 4 Dr.
1968 Pontiac 4 Dr. Sedan.
1978 Dodge Colt 4 Dr.
1972 Toyota Corolla 1600 4 
2 Dr.
1978 Dodge Omni 4 Dr.
1973 Toyota Corona 4 Dr.





1971 Plymouth Satellite 
Wgn.
1974 Pinto Squire Wgn.
1975 Dodge Coronet Wgn, 
1971 Pontiac Lemans Wgn.
1976 Bobcat St, Wagon.
TRUCKS
1976 Ford 4,\4 Pickup.
1969 Fargo Window Van.
1974 Chev Cheyenne 
Pickup.
1976 I'oid l isco Super Cab 
Pickup,
1977 CMC 14’ Walk-in 
Van.
1975 Ford F251) 14 T 
Pickup.
1969 l3odgc Window Van,
1977 Dodge W Ton Pickup,
1976 Ford F25{) 14 Ton 
Pickup.
MOTOHHOMi;S
1978 Bendix 23' 
Moiorhome,
1978 Dodge Mtixi Van 
Conver.sion.
1975 Bendix 21’ 
Motorhoinc.
DOWN rOVVN SIDNEY 
AUTO SALES 
2360 BEACON AVE. 
SIDNEY, B.C. 
D.L.T/01759A 656-7259
BONSAI, the Japanese art of growing 
miniature trees, has taken root in the Greater 
Victoria and Saanich Peninsula areas and 
Jack Sullivan, of Brentwood, is looking 
forward to the establishment of a club. He 
showed part of his collection in a Hillside 
Shopping Centre display over the weekend 
and, along with Larry Aigular, of Qualicum 
Beach, will be holding a joint display at the
Saanichton Hobby Show on November 5.
Hearing Sparks Debate
OAKDIN DESIGN I') (I- »l6op, t«(lai 
pinniiail, kttnl. 3 toll*, Inbonid 
Wltcontln, a lilllo tla«»le. 656'4B70, 
<0-1
($6$ ACADIAN BEAUMONT *«<iaii. 
T«*li)((, tun* w»ll. Owid liody and 
lubboi . A*l«lnut47S, 656-6073, 40-1
IW VOLKSWAGEN *101 lull wogun, 
A*k Ing $650,00 or n((«t«, 656-4970, 
40-1
tABS flIRCIDi iioinU** *l»«l *|gd*,
r>K-.... f5fc 5im in It
FLAY OUITAB, liinrn now Sundog 
Owilnr Cnn(«pli, Folk, blufc*, 
ifciiniry, retk, Doug Hollord, phan« 
CuquitIuK' ilb'JU'H in Voniouvot 
71S1I51 jni
A public hearing saw 
lively ilebme last Wed­
nesday wlien North Saanich 
Council itiviicd opinions on 
svlteihcr it should apply to 
the Lieiitenant-Ciovcmor to 
have a I6*ucrc parcel of 
land on Canora Drive 
rcinrned to the Agricultural 
Land Reserve.
Twelve of the 28 people 
who attended spoke on tlie 
issue. Seven were opposed 
lo returning the hind to the 
ALR and five in favour.
The principal argunieni 
for not letui nlng the land to 
the ALR was the fact that 
the land was deemed un­
suitable for farming by 
Ross Hukin, a licenced 
ngriciiltural consultant, nnd 
also that the land to both 
the nortli and cast of the 
parcel in question had been 
removed from tlie ALR for 
housing or coinmercial 
development.
Productivity of those 
lands is exceptionally kiw 
nnd it would not be feasible 
to i^evclop them for 
agriciiliiiral purposes,’’ 
Hull'.in -add.
Principal argument for 
ptiuing the parcel back in 
the ALR was thal would be 
In line witli die Noilli 
Saanich Community Plan.
Mr. 0,11. Pliilllps, of 
McDonald Patk Rd., .said 
he thinks the community
plan is justiUcd and people 
should support it.
“If you allow the 
Wilsons to take their land 
out of the ALR without 
adequate justification, then 
people like myself with 
commercial property all 
around them would be 
entitled to Itavc their land 
removed from the ALR as 
well,” Mr. Phillips said.
-loe Rickard, of 
MeTavisli Road, a 3()-yenr 
resident of North Saanich, 
-said he knows there is very 
little land in Norilr Saanich 
which can be farmed well 
enough to provide a living.
“Frankly,” Mr. Rickard 
said, “1 think the Wilsons 
arc getting shafted nnd I 
think it’s a disgrace that this 
meeting is inking place at
The land in question was 
removed from the ALR in 
May of 1978 and North 
Saanich Connell made no 
appeal at that time.
Tlie reasons given hy the
Agricultural Land Reserve 
Commission when ap­
proving the Wilson’s ap­
plication was: “The 
capability of agricultural
dcvclopmcimt was out- ^ 
wciglied by the likely i 
negative impact from f 
surrounding lands which | 
were soon to be developed | 
for residentini nnd other j 
urban uses," ;
Titc 33-ncre piece of land 5 
lo tlie nortli of the Wilson’s ; 
propelly was taken out of ! 
the ALR by the request of j 
Sidney Council for a - 
proposed mobile home | 
development. Land to the ; 
east was removed from the ^ 
ALR in April, 1978. for a 
proposed motel.
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Ratepayers Urge Preservation of Inlet
The importance of 
preserving Saanich Inlet as 
a recreational area was 
strongly emphasized by 
George Lamont, president, 
and Mrs. Lee King, 
secretary, of Central 
Saanich Ratepayers’ 
Association, who were on 
hand early Thursday 
morning af Gilbert’s 
Marine, Brentwood Bay, to 
greet some 20 Federal and 
Provincial Parks 
representatives on their 
return from a fishing trip in 
Saanich Inlet.
The four-hour trip was a 
special treat for out-of- 
province delegates at­
tending the parks con­
ference held last week at the 
Empress Hotel in Victoria.
During the course of 
conversation with the 
delegates Lamont and King 
handed out copies of a 
resolution drawn up in May 
of this year by the 
Ratepayers’ Association 
and forwarded to Premier 
Bennett. The resolution 
points out that Saanich 
Inlet has been used as a 
source of food gathering by 
Indian bands over the 
centuries and by others for 
food and recreational 
I fishing for over 100 years, 
Und that the Inlet was also
designated as a sports 
fishing reserve by the 
Federal Government in 
1930.
With these points in mind
the association requested 
the Premier to “enable 
legislation to declare the 
Saanich Inlet delineated 
southward of a line joining
Moses and Hatch Points as 
a recreational area free 
from any further industrial 
development and 
pollution.’’^
TOM LEE, director of B.C. Provincial Parks Branch, at left, is greeted by 
George Lamont and Lee King of Central Saanich Ratepayers’ 
Association.—(Trudy Kemp Photo).
Council Gives Second Chance
North Saanich council 
gave a second chance to a 
part-time boat-builder 
Monday night, although 
Aid. Edgar Farthing argued 
that a $5,000 bond should 
be posted just to ensure the 
resident complies with 
municipal regulations.
John M. Lovett, 2130 
Curteis Road, requested 
permission to build a boat 
in his garage saying it would 
take no more than three 
months to complete, “The 
building will take place 
entirely within my garage 
and at no time v/ill I work 
on it outside,’’ he 
promised.
But council was informed 
in a letter from C.E. 
Martin, inspector of ser­
vices for the district; that- 
the application?was turned 
down because in the past a
boat building business was 
conducted by the applicant 
which brought complaints 
from the immediate neigh­
bors.
Neighbors complained of 
offensive odors and the 
outside storage of fibreglass 
forms for boats. When the 
owner w'as requested to shut 
down his business, ac­
cording to Martin, “It 
spread over a period of six 
months before final
completion.’’
Under the present ap- 
plicgtion the proposal is for 
a personal boat and is “for 
a one time only to be 
completed within three 
months.
Martin explained to 
council that his office 
“could police the activity 
on the above terms as it 
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^PEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 9 a.m; to 9
10 a.m. to 9 p.m. Sundays
WEST SAANICH RD.
across from the Brentwood Post Office













Renovations - Concrete 
Placing - Driveways - 


















New Homos & Cabinets, Custom 
build Remodelling, Additions 
and Repairs. Reasonable rotes. 
Free Estimates
PHONE 656-4915
1 MAPLE LEAF St 69
SIDE BACON iLB.PKG^i
RHODES WHITE OR BROWN g. 1
5 LOAVES $1 Z9 1
BREAD DOUGH i bag
1 MAPLE LEAF SLICED $ 1 1 Q1 COOKED HAM pkg. ^F^ CRANBERRY ^‘U109 SAUCE Z TINS 1
1 MAPLE LEAF SLICED  * -
1 COOKED 6 OZ. PKG. ^ /$ 1 00
LUNCH MEAT i
M.J.B. 10 OZ. JAR $*179
INSTANT COFFEE
1 MAPLE LEAF CHUNK
r.». ««««'' '’■ pieces IIO'P
1 BOLOGNA LB. OvI
KRAFT 32 OZ. JAR $t 291
MIRACLE WHIP i
MAPLE LEAF FULLY COOKED $1 Q Q 
ham SHANK END lB."^ J,
CARNATION 18 OZ. JAR S 9 79
COFFEEMATE 1
FRESH GRADE A ALL SIZES
TURKEYS LBSlaf
NABOB REGULAR OR FINE t
rnFFFF <5RINDburr 1:1: 1 lb. BAG £m
j SCHNEIDERS 1 LB. PKG. t f 10
MINI SIZZLERS 1
McCOLL’S 48 OZ. TIN $^d9
PEANUT BUHER
SCHNEIDERS REGULAR OR « <■ f) QWIENERS *^[rPKG.^r® BIG DIPPER 4 LITRE PAIL tngQICE CREAM Z




TOWELS 2 ROLL PKG. 3 3
CANADA GRADE A BEEF T-BONE^Mnn 
{.•rr ni#P O'* PORTERHOUSE J09 
httAKS LB.
CANADA FANCY ^ jwxjuva
MCINTOSH ^ ClCIf
APPLES
MRS SMITH FROZEN $109










Windows • Floors 




Our store will he open on Monday, ClcL 9 




All types bride ond block work, | 
new flreplpces or repoir your old | 












Renovations, Cabinets ond 
other types of woodwork




“14 years of guaranteed 
floor laying ex­
perience.”













Residential, Commercial and 
Golf Course Construction.

























Raody MI* Cana«l«. Snnd Droln. 
Rodi, Orov*l • Novy Jodi, Slaiil 
Cu(v«fl»,
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Hot Water Heating 






- Service Residential- 
Commercial 
“Big or small 
we Nvi 11 Do them all’






22 years plumbing 
experience in B.C.











































Government certified technician 
with 35 years experience in 








REPAIRS RE COVERING 
FREE ESTIMATES
G. Rousseu





Industrial - Residential 
Commercial Wiring 
Poles and line Work
Quality 
Workmanship 



















For good honest repair, 
especially in carb, tune-up, 
electrical & exhaust.




25 years experience 
Residential, Commercial 
Industrial
Rewiring, electric heating 
Repairs, Appliance 
Connections 




NEW HOME? MORE POWER? 




Prompt and retlabto service calls 
ot reasonable rotes or bring in 
your T.V. or stereo on your way 
to town.
Open from 9 to 5 
















Follow Canora to Airport 
Industrial area entrance and then I 
follow signs to Gov't Air Services 
Branch. We ore right opposite;
























We; make custom built; 
kitchen and/ bEdhroonv 
Cabinets.
SSONEY/GLASSl
Marin* AuloS Safety Ctos* ; 
Window Clou - Mirror*
; Wlndthlolda Initdllod, ; 
Insurance Claims ' 
Promptly Handled






•CA T WORK 
•TRUCKING











' SIDNEY ' 
SEWING MACHINE 
REPAIRS 



























Fence Posts, Digging, 50 
in. Uofovator, Piomiit, 
Courteoiiiii Service. 
656-1748
ROY’S AI.LBAV MARINESERVICE.S l.l l».
2238 Ilurhour Rfl. • Sidney 
656-7(123
. StomD^
IACIORV AIJTIIORI/ED REPAIR Sllol» 
O.M.C. SIERN DRIVE ■ JOHNSON ANIV 
I VIN III) I»1. 01 n IIO A R OH. MI: U C RI j ISI ’ R 
STERN DRIVE. '











iMt original CfKiar hotno
1001 rrirlhr Kill V PAftri I' ' '
Victoria. B,C, V8P2N3 
^ (604) 477.1032
Send $2.00 for full cudotir c«l«logi»c tOMialnlm 
earmplete InformatliSn,' drswlap, floor pluM 
(trices. '





Enter with these Products
\ Paper Towels 
Furniture Polish
Pledge Aerosol 24 ml, ^2*49
W/Pork 
Taste Tells 14 fl. oz. tin
more than Just a food store
Salad Dressing
Town House 32 fl. oi. jar... . . . . .
Vegetable Oil
Oalewortd 32 fl. oi. jug.... .
j Town House 128 fl. oz. jug.....
jcarbage Bags
I Kitchel^ Craft 20’s.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
I T-rr --r r-nr -   r i ir i
! Peanut Butter
Empress Homo or Chunk 
48 oz. tin .. . . . . . . . . . . .
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Coorsh Brand. 
Servo Hot or Cold. 
2 oz. Package ... f) « • « # • • » •
tt® li i!
V*”- ***s vjSir"^
Schnaider's. 500 g Pkg...
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^ W«tor..
Frozen . . .
; Mliiii Sizzlers















f ■!■.■,■(* -ly V'AnI' *ln. •f'n }iIai di:ll.|'^^Cpl. *Cll ii 41
In All Your Friendly, Couiieous Safeway 
Stores in Greater Victoria and Sidney.
Sorn# (••mt In ThU Advwrtlmmnnt Moy 
Not B«* AvtilloUU In Our "DUco" Stornt,
SALES IN RETAIL QUANTITIES ONLY.
C A IM A D A S A F e W A Y LI IV* IT IE D
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AS! Packed in Pear Jyice.
Ardmona Brand. 14 f!. Ol. Tin
/■figs# f'Igji
Lipfon's. Chicken Noodle.
Serve When the Kids Come Home 
For Lunch. 120 g Box of 2 Envelopes. . • ••••Ovoe*
liflait lislins Assorted Varieties. Serve Toasted. Package of 6 I ^rV' - f i i ----- 1 >f' V*'.-; 1 I h'i'3 . ImjMi
Frozen Concentrate.
Bel-air. I2V2 fl. oz. Container. 




i [ J 7:^^! 1 \(iJvviV
David's Old Fashioned. 
800 g Package . . . . . . , .
Pillsbury.p: '::^.: Pp 
8'oz.:Paclcage"v>'.;






. 1 Grade. 2-lb. Tub.
(Viipic—1 \s«Av










Jergens. Reg. or Extra Bry.
$
600 tnL
*' ' ‘ .) i 11^ I
i i J # 1 . 'f ^
fOim.
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This Week’s Foaturoi
8x10 Enlargement
A Croat Safety ^
Feature for Your S
Children. Small, Medium 
And Large. ........ Each



























Prices BHecilvo: Tiiesdciy lo Sd 
In All Your Priofitllfi 
Sto ros. I n G roof
Som« of fho Ifnmi lo iIiIa oclvorYli#«^'“'^
kp- ■ r Z': FlS'-
■ i"'
llote Tomatoes Town House. 19fl.oz.Tin. J t'A*
lagiRiii iiiiir Witli Ciiees®.Kraft.774 oz. Box..
Kidney fcaiis Taste Tells.14 fl. oz. Tins . . . . Aaitor S
Orange Juice Town House. From Concentrate. Sweetened or Unsweetened.f I. oz. T in ...............
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Tiobin Hood Brand.: k k k ^ 
,;2^25:kg Bag;k.v.v..k k;.
^ ^ ...  - M
Add fo the Lunch Bag lo 
Variety. 48 fl. oz. Jar . . . ...
Sunflower Seed.
For Baking or Cooking.
48 fI. oz. Tin . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
Johnson's.
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Flelschmann's. 
Corn Oil .. . . . . . •
J
N k'; .•■; i'r; ,'■:. .‘5 . ■
. A ‘ * 4 / I'JlJtifiWs
'k,.-
Anchor Standard Lids or 
Ball Plain Regular Lids.









Min. 84 g 
Skein......^
(With Coupon at Stofo.)
7 oz.




;.f or Parties 
“‘■Aiid l^eiyclay Use. for
■'iiik"
Wide Mouth Lids. ^Anchor
*Bornardin Mason *BaU AAason Dome. iwv in# n
Your Choice. Packago of 12........ . Ifek 'ti
Wide Mouth Lids.
*Magic Button.
Package of 1,2. .. . .■. * • ■• • • ,• •■
Anchor Wide Mouth 
Lids&Caps.












Paper Towels Bathroom Tissue
2il.09 £...UDoutiquo.2‘MyPkg. of......
each
Bathroom Cleaner Dow Brand. ft Cl16 oz. Awroiol. ........ w
SALES IN RETAIL QUANTITIES ONLY.
,.;.Eifcro Brand. ?P
•'^'li^tThonuto '
'> Homomado Cooklos.... Eodi
Sci^rclciy,'■ .S€?pf€>mfccfr
' ...................... ........nci|||!cntirtecius Safeway 
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Serve Baked with Sour Cream.
Mo. 2 Grade. . .... .. ..... ...
Yellow Oiiloiis
Cailifornla. 
Mo. 1 Grade lb.
'■:V). .■;5 ■ b
imported From Holland
S.C.
;''■’ ■ - Grown.
Medium. ^ 
Ne. 1 Grade .....
Box of 20 
Tulip Bulbs or 
12 Daffodil 
Bulbs . . . . .. .
6’'Hanging .^S;o30
irj f \ Mici ^ ■l>-;r'
Beans with
Hfl.»i.Tin. ‘•'J ..........
is Or Kernel Corn, |
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rnOM OTANDAnO FURNITURE 700 DLOCK VATCO. 
OR ANO PRIZE DRAW OCTOBER 4 ON OF AX 1070.
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Sasquatch - scary myth or reality?
2 ■
Poor, harassed Sasquatch. It’s 
obvious this shy, retiring type just 
wants to be left alone but, no, 
thousands of busybodies have felt 
compelled to make his •> 
acquaintance in the mountains of 
tha Pacific Northwest.
No wonder his most noted traits 
are th.csc of screaming and tearing 
ofviitfc the trees.
Nci ..atisfied with having scared 
Sasquti'.';h out of his wits, the 
nosy bur.h-beaters insist on name- 
dropping to anyone careless 
enough to listen. Each reported 
sighting .'f the hirsute bruiser 
brings /»;o;e curious incursions 
into theeiasquatch’s wild domain.
The;' there are the skeptics, 
most derisive of them being the 
scientots who derhand proof of 
the fiasquatch’s existence. And 
that can only mean a quite-dead
specimen on a laboratory table.
Bring us a Sasquatch, say the 
unimpressed men in white coats. 
Believers shake their heads and 
allow that traps would be a mite 
useless in capturing an eight-foot, 
1,{X)0 pound (not to mention 
miffed) humanoid.
Blow his brains out
Blow his brains out, retort the 
scientists.
Run, Sasquatch, run.
Scores of hunters negotiating 
the deep woods of British 
Columbia would be a danger not 
only to themselves. For instance, 
a movie company producing a 
film in Oregon on the legendary 
Sasquatch discovered recently 
that a thief had made off with the 
costumes. Another hoax in the 
making? Bang, one dead hoaxer.
Yet it is true that only the actual 
remains of a Sasquatch vrill satisfy 
the skeptics and really lay the
controversy to rest. Non-believers 
argue that thousands of sightings 
must mean numerous Sasquatch 
are nipping about. Why haven’t 
even the bones of one been 
discovered and brought forth as 
evidence?
Proponents answer that may be 
the Sasquatch is cannibalistic, 
considering its fallen bretheren 
nothing more than a convenient 
meal.
What is the Sasquatch, 
anyway?
Anthropology of the Unknown, 
an international conference on 
humanoid monsters hosted last 
spring by the University of British 
Columbia, dealt with the question 
not' only of the Sasquatch but 
Canada’s and the world’s range of 
anthropoligical oddities.
John Green, author and 
Sasquatch hunter for 20 years.
Or iorihosc mow generous souls, well worth sharing.
zeroed in on the Sylvan Streaker. 
Using a backwards kind of logic. 
Green told the conference that, if 
such a creature does exist, “then a 
substantial proportion of reports 
involve genuine observations of it 
and from them, if they prove 
consistent, an accurate picture (of 
the Sasquatch) can be drawn.’’
“It is my contention, based on 
the study of approximately 1,(MX) 
such reports, that a consistent 
picture does exist and that it is not 
the one which is usually presented 
to the public,’’said Green.
Inoffensive animal
He said the reports portray not 
a semi-human, but an upright 
ape; not an endangered remnant 
of a species, but an extremely 
widespread . ^tid secure 
population; not a fearful monster, 
but a “remarkably inoffensive 
animal.”
In short. Green describes the 
Sasquatch as big, hairy, solitary 
and flat-faced. If that’s not bad 
enough, he includes “nocturnal” 
^d the lack of an opposable 
thumb. That “lacking” thumb 
could probably point downwards 
in judgement of curiosity seekers.
“I have only one report of 
anything that could be considered 
a possible form of speech,” Green 
remarked. “By far the most 
common sounds are screams.”
; the wretched, no
doubt. After all, how would you 
feel being homeless — not even a 
cave — without fire and oc­
casionally shot at by nervous 
hunters.
Russian reports of their Yeti­
like hominoids are even more 
unflattering, noting “the back of 
the head rises high to a cone- 
shaped peak ... the forehead is 
low and receding ... and the face 
seems sometimes Mongoloid.”
Still more; “Witnesses often 
report a very distasteful smell ... 
their stride is clumsy ... they may 
catch rodents and scavenge from 
the carcasses of larger animals. ”
On the plus side, the Russians 
admit that their Sasquatch have 
acute senses of sight, hearing and 
touch and “they can move 
without making a sound ... 
towards men they are not usually 
aggressive.”
In fact, concluded Green, the 
Sasquatch is not normally a 
dangerous animal. “It has the size 
and appearance of a monster, and 
it might frighten to death a person 
with a weak heart, but there is 
nothing in its record to suggest a 
species that preys on humans or 
tends to attack them for any 
reason.”
Perhaps Sasquatch should 
promote heart attacks in hunters 
by jumping out at them from 
behind trees and making more 
[Continued bo page 10]
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Eoriis Cmiacia, shows hardy subalpine trees hearlnnnp under heavy snow 
loads.
Seeing hoary Holland 
in a iet-age hurry
by Reg. M. Dagg 
Travel posters, urging you to 
come to Holland, call the city 
Amazing Amsterdam. They 
should read; “Amazed 
Amsterdam”!
Born a city for trade, citizens 
have always amassed their wealth 
from business and commerce. It 
came as a shock, not too long ago, 
to learn that today’s tourists to 
Europe had voted it a favorite 
destination, their ballots being 
dollar bills.
True, there have always been 
some artisans in Amsterdam, and 
some artists who, lacking much 
appreciation while alive, have 
brought fame to Holland 
posthumously. But business 
brought it wealth.
Among other attributes, it is the 
archtecture displayed in the city’s 
old canal houses and buildings 
which have ‘caught on’ with 
visitors. Fabulous facades, or­
nately decorated with figures and 
scrolls, are topped with distin­
ctively-styled gables. Tall and thin
(early taxation was by the front 
foot!) they lean forward to the 
canals which brought goods to the 
doors, to be then hoisted to attic 
storerooms by carved hoisting 
’ beams, still used today.
City fathers, almost too late, 
decreed; that all remn^ts of the > 
post: ihust he preserved^^^-^ 
reconstruction must, in fact, be 
restoration. Thus these valuable 
assets are conserved, their worth , 
enhanced. j
Canal tours are the best way to 
see these houses, the low 
plexiglass boats gliding through 
Herrengracht, Prinsengracht, and 
Keisergracht, the three older 
concentric canals of the city, 
named respectively the Gen­
tlemens’ Canal', the Princes’ 
Canal, and the Emperor?s Canal. 
But 1 had done the canal tours 
before, this time 1 wanted a closer 
look at the houses, to delve into 
their past.
Hotel Pulitzer was an obvious 
place to find a story. Recon­
structed from seventeen such 
buildings, the facades and gables 
restored, and with all bedrooms 
having at least one wall of original 
brick, ceilings still criss-crossed 
with old, hand-hewn wooden 
beams, the Pulitzer ha.s become
one of the city’s prominent 
landmarks.
John Adams sat here 
Reading up on the histories of 
■all, I had ‘fixed’ on house No. 327 
Prinsengracht as that in which my 
room was located. If correct, this 
was where, in 1647, one Lubbard 
Jansz lived with his family and 
pursued his vocation as a stocking 
dyer. Others followed him as 
residents, and by 1720 it had been 
split into two halves by the widow 
Catharine Roosdorp — one half 
having become a dyeworks, then a 
soap works; the other the 
residence of one Reverend Gerard 
Avenhorn. By 1765 the house was 
whole again, its Baptist merchant 
owner, due to dealings with 
colonists in NorthArnerica 
became a proponent of the 
revolution there. He was later 
credited with influencing Holland 
to become the first European 
nation to recognize the thirteen 
United States. In this house he 
entertained visitors from that new 
republic — one John Paul Jones, 
and one John Adams. Perhaps, 1 
thought, as 1 looked out upon the 
small neat backgarden, these men 
of history had relaxed on that old 
bench, under that very tree.
The Flower Auction at 
Aalsmeer, suburb of Amsterdam 
was to be the source of another 
story. It is indescribable, almost. 
To the 50-acre building 3500 
growers bring, each morning, 
millions of cut flowers and potted 
plants: These are to be auctioned 
to some 2000 ■ registered buyers 
who determine bids by means of 
two huge ‘clocks’, the revolving 
‘hand’ on each moves down 
through the prices until a buyer 
indicates his purchase by pressing 
a coded button before him. In 
minutes those blooms are on 
their way to the buyer’s trucks, 
thence to florists in Holland, 
Germany, France, Britain, the 
ncar-East, North America. The 
week before Mother’s Day this 
year 22 million guilders of cut 
flowers were auctioned! (About 
$13 millions, Canadian.)
Pedal power
As a travel writer, I never have 
enough time to see all I wish — 
and never enough space in whiclt 
to write about it/* Amsterdam 
doesn’t encourage hurrying, it has
so much to offer. Not that they 
don’t stride briskly and pur­
posefully about. their business, 
while cyclists careen madly 
through the traffic. One and a 
third million bicycles were sold in 
Holland last year, adding to the 
already phenomenal pedal power 
of the population of this small 
country. 1 witnessed a monster 
rally of ten thousand cyclists on 
Dam Square and Museumplein. 
They were protesting the growing 
incursion on city streets of motor 
vehicles!
At Arnhem, a rural city in the 
centre of Holland, bicycles are 
also much in evidence. But there 
the pace is more leisurely, and 
hundreds of cycle tours about the 
beautiful countryside are taken by 
visitors from near and far.
So are agricultural tours, scenic 
tours, and revisits to the city and 
environments by English veterans 
of the 1st. Airborn Division 
which, in the massive air attack by 
some 10,000 paratroopers and 
glider troops, had to evaucate 
after four fierce days of fighting. 
“Market Garden” was the code 
name of that September 1944 
operation, the objective: the 
Arnhem Bridge, key crossing of 
the Rhine. It was one; of Mon- : 
tgomery’s staff who prophesied it 
“a bridge too far”' — a comment 
which became the title of Cof-. 
nelius Ryan’s great book, and the 
film made from it.
I had come to see the newly- 
opened Airborn Museum. Open 
only twenty days or so, it had 
already received ten thousand 
visitors. Pictures, maps, objects 
of battle are there in profusion, 
and, being lodged in the old 
Hartenstein Hotel, the HQ of 
General Urquhart of the ill-fated 
force, the cellar command center 
has been realistically restored, 
figures of Gen. Urquhart and his 
staff, in their own uniforms, 
poring over the real battle maps, 
in an eerie, lifelike atmosphere. 
Next year, in September, the 35th. 
Rally will bring veterans from the 
world over, including many 
Canadians who, from nearby 
Nijmcgan and Grocsbcck, later 
fought their way into Arnhem, to 
liberate the city which had been all 
[Continued on page 16]
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Drama Festival Dawson CRy "
The hou rs have been tong and hard-- now it’s 
time to relax arid get away. And what a way to go! 
Greyhound offers convenience, comfort and sav-, : 
ings. Now you can see it al! and save!
f MllfiODIBfiDP Go where and when you ^ 
SMislliimrHtlB want-even stopover wher­
ever you like. Ameripass gives you the freedom 
to travel across Canada or to the U.S. (excluding 
Alaska).
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Once more Labatt Breweries, in conjunction with 
lire Canadian Ski Patrol System, are bringing to 
B.C. skiers the Labatt’s Ski Binding Clinic.
On-going studies and experience from a previous 
pilot project have clearly indicated that ski ac­
cident prevention would be greatly improved if a 
proven method of checking the effectiveness of 
release bindings were readily available to the 
skiing public.
Labatt’s is proud to help make this free service 
available to all skiers in British Columbia. The 
programme, consisting of small trailers set up at 
ski areas, contain the binding testing devices, 
registration and Labatt Safe Skiing literature. 
Staffed by qualified Canadian Ski Patrol System
examiners, the Ski Binding Test Clinics will 
hopefully visit every ski area on a regular basis.
Although the Patr.olers will advise skiers on faulty 
adjustments or inadequate equipment they will 
not be available for on-the-spot adjustments to 
the skiers equipment. The skiers will be accurately 
informed as to the condition of their equipment 
and advised to take their bindings to a qualified 
ski shop for the necessary adjustments.
Watch for the Labatt’s Ski Binding Clinics at ski 
areas near you or contact a member of the 
Canadian Ski Patrol System or Labatt Breweries 
of B.C. Ltd., 976 Richards St., Vancouver, V6B 
3ei , (604) 669-5050 for a schedule.
Held last winter, the Pro-West Freestyle Tour was 
a great success — the only confirmed circuit in 
North America. Total cash purse was $25,000. 
and a Subaru Brat. Tour included Prince George, 
Kimberley and Grouse Mountain. Finals were 
later deemed to be World Cup Finals and had to 
be moved from Grouse Mountain to Silver Star 
because of lack of snow.
The world’s best free stylers competed. The two 
top skiers were Canadians: John Eaves, Mon­
treal, Combined World Champion and Greg 
Athans, .Vancouver, World Ballet and Mogul 
Champion.
Highlights of the competition, watched by 14,000 
people and CBC’s national TV audience, were 
Scott Brooksbank of the U.S. performing the first 
“full in—full out’’ double twisting double back 
somersault, and Ken Keroda, Penticton, who did 
first back flip in Ballet competition.
Ski more in ’7S 
Enjoy yourself more!








The Europeans have found it, 
the Californians came to try it, 
and eastern Canadians from as far 
as Cape Breton skied last season 
at British Columbia’s newest ski 
resort, Whitewater, 12 miles from 
the historic mining town of 
Nelson in the southern interior of 
the province. I
Whitewater, located high in the 
Selkirk Mountains 11.2 km (seven 
miles) by highway and 8 km (five 
miles) by all-weather road from 
Nelson, is renowned for its 
powder snow.
Two chairlifts serve the 
beginner-intermediate and more 
expert terrain which stretches 390 
m (1,300 feet) vertically up the 
ridge of Mount Ymir. Snowfalls 
are normally 4.2 to 4.8 m (14 to 16 
feet) in the packed areas. ,
Whitewater, located in the 
middle of the Calgary-Vancouver- 
Spokane, Washington, triangle, 
will be featuring accommodation 
in the quaint city of Nelson at first 
class hotels and motels, with five 
days skiing, five days lessons, 
nightly entertainment and hot 
lunches at the mountain, plus 
transportation between the ski 
area and town. As well, 
Whitewater will offer com­
bination packages with Selkirks 
: Wilderness Skiingv where great 
vertical slopes are available by 
snowcat, and accommodation is 
family-style in a converted far­
mhouse; and helicopter skiing by 
day- out of the Savoy Inn at 
Nelson where guests will find one 
of the nicest pubs and discos for 
after-ski relaxation.
At Kimberley Ski Resort, area 
manager Doug “Sherlock” 
Holmes has installed the new 
Rocky Mountain condominiums, 
a 36-unit complex with one and 
two-bedroom suites as well as 
hotel-type suites. The Rocky 
Mountain complements the 
Purcell condominiums which were 
built at the foot of the ski area 
two years ago, giving Kimberley 
the much-needed accommodation 
to go along with excellent skiing 
on extremely well-groomed runs. 
Kimberley is served by B.C.’s first 
triple chairlift, added on the 
North Bowl two seasons ago, a 
210 m (7,000-fool) double 
chairlift, and a 1.6 km-long (one 
mile) T-bar with night lighting 
plus two beginner lifts. An added 
aliraciion to Kimberley is the 
annual Winicrfcsi, a fun-fillcd 
I'cbruary weekend in lliis 
Bavarian capital of the Rockies.
British Columbia’s highest ski 
area, Big White al Kelowna, has a 
new triple chairlift into Easter 
Bowl for powder and packed 
skiing, augmenting the 180 m 
(6,000 feet) long double chair and 
1650 m (5,500 feet) T-bar.
One of B.G.’s most popular ski 
areas, Silver Star in the Okanagan 
Valley, features its own package 
; vacmlons. Silver Star’s three 
chairli fts, IhrccT-bars and Poma 
and handle lifts make the area 
B.C.’s third largest, and always a 
favorite for fiimily skiers or 
singles. Accommodation is in 
town, with an easy 24 km (15 
IContiiuieiluiiiu'xi page)
You’re on the 
Thunder & Lightning
Machines!
TX. TX-L.: AndYhe^^ : ; r
ali-n©w.;Centurioti4' :v; • -
One-on-bne or in a pack. Let 'em take their 
best shot. Then, when you're through toyin' 
with 'em, hit the hammer. Look back. And smile.
These are the thunder and lightning sleds that kick 
up a Storm. TX. it revvrote the book on high perfor­
mance over a decade ago. TX-L. The incredible liquid- 
cooler that wasted the cross country competition two years 
going. The all-new Centurion. Polaris' Silver-Anniversdry 
sled. A 500cc liquid-cooled three-lunger that cranks out an 
unbelievable amount of speed and power. Together, the TX, 
TX-L and Centurion make-up the premier 1979 Polaris high 
performance package. If you're ready for one of 'em, get 
down to your Polaris dealer and 
kick a leg over. Then, look
back and smile. PolansE-Z-Go Division of Textron Inc,
mmmm
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Ski West for greatest thrills i
[Continued from page 5]
mile) drive to the ski area. 
Children eight and under ski tree 
at the Star, where well-groomed 
trails and runs alt funnel back to 
the expanded day lodge, ski shop 
and ski school headquarters. With 
over 1,000 acres of open ski 
terrain and 34 funs, the Star 
served many skiers from the 
United States and Canada^ last 
season.
Tod Mountain, the giant of 
British Columbia’s interior ski 
areas, boasts a 330 m (3,100 feet) 
vertical served by two long 
chairlifts, a baby T-bar and a free 
handle lift. Serviced by a 
cafeteria, with lounge, beerstube, 
babysitting and brown-bag areas. 
Tod is one of the biggest ski areas 
in the province. The mountain 
offers skiing to challenge the 
experts or satisfv beeinners, and
runs are up to 8 km (five miles) 
long.
Possibly B.C.’s largest 
dc.stination ski resort is the mega­
mountain, Whistler Movmtain, 
just 120 km (75 miles) north of 
Vancouver. Whistler Mountain 
has well-groomed new slopes, plus 
added accommodation and night 
life in the valley below to attract 
those skiers who really are keen 
on the powder snow and North 
America’s longest vertical drop 
served by lifts. To ski Whistler
from top to bottom, you will go 
through 1,284 m (4,280 feet) of 
vertical, with runs three to 11 km 
(two to seven miles) long. 
Whistler has one of the longest 
seasons of any ski area in the 
world, with opening day officially 
set for the American 
Thanksgiving weekend in late 
November, and closing on the 









A CUT ® ABOVE THE REST
Contact these ARIEMS DEALERS 
for Sales ^ Service
SNOTHRD
FOR THE TOUGHEST SNOW ACCURliULATIONS
Buy NOW and pick your
DOUBLE DOLLAR SM/INGS!
Ariens 32" Deluxe Models 10320 and 832D are on sale, for
a liitiited time only, at a big savings of $100!
AND, SAVE AM EXTRA $60!
Save an additional $60 on a convenient 110 Volt
electric start kit!
wmmi
For a limited time only, save $75 on Ariens Sno-Thro Models
824D. 824S, 724S, and 524S!
SAVE AN EXTRA $60!
You’ll save an additional $60 when you purchase an electric
start kit, for a quick, dependable start every time!
Ariens Compact Sno-Thro Models 524C, 350C, and 270C are 
highly efficient, lightweight, and maneuverable. If you buy 
now, you’ll save $50 on any of these three quality 
Sno-Thros.
^ YOU’LL SAVE AN EXTRA $40!
If you act now, you’ll save an extra $40 on an electric 
tart kit!
Ariens Sno-Thros feature all-steel heavy- Don’t waitl Take advantage of these big 
duty construction, multiple speeds for- pro-soason double dollar savings offers 
ward, plus reverse, and Ariens two-stage from your participating Ariens dealer, 
snow removal action, You'll soon discover—■ nobody does It
better than ArlonsI
BUY NOW •— LIMITED SUPPLY AT SPECIAL PRICES AVAILABLE 
FROM PARTICIPATING ARIENS DEALERS!
/sa
Distribution in British Columbia and the Yukon |)y:
HOFFARS SALES LTD..
14351 Burrows Rd., Richmond, B.C. 
Phone: 273-1511
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Air Museum struggles for existence
Ed Zalesky is tired of flying 
his dream in circles and wants to 
come in for a landing but 
where?
The fog-bound thinking of 
government bureaucrats just 
might force Zalesky and company 
to seek a home in “aviation- 
minded” Alberta for their 
Canadian Museum of Aviation 
and Transportation.
He doesn’t want it that way but 
several years of frustrated 
searching in B.C. has failed to 
find a home base for the vintage 
aircraft collected over the years by 
: the non-profit CMAT’s 50 
members. True, much of what has 
found its way to Zalesky’s Surrey 
farm is in his words “so much 
scrap”. Yet the piles of skinless 
wings, rusty engines and gutted 
fuselages serve to point out the 
sorry state of historical aircraft 
preservation in western Canada,
• and B.C. in particular.
What the museum — in name 
only — wants is a permanent 
1 facility where members can 
i restore to flying condition the few 
pre-war and Second World War 
aircraft they’ve managed to rescue 
1 from oblivion and foreign 
4 collectors.
: “We’ve been butting our heads
4 against the wall,” says Rose 
i Zalesky, who has pursued with 
j her husband over the past 15 years 
J; the idea of a “flying museum”, as 
1 exemplified by the Shuttleworth 
fc Trust in England. ;4 , 7 ■
Canadian planes in UK 
“There are a lot of (former) 
fe Canadian planes there (Shut- 
I tleworth),” notes Ed. “They are 
§ made accessible to the public — 
t the people can actually touch
4 .a\ V^'» •
BEFORE — This is the way planes frequently arrive at the A ir Museum 
— a battered Chasis, crippled wings, without a motor and many other 
mechanical parts.
AFTER — The dedicated efforts of Ed Zalesky and his friends brings to 
life again old wrecks so that Canadians can enjoy their aerial heritage.
don’t appreciate ‘splinter groups.’ 
The national museum has 
warehouses full of stuff and it will 
take them years to restore it all.”
“There is more to airshows 
than jets screaming past,” he 
observes. 1 think people would 
rather see something go by at 100 
miles per hour.”
The aircraft parts businessman 
would like to prove his point but 
with museum members slowly 
restoring planes in their 
basements, and with nowhere to 
. base them when completed, there 
may not be the chance.
Old hangar honie 
The CMAT has been eyeing an ■ 
old hangar at nearby Boundary 
Bay airport ever since the federal 
department of« transport: an­
nounced it is: going to reopen the 
facility to air traffic sometirne 
next year. But the hangar is in
B.C.’s wet climate could be 
disastrous.
So Zalesky took it upon himself 
to protect those aircraft and parts 
which cannot immediately be 
restored in two barns built at a 
cost of $50,000. Add to this the 
close to $20,000 the Zaleskys paid 
for a 1936 DeHavilland DH87B
Hornet Moth — now in mint 
flying condition — and it is easy 
to see why they are becoming 
financially drained without any 
assurance of future success.
Meanwhile, the flight of 
historical aircraft from Canada 
continues: Some are purchased 
for exorbitant prices (“We forget
about the ones going in the 
$80,000 to $100,000 range.”), 
many of these by foreign buyers, 
as the collector’s nostalgia ad­
vances from old cars to old 
planes.
Other examples are discovered 
by Zalesky’s contacts who may 





Many Canadians, especially 
westerners, will be lucky even to 
know of their aviation heritage 
much less see in action pioneering 
: bush planes, sleek fighters, and 
i graceful civilian craft of an age 
gone by. Canada’s main con- 
: centration of old aircraft is the 
national aeronautical collection in 
! Ottawa from which, of the 
hundreds of examples on display, 
a few arc allowed to leavc the 
luingars for the occasional air- 
show.
Zalesky is critical of both the 
national air museum and airshows 
' in general; “Ottawa has told me 
there should be only one air 
museum in Canada and that they
need of repair and the DOT wants 
to “tear it down.”
“It (Boundary Bay) would be 
perfect for our needs,” says 
Zalesky, “but the department of 
transport has declared the airport 
must pay for itself. They want to 
surround it with a chainlink fence 
and you can imagine what that is 
going to cost.”
What the CMAT has needed 
for years is a place to simply store 
what aircraft and components it 
has managed to beg, borrow and 
buy during search forays 
throughout Canada. When the 
wooden fuselage of a Mosquito 
fighter, for example, has been 
sitting in a prairie farmer’s field 
since 1945, the transition lo
ED ZA IJ:SK Y, founder and chief promoter of the A ir Museum, stands
beside one of the restored planes in flying condition, a vintage Hornet 
J, Moth.
LINE-A-BED is a molded liner/protector for your 
truck bod that's virtually indestructible. Because 
it's made of the same high-impact material you'll find 
in football helmets and golf club heads,
The purpose ol LINE-A-BED is to protect the bod of a 
now or used pickup truck, to enhance its ap­
pearance, to Insulate the bed when it is used in 
conjunction with a topper or recreational equipment. 
With LINE-A-BED, a pickup truck owner con haul 
heavy oquipmont in it, carry strong alkali, manure, 
etc., without scratching, marring or otherwise 
damaging his truck bed.
Even if it didn't do anything, LINE-A-DED would bo 
worth liavinf} just because it makes a pickup look so 
good. And made to stay that way. It's tough, easy to 
clean, resists stains, and it can oven bo waxed. One 
piece protects the hoadwali, side-walls and bod 
floor. Another slips right over the tailgate. One man 
V can Install it in ton minutes or less, And the result?
Well, look at any pickup bed without LINE-A-BED, 
then lookatonowith. __ ^ __
I
I
For Further Information Call or Write Today
TRANS CANADA LINE-A-BED LTD.
P.O. Box 363 Chilliwack, B.C. V2P 6 J4
Phone 16041792-8697 
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Solar heat savings for all
Build your own greenhouse
Imagine picking salad greens 
in January, turning that heat 
thermostat down all day — and 
saving yourself some food and 
energy dollars.
It’s all possible through the 
Attached Solar Greenhouse 
(ASG), a relatively inexpensive 
structure that snuggles up to the 
south wall of your home and takes 
up the space of an average-sized 
toolshed.
The wood and glass greenhouse 
on a cement foundation is 
designed to be home-built by even 
the “thumbiest” of us, over a 
period of a few days with a little 
help from our friends. Once 
completed, the ASG forms an 
attractive addition to any home, 
old or new, due to its simple 
design.
The economic benelits can be 
immediate: Depending on locale, 
vegetables normally restricted by . 
climate may be grown totally 
inside the greenhouse or given a 
head-start for warm-weather 
transplanting; the annual saving is 
quoted at about SI75 in the 
Vancouver area, made more 
attractive by the fact that really 
fresh vegetables are there for the 
picking year-round, at your 
doorstep. '
Another attraction in these days 
of high energy costs is the ASG’s 
ability to supplement home 
heating. Chris Mattock, of Solar 
Applications and Research Ltd., 
estimates that the 140 square foot 
' structure is capable of con­
tributing 20 percent to the energy 
needs of an “ordinarily insulated
home” on a yearly average, and 
30 to 40 percent for a house with 
optimum insulation.
Mattock is a partner in the 
Vancouver-based solar energy and 
conservation consulting firm. He 
is also associated with the Ecotope 
Group of Seattle whose “A Solar 
Greenhouse Workshop Guide” 
incorporates information on solar 
water heaters which Mattock is 
preparing for B.C. Hydro.
Solar water heating has been 
the subject of numerous weekend 
workshops offered through the 
University of British Columbia’s 
Centre for Continuing Education 
and local community colleges. It 
was decided last July to organize a 
solar greenhouse workshop with 
Ecotope’s Guide as a primer for 












SOLAR GREENHOUSE FRAMEWORK during course of construction 
next to suburban Vancouver house.
experience with solar energy or 
construction.”
For a fee of $60, those in­
terested were given the basics of 
greenhouse design, plant 
physiology — by Margaret Coxen
r
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of UBC’s botanical gardens, who 
lent much of her expertise to the 
project’s organizers — and ac­
tually built an Attached Solar 
Greenhouse onto a 40-year-old 
house in the Kitsilano area of the 
city. A similar workshop is of­
fered through the CalgaryrYMCA 
for $45, including food and 
' lodging at the Y’s Yanuska Centre 
at Seebe, 50 miles west of • 
Calgary.
What was the cost?
What was the cost of building 
the ASG? Mattock reported, 













for; material, so the actual cost
would be something higher. As
with insulation of a house, the 
expense of building the j j 
greenhouse can be amortized over 3 
its lifespan through food and i| 
energy savings.
The Workshop Guide has every
potential problem solved before it
could possibly happen. Its ^ 
pages cover everything from 
proper placing of the structure to 
definitive lists of regular building i 
materials and tools required, plus f 
detailed sketches of critical
construction areas. There is even a 
plant rotation and harvest chart ;
detailing an entire year’s ;;
greenhouse production.
If the,e is one factor that will A 
make or break a solar greenhouse, 
it is the siting of it, according to 
Mattock. The ASG is based on the ; 
“passive” use of solar energy and :: 
docs not actively collect, convert ; 
and store it like a solar panel 
systen. While a passive solar , s 
greenhouse is designed to take in 
available sunlight and heat, it 
must be designed and situated to 
take maximittn advantage ol the 
sun.
The latitudes of B.C. and 
Alberta dictate a southern ex­
posure for the grcc,tliot,se's glass 
area, so that the structure is at­
tached to the south wall of the 
home with its length running on 
an cast-west axis. A stnall door or 
other opening eonttecis the 
greenhouse area with the hoitse 
interior.
The shallow climb of the sun in 
winter tneatis the glass area ,n,,st 
be steeply inclined. As well, any 
obstructions such as trees or 
buildings will only block the sun's 
rays nnd reduce the effectiveness 
of the ASG's altsotption. To help 
ictain the beat energy of tite 
daytime, both the cast and west 
walls of the greenhouse should he 
opaque and Well insulated, ns 
should the roof. Doublc-glazittg 
nllot^s maximum light in while 
aiditig in heat retention by way of 
its dead-air space,
(Contliiiied on page 19]
Air Miiseiim struggles
[Continued from page 7] 
come across an old crash site in 
their travels, a fuselage in a barn 
~ or a false lead that comes to 
nothing. The searches are ad hoc 
and strictly hit and miss, but if the 
find can be of any use it is hauled 
back to the Surrey barns; the 
CMAT is collecting piecemeal and 
will take anything it can get before 
it disappears.
Prairie junk
A prime source of aeronautical 
remains is the prairie farm. Many 
war machines were sold as surplus 
to farmers, not for tran­
sportation, but as a ready parts 
shelf for high-quality components 
for adaptation to agricultural 
machinery. The results are 
stripped hulks degenerating on the 
back-40 or in a barn, the farmer 
not realizing their worth and 
reminding himself to one day get 
rid of the junk.
Zalesky doesn’t blame the 
farmers: “The ; fuel tanks, 
hydraulic systems —- even the 
glycol engine coolant — were 
scarce right after the war and the 
surplus planes were a good, cheap 
source of them.’’
He wants farmers to know of 
the museum and contact it at (604) 
278-9804 if they have “even a 
piece of what may be an old 
aircraft.’’
A problem at times has been the 
price asked for aircraft when the 
owner becomes aware that people 
are actually willing to pay good 
money for ... that? The CMAT’s. 
plan to restore to static display a 
twin-engine Bolingbroke bomber- 
trainer by combining useable 
fuselage parts froin their own and 
another model ended in failure: ; 
The owner of the Salt Spring 
Island Bolingbroke suddenly 
demanded $5,000 for the rotting 
'hulk./ ■■
The above-mentioned 
j Mosquito fighter is in jeopardy
I because the Saskatchewan farmer
wants the darn thing off his land; 
too many people have been nosing 
around his farm wanting to buy it. 
It is also slated for static display, 
fitted with a recovered Rolls- 
Royce Merlin V-12 aircraft 
engine. The “sad, sad’’condition 
of the Mosquito has not 
discouraged the museum — but 
: the time and money that’s in­
volved in fetching it has.
Similarly, the largest aircraft in 
the CMAT collection isn’t: It’s 
way up in Port Hardy, B.C., 
where the Consolidated PB4Y2
Privateer crashed three years ago 
while on fire bombing duty. Duly 
purchased, the four-engined 
monster has yet to be transported 
south by tug-and-barge due to the 
cost that the museum would like 
the provincial government to 
share. Meanwhile, vandals have 
done it considerable damage — 
souvenir hunters “cause S1,0{X) 
damage to get at a 50-cent item.’’
Canadian history 
Zalesky wants to swap the 
Privateer for “something smaller 
with a Canadian background.” If 
it’s not brought south this season, 
there may be nothing left to swap.
Ed Zalesky has cancer that he 
says he’s “going to beat and get 
the museum established.” He has 
purchased many of the CMAT 
aircraft because “I’m a doer and 
someone has to get things 
moving.”
His friend and fellow museum 
member “Captain” Bill 
Thompson is currently restoring 
an N3N floatplane in “bits and 
pieces” at his home. Other air­
craft include a nearly finished 
Canadian-built Fleet 16 Finch 
trainer, a beautiful DeHavilland 
Leopard, and the oldest Canadian 
DH82A Tiger Moth which is in
the process of being restored by 
Zalesky.
In perfect flying condition is 
an Aeronca C3, while a 1929 
DH60 Gipsy Moth, Nord SV4C 
Stampe and a DH89 Rapide 
require minimal or extensive 
restoration. Slated for static 
display, in addition to the 
Mosquito and Bolingbroke, are 
everything from a Spitfire in­
strument panel to a pair of 
Junkers W34 floats and a skeletal 
Lysander airframe.
A pioneer of B.C. bushplane 
flying on hand in Surrey is the 
Norseman Mk IV which Zalesky
vows will fly again despite its 
forclorn condition. Recently 
acquired was another frontier 
floatplane the Bellanca 31-55A 
Skyrocket. Bill Thompson, who is 
also a diver, is investigating three 
crash sites around the Giilf
Islands involving war training 
flights. He hopes to recover P-40 
Kittyhawk and Hawker Hurricane 
fighters as well as a giant B-24 
Liberator bomber.
So far private dollars — the 
Zalesky’s and those of a handful 
of other people — have carried 
the museum project forward. The 
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It took Canadians a long time 
to realize that the wildlife 
resources of our country were not 
unlimited. In the early days of 
settlement there was such an 
abundance of wild animals, birds 
and fish, and agriculture was so 
limited, that hunting and fishing 
were necessary skills for survival.
Wildlife was not only abun­
dant, it was also a competitor for 
food and living space. Pioneer 
farmers had to fight predators to 
protect their crops and herds, and 
sometimes their lives and those of 
their families. Even today ran­
chers and sheep raisers suffer 
significant losses due to predatory 
animals.
Against this background, the 
realization that wildlife required 
protection and had an integral 
place in'a balanced ecology was 
long in coming. Sportsmen were 
among the first to draw attention 
to the dwindling number of wild
animals and to organize for their 
protection.
The actual extinction of some 
varities, like the passenger pigeon, 
and the threatened extinction of 
others, such as the bison and the 
whooping crane, helped con­
servationists to gain the ear of the 
public.
Legislative protection 
The first statutory protection of 
wildlife in Canada was an act 
passed by the Nova Scotia 
legislature in 1794 for the 
preservation of “partridge and 
blue-winged duck.” This was far 
in advance of its time. Most 
provinces did not legislate in this 
field until well into the 19th 
century.
Ontario adopted its first game 
law in 1821, but in 1892 it still 
lacked a warden service to enforce 
the law. Enforcement of wildlife 
protection did not begin in British 
Columbia and the Northwest
Territories until 1913.
The federal government’s first 
interest in wildlife w-as confined to 
the Northwest Territories. Only 
with the adoption of the 
Migratory Birds Treaty in 1917 
between Canada and the United 
States did the federal government 
become directly involved in 
national protection of wildlife. 
This treaty was designed to 
protect valuable birds that, by 
migration, divide the year bet­
ween the two countries. Without 
altering provinci^ ownership of 
migratory birds, the act im­
plementing the treaty gave the 
federal government superior 
jurisdiction.
National parks helped 
Another boost for conservation 
came with the establishment of 
the National Parks system. Banff, 
the first of these, was established 
as a national park by act of 
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Dominion Forest Reserves and 
Parks Act authorized the 
establishment of additional 
national parks by Order in 
Council.
In- December 1916, Ottawa 
established the Advisory Board on 
Wildlife Protection composed of 
federal civil servants particularly 
concerned with wildlife and its 
conservation. It helped greatly to 
coordinate government activities 
in this area. In 1922 the first 
federal-provincial conference was 
convened by the federal Minister 
of the Interior to consider current 
wildlife problems and 
management.
Canadian wildlife service 
It was not until 1947 that the 
small federal staffs which ad­
ministered migratory-bird 
protection, management of 
wildlife in the National parks and 
the Northwest Territories, were 
brought together in: one 
organization, the Canadian 
Wildlife ^ Service. With its 
: establishment '^conservation ; and 
protection of : wildliie under 
government super\’ision could be
said to have come of age in 
Canada.
Many individuals played their 
part in creating the present at­
mosphere of concern for 
protecting the native fauna of 
Canada. The stories of writers 
such as Charles G.D. Roberts and 
Ernest Thompson Seaton created 
a new and more sympathetic 
interest in wildlife. Jack Miner 
with his private bird sanctuary on 
Lake Erie in Ontario focused 
interest on the Canada goose 
and other migratory birds. Grey 
Owl, the Englishman who wanted 
to be an Indian, roused concern 
for our national symbol the 
beaver.
In an urbanized, industrial 
society, vs'ildlife will always be in 
danger of being sacrificed on the, 
altar of progress. H takes the 
continual vigilance of groups like 
the Wildlife Federation, Rod & 
Gun Clubs, and the dedicated : 
work of wildlife specialists both, 
federal and provincial, to ensure 
the survival of this precious 
natural resource;







[Continued from page 9)
Fleet Finch trainer has been 
donated outright to the CM AT 
while several other aircraft, in­
cluding the Zalesky’s, arc on 
permanent loan. A restored P-40 
fighter is being offered by its 
Canadian owner at a reduced 
price to keep it in the country but 
it is feared it will eventually go to 
the U.S. for lack of funds.
The museum is also interested 
in Other modes of transportation 
as its name implies, but even here’ 
there is disappointment: “Two 
small steam locomotives available 
in U.C. will probably go 
somewhere else for lack of 
money.”
Keep It In Canada 
"The whole point of this (the 
museum) is to keep the stuff in 
Canada,” declares Zalcsky. The 
provincial government has not 
offered funding hut did write to 
Ottawa on the CMAT's behalf -- 
no response, Surrey municipality 
was generous enough to offer land 
but, unfortunately, it was “pot 
suitable for an airstrip.”
The Zaleskys base been in­
volved with aircraft for 27 years 
and are not going to give up the 
project because of a few 
"disheartening” experiences.
“We’ve piillcd our horns in.” 
says Rose, "and realised progress 
is not going to be as fast as we 
once thought.”
Still, they get phone calls 
regularly from people wanting 
tours of the museum. To ac­
comodate them “we’ll have to get 
more action and less baffle-gab.” 
Ed is only half joking when he 
talks of obtaining a federal works 
gratti under a title he's sure the 
bureaucrats will jump at — the 
entymology of moths.
“You know, the TigerMoth, 
the Gipsy Moth, the Hornet Moth
sriP<wiSlA
[Continued from page 2) 
horrible than usual faces. Grijat 
fun but they would probably only 
get blasted in turn.
Why not leave well enough 
alone? Because, says Carole 
Carpenter of York University, 
Ontario, Canadians oh the whole 
do not appreciate the nasty 
wilderness or its environs. Our 
folklore is filled with evil and 
dangerous monsters and lacks the 
moderation of helpful, or even 
mischievious, “extraordinary 
beings.”
Carpenter is currently working 
on a project entitled “Extraor­
dinary Beings in Canadian 
Folklore” through a Canada 
Council Leave Fellowship. 
Portions of her previous studies 
dealt witlt monsters of Western 




The couple has travelled to the 
Far East in quest of poiemial buys 
in sMd aircraft, and tire itot above 
purchasing dilapidated wrecks 
that would ntakc a fearless 
barnstormer weep. If nothing 
else, the carniage can be used as 
ptrtterns for new components or 
grafted onto something better, 
“The only way we’re going to 









“The most obvious feature of 
the corpus of Canadian monster 
beliefs is the generally negative 
aspect of the creatures portrayed, 
Mostly they arc malevolent and 
when not. disinterested, but 
almost never purposefully helpful 
to mankind. It is significunt that 
the only Sasquaich/Bigfooi tale 
of which I am aw.'irc-vvhercin the 
cicatuic helps humans, is an 
Atttcfican (televisifan) story. Evil 
1-. always a characicrislic, if not 
the primary otte, of many 
Canadian monsters ™ cither they 
bring or do evil, or they appear as 
a result of evil having been done,” 
I’cw Canadians know the
wilderness that comprises the 
larger part of their country; 
mostly they regard it as un- ; - 
predictable, malevolent and 
uncontrollable, just like the in­
famous Canadian climate. 
Canadians seem to view nature as 
“a force apart from themselves 
and working upon them.” Nature 
is larger than life, “one might say 
monstrous,” Canadians associate 
monsters with wild places such as 
dense forest and deep lakes.
The “garrison nrentality” ol 
early settlers, and the fact that 
much of Cimada’s folklore — 
including the Sasquatch - was 
derived from the culture of the 
feared Indians, go far in ex­
plaining the dark view taken ol 
extraordinary beings in Canada, 
according to Carpenter.
“Canadian monsters arc a 
means to understand the 
Canadian mind and the rciil 
Canadian culture,” she believes.
“If one figure from ihc 
national folklore were to be 
selected to represent the image 
many Canadians and some 
foreigners have of Canada — 
namely, that the country is
savage, backward, close to nature
and largely uncultivated -■ no 
better one than Canada's nuinber 
one monster, the Sasquatch, 
could be chosen.”
Carpenter concluded: "Besides 
possessing all the characteristics 
above, he (the Sasquatch) is 
' associated with the Indians, and is 
big and dull, just like Canada is to 
many people,”
So run. Sasquatch, run.
11






















The ubiquitous beaver is so 
familiar to Canadians that yet 
another article about its ingenious 
nature is risky.
But, let’s have a look at the real 
Castor canadensis whose 
laudable work habits are 
balanced, somewhat, by a dim 
mind.
To wit; The beaver’s famous 
knack for felling a tree exactly 
where it wants it — on its head?
You have to admit that’s pretty 
stupid, yet more than one gnawer 
has bonked itself fatally by 
chewing in the line of fall. 
Timberrr—ouch!
Nature’s lumberjack takes on a 
tree from a position dictated by 
comfort. Anyway, most trees at 
water’s edge will fall in that 
direction regardless of the 
beaver’s supposed intentions; the 
additional light reflected off the 
surface moves trees to lean 
stream-side naturally.
The beaver acts primarily on 
instinct, something not, as in­
triguing to people as an animal 
with a mental slide rule. Instinct, 
unfortunately, remains as a 
mysterious phenomenon beyond 
the present understanding of 
mankind.
A man named Lars Wilsson 
killed the idea of brainy beavers 
through experiments in the 1950s.
A hydroelectric dam in Sweden 
had been threatening to wipe out 
several beaver colonies by raising 
and lowering the water level. 
Wilsson saved a number of the 
beavers and observed them when 
the sound of rushing water was j 
introduced into their new en- 
■^ironmenCv;,,
True to form, the paddle-tailed 
gang made a b-line for the loud­
speaker and commenced their 
construction right at the source of 
f the sound!
However disappointing this 
revelation is for its fans, the 
beaver is still one of the most 
! interesting animals in existence.
5 This largest of North American 
^ rodents has the power to totally 
change its environment — and 
I that of everybody else in the 
neighbourhood,
Beavers build new lodges’ in the 
autumn, sometimes at a stream 
' bank but preferably out in a pond 
i where the surrounding water will 
protect the finished product and 
its tenants. Construction is started 
by plunging sticks sharp-end-first 
into the muddy bottom. The 
• beaver then builds upward with 
sticks, mud and stones until the 
lodge juts an average of four to 
' five feet above the water’s sur­
face. Tunneling in from the 
bottom, it builds at least two 
tunnels and finishes with a large 
chamber above water level which 
is divided into living and sleeping 
quarters lined with a mattress of 
wood slivers.
Instinct serves well 
The aforementioned instinct 
serves the beaver well. It covers 
' an exposed portion of the lodge 
with wet mud that hardens like 
1 reinlorccd concrete in the winter 
air. Hunters and trappers have 
I reported seeing even the powerful 
wolverine pcrelted in frustration 
V on the top of the bunker-like 
}( structure, getting only a smell of 
tltc delicacy inside.
Not being a hibernating animal,
' the beaver avoids n frost-bitten 
\ tail by swimming under the ice for
as much as 15 minutes, slurping 
the occasional trapped air bubble.
A winter’s supply of food is piled, 
prior to freeze-up, in front of the 
lodge and is brought in through 
the bottom when needed. A piece 
of mathematical trivia states that 
beavers eat between 22 and 30 
ounces of wood per day, and 
concludes with the calculation 
that one acre of aspens (trees 
between one and two inches in 
diameter) will feed 10 beavers for 
one year.
It is the food supply that 
determines how long a beaver 
family will remain in a particular 
area. The water level of the pond 
can be raised and canals built to 
bring the . beaver closer to the 
trees, but eventually there is just 
too much ground to cover safely.
The beaver itself is a study in 
efficiency. At an average 40 
[Continued on page 13]
THE BEAVER 
our protection.
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by Brooke Forbes 
On any sunny Sunday 
ternoon in 1860, most of 
inhabitants of Victoria, B.C. 
could be found watching the lively 
military drilling of the colourful 
black regiment known as the 
African Rifles. They had the 
distinction of being the first 
military unit in the province and 
the rifle corps was justifiably 
proud, both of their 8 piece brass 
band and their beautifully em­
broidered blue and white dress 
uniforms. Their weekly display in 
the flower trimmed clearing of 
Beacon Hill Park had quickly 
become a favourite Sunday 
pastime for the people of Vic­
toria.
The 44 black men practised 
precision drilling, their band 
playing the solemn Men of 
Harlech, while children played at 
being soldiers alongside them. 
Their parents, in billowing 
Sunday dresses, parasols, and 
black bowler hats shared picnic 
hampers and pitchers of cold beer 
in this relaxed ritual of Victorian 
British Columbia.
The African Rifles had been 
popular with a large segment of 
the populace of Victoria from its 
inception, though it also had some 
very -strong opponents ...
■ primarily those who had objected 
to the presence of the blacks in 
B.C. from the very beginning, and 
who tried hard to prevent their
participation in all of the com­
munity’s affairs.
Blacks began arriving in B.C. 
from California in 1858, as a 
result of legislation instituted by 
that newly formed state which 
would restrict the activities of the 
thousands of free blacks who had 
gone west as a refuge from 
slavery. When in January of that 
year, Archy Lee, a fugitive slave, 
was arrested in • California, the 
blacks there organized an 
emigration society to investigate 
possible locations to resettle. The 
decision to choose British 
Columbia was made after a 
personal invitation was extended 
to them by the governor of the 
colony, James Douglas, whose
VICTORIAN PIONEER RIFLE CORPS, popularly known as the 
African Rifles, are shown in full dress uniform in this photo from the 
Archives of British Columbia.
own mother was West Indian.
In April of 1858 the first blacks 
arrived in Victoria, a settlement-
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whose population had recently j
swollen, .with the discovery of s
gold, from a Hudson’s Bay |
trading post of 8(X), to a com- |
munity of over 17,0(X) all in a |
matter of just a few months. The; | 
blacks, totalling about 400 |
families, settled mainly in and |
around Victoria, with a _ large r 
group pre-empting land on ;
Saltspring Island, the largest of ?
the Gulf Islands. :=
Overt hostility
The newly arrived settlers were i ? 
greeted with a certain amount of | 
hostility. Many of those who had :
come to B.C. in the gold rush I 
were Americans from slave |
holding states who rejected the 
idea of integration. The blacks |
were refused membership in 
almost every organization that - 
existed in Victoria, with the ex- 
; ceptiori of the Anglican church, . t 
whose minister. Reverend Cridge,
- fbUght the disapproval of most of § 
his white parishioners and became | 
achampion of the black pioneers. | 
; There were no military i 
regirhents at the time, but the ; 
hastily constructed city was a 
firetrap, and there were in 
existence two fire brigades.
Unable to join either of these, the 
blacks formed a rifle corps ... the 
first in British Columbia. It was 
called the Pioneer Rifles, excluded 
whites, and was given the full 
support of Governor Douglas.
The Pioneer Rifles consisted of 
40 privates, 1 captain, 2 
lieutenants, 1 sergeant, and an 8 
piece band. Their uniforms, made 
in England, consisted of a dress 
uniform of blue with white facing 
and pipe clayed webbing, and a 
drill uniform that was green with 
orange facing. On their heads, Ihe 
corps wore flat peaked caps with 
jWhiie tufts at the front.
The African Rifles, as they were 
popularly known, built a drill hall 
almost at oncc; located on Yates 
Street in Victoria, but when the 
weather permiltcd, Beacon Hill 
was their favourite place to drill 
and hold skirmishes. The public 
display became a popular Victoria 
outing, and the corps ilsclf 
became so popular that when, in 
1861, a group of whites decided to 
form their own brigade, there was 
a great deal of opposition from 
Victoria’s white residents. 
MiUtiulKiinrcd
In 1864 Governor Douglas 
leiired. Me was replaced by .lames 
Kennedy in whose honour 
inauguration cclebraiions were 
planned liuoughout (lie colony, 
including a parade in Victoria 
IConlimied on page 16]
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Ftohi soup to nuts
appealing cold weather treats
Soup cold — Soup hoi bacon and vegetables to tlic lentil stirring constantly. 1 o serve hot.Soup cold  Soup 
With the- long cold nights 
approaching its soup time. 
Everyone enjoys a hearty soup on 
a chilly night and I have one I'or 
you that served with french bread 
and a salad can serve as the main 
course of the meal. It takes a little 
time to prepare but it is well worth 
the effort. I usually double the 
quantity as it freezes well and it is 
great to have on hand for those 
busy days (or lazy ones) when 
making a meal is one chore too 
many.
Lentil Soup
1 '/z cups Lentils
5 cups water
4 slices Bacon
V^ cup sliced carrots
'/z cup diced green sweet pepper
1 cup sliced onion
1 cup canned Tomatoes 
3 tbsp. butter
3 tbsp. flour
2 cups beef stock (beef cubes can 
be used)
1 to 2 tsp. salt (according to taste)
2 tbsp. red wine vinegar
'/z tsp. ground black pepper
Wash lentils and put in large 
saucepan with water. Cover and 
bring to boil. Reduce heat and 
cook slowly for 1 hour. During 
this period fry bacon till crisp, 
cool and crumble in hands and 
put aside. Add all the vegetables 
to the bacon drippings and saute 
over low heat for five minutes. 
When lentils are ready add the
pot, melt butter in bacon pan, 
remove from heat and blend in 
flour, Stir and cook for one 
minute. Remove from heat and 
slowly blend in stock. Add to 
lentil pot. Bring the soup to the 
boiling point, stirring constantly. 
Reduce heat to simmer, cover and 
cook for 35 minutes, stirring 
frequently. Add pepper and 
vinegar. Stir and cook for three 
minutes.
As a prelude to a hearty dinner, 
there is nothing more delicious 
than Vichysoisse. It is French 
peasant potatoe soup refined to 
join the gourmet dishes of French 
cuisine. This one is quick and easy 
to make. It should be served in 
small quantities,- in soup cups, as 
it is rather rich.
Vichysoisse
1 cup onions - chopped
2 leeks (white part only) chopped 
'A cup melted butter
2 cups raw potatoes diced 
1 qt. chicken stock (chicken cubes 
may be used)
Salt (to taste) ;
14 tsp white pepper ;
1 cup light cream
Saute onions and leeks in butter 
till soft and yellow. Do not 
brown. Add potatoes; and stock, 
salt and pepper . Cook about 20 to 
30 minutes, till potatoes are soft, 
Put through blender = while hot 
(blend a cup at a time to avoid 
splash). Reheat lo boiling point.
just add cream at this point. 
However, Vichysoisse is at its best 
served cold. To serve cold it 
should be thoroughly chilled 
before adding cream. 1 usually 
make it a day ahead and add 
cream before serving using a wisk 
to beat it in. Makes two quarts. 
Garnish with chopped chives or 
parsley.
Salmon with Granola 
4 fresh or frozen Salmon Steaks, 
cut approximately 1” thick 
2 tbsp. butter or margarine 
1 medium tart apple, peeled and 
chopped 
1 cup granola 
14 tsp. salt 
14 tsp. cinnamon 
Dash of pepper
Wipe steaks with a damp cloth. 
Place in single layer in foil-lined 
shallow baking dish. Melt butter 
in small pan. Add apple and cook 
for 2 minutes. Add granola, salt, 
cinnamon and pepper. Stir to 
blend well. Place steaks in 
preheated 450 degrees F. oven for 
5 minutes. Remove from oven and 
,top with the granola mixture. 
Return to oven and reduce heat to 
350 degrees F. for a further 7 to 8 
minutes. Serve immediately 
accompanied by lima beans and 
potato puffs.
Note: If steaks are frozen, do 
not thaw. Double cooking times 
for steaks stated above.
SALMON WITH GRANOLA DRESSING — a different way of serving 





















[Continued from page ll] 
pounds, some reaching 60. 
pounds, it has been called clumsy 
but' pets ~ a by their
owners to be agile enough to 
dance — and are downright ef- 
fectionate. Also, they-do not eat 
the furniture.
Transparent eyelids and ear and 
nose valves make life under the 
water a pleasure for the beaver. It 
also has a fold of skin just behind 
very sharp and ever-growing front 
teeth that keeps water out of its 
mouth during submerged 
chewing. The well groomed 
beaver makes a good use of two 
inside nails on its webbed hind 
feet that are split for combing out 
its fur — and picking its teeth 
after a hard day, jaw-wise.
70()-pound monsler.
Today’s beaver contrasts with 
its 700-pound ancestor that 
nibbled its way around the world 
one million years ago. Its name is 
derived from the old Anglo-Saxon 
word “hcofor" but reference to 
them is found as far back as the 
time of Egyptian hieroglyphics. 
Tlie beaver’s iniportance to 
Canada was in starting New 
World trade for their pells; in­
deed, beaver skins were at one 
time the olTicial ctirrcncy and 
wars were fought for control of 
the fur trade.
In her book, The I-'iir Trade, 
I.ouise Dickinson Rich writes: 
“’Fhe old fur traders and trappers 
gave more than they ever Intended 
or dreamed to America.,, they 
followed strange rivers to ilteir 
sources, struggled over towering 
mountain ranges, crossed wide 
praries and 'nameless lakes, 
penetrated deep into pathless
wilderness. Through their ex- 
plorations, the geography of 
North America was known 100 
years before it might otherwise 
have been. They opened the way 
for settling the West.”
The trade got a big boost when 
French hatmakers came up with a 
strong, smooth felt for hats made 
of the beaver’s underfur. 
Everybody had to have one with 
the result that by the late 19th 
century large areas of the con­
tinent were completely depleted of 
beaver, the peak being a half­
million killed in just one year. 
Along came the silk topper and 
the hard-pressed tail shipper got a 
reprieve.
Strict controls on trapping in 
following decades allowed the 
beaver populations to recoup so 
that their trapping is once again 
big business in Canada. The 
season’s harvest in 1975-76 was 
almost 335,000 pelts worth over 
$6,7(X),(X)0. The problem now is 
in keeping their numbers to a level 
where they don’t cal each other 
out of house and home.
The beaver’s worth to the 
environment is incalculably more 
than the price of their skiiis. By 
working at the headwaters of 
rivers and streams, this carpenier- 
lumber-jack • architect - engineer 
helps stabilize water flow, creates 
trout ponds and improves the 
habitat of other forms of wildlife.
Opinion cllvided 
Human opinion, on the other 
hand, is divided over the beaver’s 
worth: Some farmers like to have 
them around because their dams 
raise the water table, thereby 
improviiiE land fertility; other 




plugging culverts and watching 
trees die from the flooding;
Everybody agrees it’s hard to 
get rid of beavers short of calling 
in a trapper. Competely 
eliminating them from an area can 
have consequences worse than 
their presence, however, 
especially where the beavers’ 
dams help maintain ponds and 
water tables. .
An instance when the beaver's 
help was actually sought occured 
at Canada’s Chalk River atomic 
energy plant. Two beaver soon 
made the project’s leaking storage 
dam watertight. They apparently 
do a better job of dam building 
than man —- and much cheaper. 
Many trappers believe the 
intcUigcnce and per- 
are underrated. The 
viewpoint holds that 
‘‘careful observations made over 
a long period oh captive heaver 
have demonstrated that their urge 
to work is of a purely mechanical 
nature, and is still labourinuslv 
carried out, even wlten the ob­
jectives tire unattainable.”
A third opinion is enough to 
make Canadian heavers and 
supporters alike chew the rug. 
Recent efforts to bring the beaver 
back to England after 7(X) years of 
extinction involved not Castor 
canadensis but Castor fiber, the 
European version, imported from 
France,
How did the Canadian beaver, 
which is honoured on coats of 
arms and coins, end up .second 
best? Because, said the 
rcpopulalion project’s leader, the 
Citnadian beaver is “backward 
and particularly wasteful in tree 
cutting.”
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Hot Sim, clear skies
and water
by Kslher Young 
One of the more remote of the 
Dodecanese group, the Island of 
Kalymnos, lies only fourteen 
miles off the coast of Turkey, 
which can be easily seen from the 
mountains on the drive to Vathi, 
Kalymnos’ only really lush and 
fertile valley, famous for its 
tangerines. I chose Kalymnos for 
a vacation because 1 was told it 
was sufficiently isolated to be free 
of swarms ot tourists. The entire 
island is only 109 square 
kilometres, mostly craggy barren 
brown stone mountains with 
green valleys below, where cluster 
the small towns and villages which 
are such a lovely contrast to the 
brown rock with the pastel 
colours of the homes and the 
greenery around them. 
Everywhere are churches, some
very ancient, most of them small 
and some very exquisite.
On the Island of Talentos, a ten 
minute boat ride from Kalymnos,
1 visited a very, small church which 
has 16lh Century Byzantine 
paintings of the twelve Apostles 
on the wall behind ihe altar, still 
looking luminous and fresh. 
Talentos once was a part of 
Kalymnos, separated by an 
earthquake during the sixteenth 
century. A short climb provides 
the most beautiful views of 
mountain and .sea. From one 
point 1 could see to my right the 
ruins of a Phoenician fort, to my 
left the remains of a Saracen 
castle, and directly in front of me 
three Roman storehou-ses, built 
about 500 B.C. from local rock 
exhibiting perfect Roman arches. 
They are intact except that the
THE MAIN TOWN OF KALYMNOS which, though it bears the same name as the island, is referred toby 
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porticos are gone. Today, | 
goatherds use them to shelter their ! 
beasts during bad weather. |
Kalymnos has many beautiful |
beaches, the water is warm and | 
the sun very hot. If you are lucky, | 
with the weather, as I was, a s 
constant breeze from the sea 
makes the sun very tolerable. So 
much so, that one must take care | 
to avoid sunburn. Starting off 
with fifteen minutes a day for the 
first few days and gradually in­
creasing the time. Many of the 
beaches have tree.s fringing them 
which offer welcome shade.
Limited accomodation 
^ y T^ Of 1113
rooms available for tourists, 259 
are pension, 854 are in hotels/ 1 
can recommend the Katina Hotel 
at Lairties. The Katina was 
originally the private home of 
Anthony and Calliope 
Kalojannis. Three years ago they 
enlarged the place to create a 
hotel, it is small with only 11 
rooms. Of these only one double 
and one single has a private toilet. 
The rest share common shower 
and toilets. This is the usual setup, 
except for a few very new places, 
and even most of those have few 
private facilities, Room rates at 
the Katina run from 550 drachma 
.single to 870 dr. double, This 
includes a continental breakfast 
and lunch. Though one can 
arrange to take luncli only when 
convenient. At the present rate of 
exchange this means the cost per 
day for two people, including 
both meals is about $28.
Callioppc does the cooking and 
the food is excellent if o\ci- 
abundant, tier rtiisiu bread and 
coffee cake, served for break fast 
are delicious. Beer and wine arc 
extra, but the cost is small.
For dinners or a change of pace
at lunchtime just around the 
corner from the Katina is the 
“Catina by the Rock” owned and 
operated by Jack and Costas 
Gavalas. They opened this year 
and plan to operate from inid. 
May to mid-Scptcinbcr each year.
riiey serve an excellent ham­
burger and salad and have an
extensive selection of wines and
liquors at the bar. A dinner for 
three, inchiding wine tjocl Mttnxn 
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[Continued from page 14]
Canada where he worked at odd 
jobs waiting for his landed im­
migrant status. He stayed in 
Canada for seven years and in 
1977 moved to Boston, where he 
works for an Uncle who operates 
a chain of restauremts. But every 
summer, like so many Kalymnian 
men who work abroad, he heads 
back to Kalymnos.
Sponge diving
At one time about 90% of the 
men of Kalymnos were involved 
in sponge diving, a dangerous and 
difficult occupation. Even though 
in recent years, their equipment 
has been updated, most men 
choose to work abroad where they 
can make more money. They send 
most of their money home to be 
used as dowrys for their sisters, 
and to build homes for their 
parents. At this time there are 850 
private homes under construction 
on that tiny island and nearly all 
the money to do this has been 
earned abroad.
The influ.x of funds from 
abroad has had a negative effect 
on agriculture. The parents and 
wives left behind can do so well on 
the money sent home they no 
longer bother to cultivate the 
land. Everywhere in the foothills 
one- sees barren terraces, where 
once grew, fig, olive and almond 
trees. Touring the various towns 
on Kalymnos by taxi is not ex­
pensive. For e.xample, when my 
friend and I went to Vathi, a 45 
minute drive through winding 
mountain roads which climb quite 
high, providing breathtaking 
views to take your mind* off the 
fact that the road is so narrow 
that the driver toots the horn on 
approaching each corner to warn 
oncoming traffic, the fare was 200 
drs. about $6.50. We strolled back 
from the small port where the cab 
set us down, through a sleepy 
village, to the town square where 
we sat under a huge old tree 
drinking Seven Up till the bus 
came along and for 17 dr. each, 
took us back to town.
Ju.st before reaching the .square 
; we came upon a roadside stand 
i displaying the most beautiful 
i hand woven bedspreads, 
tablecloths and rugs. The bed­
spreads and cloths are woven in 
cotton with the designs done in 
wool, and sell at tlie incredible 
' price of $28.00. The place is 
' owned by Joint Zaharioy who told 
^ ns that there are only about 30
• women left on the island who 
1 weave. We had passed one silting
* at her work outside her house, 
iuoiu Viiihi one can see the
I highest point on the island, Mi.
^ Ih'ophcl r.lias, on top of which is 
I a monastery built by a sailor 
I between 4(X) iind 5(X) years ago.
I Having spent .30 years at sea the 
I sailor came btiek determined 
I never to set eyes on the sen again,
I and though it is the Island's 
I higliest point, it is so located that 
I the sea is not visible from any 
direct ion,
Tong lilsiory
Kalymnos wtis, part of the 
I Ottoman empire, ruled by the 
I l urks from 1522 to 1912 nl which 
I lime they were dusted by the 
I Italians, who in turn were sent 
I packing by the Allies tit the end of 
the Second World War. It was not 
I until 1948 that Kalymnos of- 
* K'oiidniiHl on nnKP 19]
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Victoria’s forgotten African Rifles
[Continued from page 12] 
itself. When the Pioneer Rifles 
approached the organizing 
committee with the suggestion 
that they participate in the parade 
they were refused permission, 
setting off a controversy in the 
press about the legitimacy of the 
refusal, and the state of race 
relations in the province. The 
committee claimed that they had 
refused the request because as the 
only military unit, custom decreed 
that the African Rifles would have 
to lead the parade, and they felt 
the other participants would have 
withdrawn in protest.
The Pioneer Rifles continued to 
drill publicly, hoping to work up 
public support and change the 
minds of the members of the 
committee who had opposed their 
inclusion in the parade. They 
paraded their band through the 
streets every evening, and the day 
before the parade held a special 
ceremony at which they were 
presented with a silk Union Jack 
by the ‘Ladies of Victoria’. At the 
presentation a speech was made 
by one of the ladies saying: “Men, 
as long as, this flag shall wave over
you, you may rest assured that no
man, or set of men, or nations can 
successfully grind you down 
under the iron heel. of op­
pression!
In spite of these fervent words, 
and the sympathy and urging of 
many prominent residents of 
Victoria, the Rifles were not 
permitted to join the parade. The 
Daily Chronicle of March 15th, 









Hebrew Benevolent Society 
with banner;
Societe Francaise de Bien- 
faisance with banner;
Tricolor and Gold;




Deluge Fire company with 
apparatus;
Tiger Fire Company with 
apparatus;
Union Hook and Ladder 
Company;
Citizens.
During the parade the outcast 
Rifles held a party for their 
supporters at a restaurant owned 
by one of their members, \vhere 
generous portions of chicken and 
beer were consumed.
Dramatic gesture 
V A week later, in a dramatic 
gesture, . the r Pioneer Rifles,
prececded by its brass band, 
dressed in its fine embroidered 
dress uniforms, marched with 
dignity across the old wooden 
bridge, and up to the Legislative 
buildings where they demanded to 
see the new governor. When 
Kennedy came out to greet the 
corps, their captain delivered an 
empassioned speech welcoming 
the governor and explaining: “... 
we were precluded on account of 
an anti British prejudice against 
our colour, of doing ourselves the 
honour, as well as the pleasure, of 
taking part in the procession as a 
military company w'hose highest 
aims is to be of service to her 
Majesty’s most loyal subjects.”
At the conclusion of the speech. 
Governor Kennedy made a rather 
vague and feeble speech himself, 
thanking the - African Rifles for 
their loyalty, and mentioning that 
he was used to ‘coloured people’ 
having spent a great deal of time 
on the Ivory Coast. Then he 
added that this race consciousness 
had been imported from the 
United States, and that he hoped 
in time it would disappear. 
Discouraged by the governor’s 
lack of forthright support, and 
mystified by Kennedy’s reference 
to the blacks of Ivory Coast ... 
with whpm t'nese Canadians felt 
no affinity ... the African Rifles 
marched back to their drill hall. ' 
The occasion of Governor 
Kennedy’s inauguration marked, 
the height of activity and interest 
Tor the Pioneer Rifles. Gradually 
jhe unit lost its appeal, and started 
to fall off in attendance and spirit. 
Finances became a problem, and,
without the enthusiasm of the 
public, fund raising events were 
ineffectual. Finally in 1866, the
corps disbanded and Victoria lost | 




Holand in a hurry
(Continued from page 3)
but demolished by vengeful
enemy troops.
Saved from the sea 
To Harderwijk 1 went, some 70 
miles, to be met by Miss Clara den 
Bandt, Information Officer of 
Nieuwland — reclaimed far­
mlands from the former Zuyder 
Zee. All day we drove through 
Flevoland-east, the latest of four 
‘polders’ which, together, have 
added more than 400,000 acres to 
Holland’s agricultural economy. 
With the Zuyder Zee blocked off 
from the North Sea, rivers 
provided fresh water to 
desalinate, and purify the present 
Lake; Ijsselmeer. Then dikes 
enclosed large areas, and from the 
‘polders’ thus created, water was 
pumped. Suitable seeding was 
done by plane, and now, on this 
former seabed grain and 
vegetables are grown, and fruit, 
and flowers, on farms leased to 
families to whom agriculture is a 
traditional pur.suit. Time was also 
spent at Flevohof, an entertaining 
agricultural centre where city 
people come to see and participate 
in aspects of farm life. And new 
; cities will rise there, too, thus 
Nieuwland proving the truth pt 
the old saying: “God made the 
vyPrldEbut the Dutch, themselves, 
made Holland!.’’ I ; ^
Den Haag, (The Hague) city of 
government, deserves more 
mention than space permits. A 
gracious city, with many old, 
interesting buildings; a ‘newer’ 
one — the Peace Palace — 
completed in 1913 — housing the 
International Court of Justice.
We arrived on the opening day 
of the annual summertime 
Thursday Antique Fair. On that 
day each week, may be bought 
antiques and “antiques” — many 
of the latter being like the in-1 
triguing “thunder mug” 1 tried to | 
persuade my wife to buy. Unique | 
in design, it seemed hand-painted, 
and would, I thought, make an 
excellent flower pot. It is, so far as 
I know, still there.
Across the square from this 
open-air, tree-shadowed market is 
Hotel des Indes, where we stayed 
amid treasured, real antiques, 
both furnishings and furniture. 
Members of Royalty, wealthy 
Dutch expatriots from the former 
East Indies, diplomats, 
celebrities, have stayed there. 
Pavlova, arriving ill from Paris,^ 
died there — a salon is named in 
her honor. And, each year when 
the Queen leaves from the palace 
nearby, the orange shades of 
Hotel des Indes are lowered in 
salute, a tribute to Her Majesty’s 
family, the Housepf Orange.
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New process gives milk six month ^s life
Outdoor living today — 
whether at a lake or a campsite or 
your own backyard — has come a 
long way in a relatively short time.
It wasn’t too many years ago that 
the great outdoors were not so 
great when it came to enjoying the 
things we like to eat and drink.
For instance, can you recall 
when you were a young boy (or 
girl) going off on a camping trip, 
or for a day’s sail on the salt- 
chuck, and taking along fresh 
fluid Milk? No way!
But times have changed and 
things have changed and insulated 
containers, portable refrigeration 
and easy access to retail outlets 
has given outdoor living a 
completely new complextion.
The case for fresh milk is a 
good case in point. Wherever 
you go today, fresh milk is 
closeby. Either a village grocery 
store, a shopping centre on your 
way through a town, or even in 
the small fridge in your camper 
fresh, cold milk is there for the 
asking.
A number of things we take for 
granted and rarely think about 
has made this milk miracle 
possible.
Modern technology has made 
its mark on our way of life and ail 
for the good, too. Nowadays, we 
can choose to take along 
.’I evaporated milk but most of us 
prefer our milk fresh and cold, 
nl And because refrigerated trucks
nl transport fresh milk in modern
.{jI ' packages to every nook and 
,fi cranny in our province, a steady 
ln| supply of milk is seldom lacking.
’s|, 'r^, : Milk, is special
1 ( ^ Nor Should if be. Because milk 
is special. Somebody said that 
“Milk is humanity’s one common 
nutritional experience at the 
banquet table of life.
Of course, the next logical step 
toward enjoying milk in the Great 
Outdoors is keeping fluid milk 
fresh and palatable without 
refrigeration. And that’s on the 
way — UHT Milk. Ultra-High 
Temperature Milk. It’s fresh milk 
that can be stored on the shelf for 
at least six months without 
refrigeration.
It’s being done on a regular 
basis in Europe and Africa and 
should become part of the 
Canadian scene in the not too 
distant future.
The secret is “sterilized’’ milk 
—- raw milk subjected to high 
temperatures to kill all the micro- 
organisms. This ultra high 
temperature milk, when sealed in 
air-tight containers, has a shelf 
life of six months. Its food value 
is the same as pasteurized milk, 
and it has to be refrigerated after 
opening, just like pasteurized 
milk.
Today, milk is pasteurized by 
heating it to 16!? degrees 
bahrenheit for I.S sccond.s. For 
“sterilized” milk, the heat goes 
up to 285 degrees Fahrenheit (145 
degrees Cclsitt.s) for three seconds.
UHT milk has been slow in 
coming to Canada because our 
dairy industry is geared to 
refrigerated .shipping and storage. 
This milk is common in many 
harts of Europe and Africa where 
I refrigeration is not ns widely 
I available as in this country.I Hut most dairymen will agree 
that absolutely sterile milk is the 
ultimate product. Imagine — just 
chuck a few cartons in your
camper or knapsack before you 
hit the trail or highway.
When science finally finds some 
foolproof way to annihilate all the 
nasty micro-organisms that can 
sour milk without giving it a 
cooked taste, then fresh milk will 
be able to sit on the shelf for six 
months at a time. Why, you can
even stash it in your wine rack at 
home. Just chill before serving!
But even today, with 
refrigerated milk available almost 
everywhere, and with portable 
refrigeration just as easily ac­
cessible for your camper, then 
there’s little reason to do 
without your favourite beverage
when out in the Great Outdoors. 
But think also about all the other 
good things that come from milk 
that you can take with you these 
days.
Why do without your favourite 
yogurt? Take it with you. The 
same refrigerator will hold a few 
cups. Or cottage cheese all the
17
protein goodness of meat and a 
lot easier to serve. And if there are 
kids along (or adults, for that 
matter), then a quantity of ice 
cream is an absolute necessity. 
Either in big economy tub form, ■ 
or ice cream on a stick. Or the new 
yogurts on a stick. Treats for
everyone
Every day.
n C. Dairy rfUindaHon
J-''''' I ■
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Soybeans new crop for western Canada
Soybeans may be destined for a 
bigger role in Canadian crop 
rotations. One reason is the in­
creasing success plant breeders are 
having in developing varieties that 
yield respectably even in areas 
with short growing seasons.
One such variety is Maple 
Presto, which could help move 
soybean production into western 
Canada, particularly Manitoba 
and southern Alberta. Maple 
Presto was developed by Harvey
Voldeng and Joseph Seitzer, 
soybean breeders at the 
Agriculture Canada Research 
Station in Ottawa, in cooperation 
with Agriculture Canada’s 
Research Station at Brandon, 
Man. In tests last year, this new, 
short-season variety, which is not 
yet licensed, averaged 30 bushels 
per acre in Manitoba and Alberta 
yield trials.
Out front. Mark Stauffer, new- 
crops researcher at Agriculture
Canada’s Morden, Man. 
Research Station, says Maple 
Presto showed excellent etuliness 
last year. It’s a determinate-type 
soybean that matures in about 95 
days.
“It’s a little fantastic,’’ 
Stauffer says. “When Maple 
Presto had dropped its leaves and 
was about ready to harvest, the 
next earliest variety on test was 
just beginning to turn yellow. 
With Maple Presto we should be
able to harvest the last week of 
August or the first week of 
September.’’
“Earliness is a prime con­
sideration,” Voldeng says of 
current breeding work. “But 
we’re also screening for varieties 
that perform well at low tem­
peratures, as well as others having 
higher protein and lower oil 
content for on-farm feeding.”
Stauffer and Major say they are 
optimistic that Maple Presto, or
varieties of similar early maturity, 
will be available for seed increase 
and on-farm tests next spring. In 
eastern Canada, additional new 
varities for future licensing are 
getting to the regional test stage. 
As one soybean researcher ob­
served recently: “After 20 years 
of trying to make significant 
improvements, 1 think we’re 
finally getting there.”
[Reprinted from July/Aug. issue 
of The Furrow].








When you buy an Ariens Garden Tractor, you're 
buying extra leisure time. When you need power to 
mow your lawn, till and cultivate your soii, haui heavy 
loads and remove snow from walks and driveways,
Ariens Garden Tractors provide that power.
And Ariens shaft-driven power take-off and ex­
clusive drive-over mower mounting iot you add or
wmni
$ g U 0 ^0 0 purchase of an ariens tractor
COMPLETE WITH ONE OF THE FOLLOWING ATTACHMENTS
• 42" ROTARY MOWER
• 34’’ROTARY TILLER
• FRONT END LOADER
• SWEEPSTER
• 48" ROTARY MOWER
• 48’'SNOTHRO 
•BACKHOE
• SICKLE BAR MOWER
Tli« (intlfo lino ot do|)ondoblin Arlom Gordon trcKtor* (• on lolo 
now at n «[)ottnl »ovlno» ol up to $500 witon purilwnod with o 
tolottorj atUKhmont. . „
Your Afloit* ihmlor tnit tilrow you o wido varloty ol vwrtulllB 
niiii,hinonl« huludlno Arl*M oxcluilvo "Flox.Nrlool" nwwor
(loth, roloiy tllloi. domr blodo, or 3 Hoot Sno thro to nom# |u»l n 
low • • doiofu ol ways Urol your Atloin lirKlor con rnoUo your lllo
txHior, , , , ,
Srro your pnrtlcl(jalln() Arlon# dooloi Imloy ondiov#. Ollor uoo<l
I only wbllm klixlr nnd Invnnlory lo*lt,
Ibistrlbutlon in British Columbia and the Yukon by:
HOFFARS SALES LTD.,
14351 Burrows Rd., Richmond, B.C. 
Phone; 273-1511
Contact these ARIENS DEALERS 
for Sales & Service
ABBOTSFORD
Roys Lawnmower & Cycle Ltd.
NELSON
Kootenay Tractor & Equip­
ment
ALBION























7v Phils Lawnmower Sales :: & 
. Service'
PORT COQUITLAM ■
' B.M.E; Supply : &, Equipment:;
’Co.'': :
cLearvyater
, : J.I.e. Enterprises Limited
POWELL RIVER : %










Seaside Marine Co. Ltd.
revelstoke
Revelstoke Sales & Service 
Ltd.
DUNCAN
Eagle Boat Sales Ltd.
RICHMOND











switch attachments in minutes —no heavy lifting and 
no bolts to change or adjust.
An Ariens Garden Tractor gets all your yard and 
garden chorea done quickly and easily —all yoar 
around; lots you move on to what you roally want to 




Trac & Trail Equipment Co, 
Ltd.
GENELLE
Snow Trails Sales & Service 
Ltd,
SOUTH SURREY
Ocean Park Mower & Garden 
Equipment Ltd,
GIBSONS





Golclon Hntdwaro A Building 
Supplies •
TERRACE











Timboriand Supply Co. Ltd.
KIMBERLEY
Dav.irinn Sports & Hnrdw.110
KonPrasinHF-tiuipmont 
Butler Brothers Supplies Lid.
LANGLEY
Mid Valley Lumber Lid,
WILLIAMS UKE
Williams l.nke Marine Sporling 
Supplies l.ld.
MISSION
Prospect Equlpmrint 1973 
Ltd,
WINFIELD
Accent Garden Equipment & 
Sports Ltd,
NANAIMO
J.C. Sharocost Rentals ftSalor. 
Lid.
YARROW
EppBros Supply (1977) Ltd,
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T///S MODERN SOLAR GREENHOUSE will not only be a source of 
fresh vegetables but will also reduce home heating costs.
Build greenhouse
A report on the agricultural 
development and potential of the 
Fort Nelson area has revealed that 
there is a substantial area adjacent 
to the city that has soil and 
climate suitable for producing a 
wide range of crops, according to 
Agriculture Minister Jim Hewitt.
The climate throughout the 
growing season is comparable to 
the more productive portions of 
the Peace River area and would be 
suitable for cereals, seed, forage 
and a number of vegetable crops 
according to the report prepared
by the ministry.
“However, the high cost of 
clearing and developing land for 
crop production and the distance 
to available markets are seen to be 
major obstacles to agricultural 
development,” the minister said.
“Heavy stands of aspen and 
cottonwood for which there is a 
limited market, combined with 
high land clearing costs and 
limited financial resources, are 
said to be deterring agriculture 
settlement.”
Residents of the Fort Nelson
area have been critical of the 
moratorium on the sale of Crown 
agricultural land in the region. 
The report appears to support 
release of add’tional lands in 
keeping with an overall land and 
resource use development plan.
Mr. Hewitt said he and his staff 
would review the recom­
mendations in greater detail in 
the early fall with a view to 
determining a future course of 
action. He said that collaboration 
with other ministries will be 
necessary during this review.
........................... .... .... ..-... . .....
Isles
[Continued from page 8]
A warm heart
The heart of the ASG is heat­
absorbing mass, containers of 
rock or water at the rear of the 
greenhouse that take in heat 
during the day, retain it, and 
release their warmth during the 
cold nights. In this way, the 
difference between day and 
nightime temperatures is 
minimized and plants are saved 
from a chilly nip.
Mattock prefers water-filled 
pipes standing vertically along the 
entire rear-length of the 
greenhouse. Manufactured by a 
Vancouver company, the 10-inch 
examples are water-proofed with 
plastic inserts, the water inside 
being gradually heated by 
sunlight. To compromise the 
absorbing ability of the pipes and 
ensure enough light is reflected by 
them to the greenhouse plants,
; they were painted red.
, The study to determine the 
most efficient colour for the pipes 
— blue was also considered — is 
just one of the “subtleties” in­
volved in fine-tuning solar 
greenhouse design, says Mattock. 
He notes the basics are known and 
il is just a matter of gearing design 
options to meet the specific en­
vironment.
Michael Kerfoot of Sunenergy 
Systems, Calgary, agrees the 
Ecotope ASG design is quite 
applicable to the frigid winters of 
that area — with a few additions.
For example, the much lower 
winter temperatures of the 
prairies compared to moderate 
B.C. requires more insulation be 
added to thicker walls. A vapour 
barrier is also needed to reduce
the rate of air exchange in the 
greenhouse. Another addition 
involves insulated curtains that 
can be drawn across the interior
of the glazed area at night. These 
are designed to slow down the rate 
of heat loss to the outside via the 
glass.
Otherwise, says solar energy 
consultant Kerfoot, there is plenty 
of sunlight during cold, clear days 
in Alberta to supply sufficient 
sunlight to support growing 
plants.
“Don’t forget, we get a lot of 
snow here and fhat reflects 
sunlight quite nicely into the 
greenhouse as well.”
Excess heat
But what of the home-heating 
virtues of the Attached Solar 
Greenhouse? Mattock says 
conventional houses can obtain 10 
percent of the energy needed to 
heat them by way of sunlight 
through existing south-facing 
windows. The ASG perforins the 
same function on a larger, more 
efficient, scale; excess heat built- 
up in the greenhouse during a 
winter day is allowed simply to 
flow through an opening into the 
house. This ventilation is then 
halted during the night.
Even on the prairies, the home 
furnace need hardly come on 
during the day when utilizing the 
excess greenhouse heat, claims 
Mattock. Trained as an architect, 
he is now designing what he calls 
North America’s first “passively 
solar heated townhouse,” He says 
the eight living units will derive 95 
percent of their heating needs 
through solar and conservation 
methods, adding about $6,000 to 
the price of each. This compares 
with the $10,000 to $15,000 
required to equip each unit with 
an active solar system.
“What 1 like about .solar energy 
is that you’re tapping into the 
energy flows of the earth. It’s not 
a.s if we’re introducing anything 
new ■— it’s the oldest energy 
source around.”
Mattock illustrated his point 
with the surprising fact that solar 
heating of water was done in 
Florida and California in the 
1890s. Though abandoned for 
years, many of these systems still 
work today with minimal repairs 
needed, he says.
There is no doubt solar energy 
and conservation arc regaining 
wider public acceptance. Says 
Kerfoot: "It’s very exciting to sec 
people who liavc taken the solar 
workshops go out and use their 
new knowledge.”
Furiltcr information concerning 
scheduled workshops can be 
obtained by writing to: Urban 
Planning, Centre for Continuing 
Education, The University of 
British Columbia, Vancouver, 
B.C. V6T 1W5: or Michael 
Kerfoot, Yanuska Centre, Seebe, 
AlherlnTOLlXO.
[Continued from page 15] 
ficially became a part of Greece 
again. The people, however, 
always considered themselves to 
be Greeks, and there was very 
little intermarriage with the oc­
cupiers.
In 1938 there was a three day 
uprising against the Italians in 
which the Kalymnians fought 
Biblical fashion, with stones, 
against modem weapons
In 1938 there was a three day 
uprising against the Italians in 
which the Kalymnians fought in 
the Biblical fashion, with stones. 
The uprising was in protest 
against pressure by the Italian 
Government to force the Greek 
Orthodox Church of the • 
Dodecanese Islands to separate 
from the Patriarch of Istanbul 
and join with Rome. Since their 
religion is in fact the basis of the 
social structure of their society, 
the ; Kalymnians reacted with 
violence, with the women taking 
part in the battle against the 
Italian soldiers. The Italians 
brought in reinforcements, the 
rebellion was put down, and the 
leaders arrested, among them my 
host Anthony Kolojannis. They 
were sentenced to death, but
pressure from the League of 
Nations had the sentences 
commuted to 35 years in prison. 
The Italians however were not 
around to see that the sentences 
were completed and in fact the 
Kalymnians won that battle. No 
further attempt was made to 
interfere with the Church. And 
Anthony Kolojannis lived to be 
Mayor of Kalymnos from 1954 to 
1964, during which time he did 
much to improve conditions on 
the Island, both materially and 
socially.
The Kolojannis are starting the 
building of a new 25 room hotel at 
Massouri, this September and
expect it will be completed by 
September of 1979. Massouri has 
one of the finest beaches on the 
Island. They will, however, 
continue to operate the Katina. 
Anyone wishing to stay with 
them, must book 2 to 3 months in 
advance for the months of July 
and August. The address is Katina 
Hotel, Kalymnos, Dodekanise, 
Greece.
Getting to Kalymnos can 
hardly be described as half the 
fun. Starting from Athens one 
flies to the Island of Kos (the 
planes are usually late taking off, 
the airport is small and hot), then 
goes by taxi to the port. A one 
hour trip by small ferry, on which 
you can swelter below or stay on 
deck and be covered with salt 
from the spray, finally gets you to 
kalymnos. But the wildness of the 
mountmns and the beauty Of this 
lovely Island make it all worth 
while, and I will go back again not 
only to feast my eyes on the clear 
blue waters of the seav and the 
barren brown Tock of the 
niountains, but also to listen once 
more to the ? strange , deep 
sorrowful moan the wind makes 
as it comes down through the 
valleys.: As though the ancient 
gods of Greece still mourned their 




for... the purchase of 
additional land,
. . . major improvements 
to existing property,
. . . debt consolidation . . .
THE ROYFARM
MORTGAGE PROGRAM
...Loans from $50,000 to a maximum of $300,000. 
...Amortization periodsupto25 years.
,,.Interest rate 10'/«% (subject tochange).
If you're a (armor (whether individual, partnership, or 
corpor,ition) with proven form business manngomoni 
ability, you are likely oligiblo (ora RoyParm Mortgage,
Any mortgage (inarrclng Is a longterm commitment that
requires your best judgment. To assist you in making 
the right decision, wo have prepared a pamphlet that 
outlines the RoyFarm Mortgage Program; a special 
bulletin "A Guide to Land Purchases"; and d handy (arm 
mortgage calculator. They are yours (or the asking, from 




TOYOTA LAND CRUISER. 
WHEN THE GOING GETS ROUGH
i
When the going gets rough, Toyota Land Cruisers get going. And keep 
going. Because they're built rugged. So they're right at home in some of the 
roughest, meanest terrain on earth. Or below. In fact, you II find 23 Land 
Cruisers hard at work 3,500 feet below the surface in 6 Saskatchewan
potash mines. You might even find one in your neighbour’s driveway.
used for hunting, fishing, plowing snow or, just driving to work.
This year, Toyota gives you a choice of 3 tough models. The 
popular Hardtop, the versatile Wagon and the rugged Pickup, 
with a load area over 84” long. And all 3 models are equipped 
with a powerful 4.2 litre, 125 HP, 6 cylinder engine 
that will take you where most other vehicles 
can't. An all steel, reinforced body 
ensures that Land Cruisers can
last for years. Underneath, Land Cruiser Hardtop
you’ll find double-acting hy­
draulic shock absorbers 
with wide 70 mm leaf 
springs front and 
rear for a
smooth ride on or off the road. A 
4-speed full synchromesh trans­
mission with a smooth-acting 2 speed 
transfer case lets you switch from 2-wheel 
drive to 4-wheel drive without having to stop.
And when you do want to stop, large power assisted front 
disc/rear drum brakes let you do it quickly and safely. Power 
drum brakes are standard on the pickup.
That's not all. Inside, at no extra charge, there’s a padded 
steel roll bar for added safety in the Hardtop model. And a rear 
heater in both the Hardtop and Wagon that maintains an even 
temperature throughout the passenger compartment. Land 
Cruisers have been winter tested in Northern Canada at temper­
atures down to-40“C to make sure they can handle the worst 
conditions you can throw at them.
Wo designed and built the Land Cruiser for commercial use, so you know 
it's more than rugged. But to really apprecipte it, visit your; Toyota dealer 
today and take one for a drive ■ anywhere.
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TOYOTA TODAY
